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PREFACE 

Little attention has previously boon given to the sediment:; of 

the Eden estuary, Fife, `ýcotland. This research was performed in 
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facies in the superficial sediments of the intertidal zone. 
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computing and statistical matters. Special thanks go to rcorg© 

'hiker for his excellent untiring assistance in the field, and to 
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I am also grateful to the followinq institutions: the Tay Estuary 

Re, enrch Centre, Newport-on-Tay, for the loan of equiprnrnt; the HHoyal 

Air Force, Lrnuchirs, for taking air photor; rnphs of the estuary; and 

the I\adiography Dopartment of the Memorial Cottage Hospital, ;; t, 

Andrews, for allowing me to use their facilities. 

Final thanks qo to my wife, Froda, for constant encournqlement 

<nnd for tytpinrq LhHH menu script. 



51IMI1nfY 

The stratigraphic frnmework of the superficial sediments of the 

Eden e^tuary consists of the post-Glacial Carse sequence as defined 

t, y Chisholm (1971). 

Coastal processes affect a redistribution of sediment in the 

lower o tuory which, historically,, has produced dramatic chnngos in 

the r! re, -i1 distribution of land and sea. In the middle and upper 

estuary sediment redistribution is limited, and the distribution of 

]rand anti w: t. rr i: rel. r, tivnly ; triple. I\t t. tio nnLr; inco to tim Ldrn 

thn north . horc tond-, to to rutre. itinq lsandw, irds, whnreac.: tho 

zouth shore is prograding seaward:. 

''e-j. uronont-, and oh%ervation of water circulation pattern-. in 

the c: ýAu-iry -. howed that sediment redistribution in the lower estuary 

may be explained by the importance of wave action to the south of the 

f. cdnn channel and flood-tidnl current activity to the north of the 

channel. 

Vionsurement, of velocity and salinity profiles showed that: 

(,, ) :: n v; ymmi try üxir, t!; hf)t, wnon tho tirni3 of m, 7ximum flood ind ohih 

currents relýntivo to high water. Maximum flood currents occurred 

con i : trnnt Ly between 1.5 and 1.11 hours before hirlh water anti maximum 

trlrl, crirrerit,, butwuori 3 and 4 hour,; after hirlh water. III t;: tnrýr; r 1 max- 

imum et, i, velocities were greater than thou of the flood. 

(h) t. tu' Limo of' occurrence of maximum sal. init. in; rc, 1at. ivr to Iiirltt 

w, iLur :, y: ILrnu, II.. ic. lI ly t. itrourlliout, the u t. tr: rry. lir Lltu lowr: r 

o; tuatry maximum ,, alirnitios occurred before high w, iter, in the middle 

estuary the time of maximum salinity and high water wore coincident9 

and in Lrro uppor estuary maximum rialiiiities occurred after high water. 

(c) no ; inrglo classification could be assigned to the Eden estuary, 

I 
rI 11. hourllh it mny ho ,; Lated thmt it is tido-dominnLod, end under l avorage, 



c_01'(11 t. iow; it, tauulrJ I in ,i Pr it. cti rif Iyp1' l' car Ivy r iI-, I I Iv linmu(It"nntIII, 

-Ie superficiai sediments of the middle estuary are dominated 

structure; of hiorlenic orinin. Primary sedimentary structures are 

-, 1T, O,, '. r. ompletel-v ni literated. ', hell concentrates are widespread and 

it .Ii in rnr, v to rnl. tl, nrl 1,0 thn livinrI ft hii, r; OF Hit, ltrrjw[lrm I1rtYrt. icoI 

m;., irirr1 

Two major in tertici,; l sand : bodies, termed flood and otit; -tidal 

r+, r l' .., onc'; r in t. hn lowr, r ilir>r; rý t. nrinclrnptiir fn"itc. rrnn Ilc, rar 

! r: r r: rdf orrn ; c, j'iic: h record l. lire rn , porr:, n ()f c: nrlimnriL to rc; vc"ririct 

nur`low, f'n the flood-tidal delta both flood and ebt, -orientated 

food-orientated t, er. lforms wem : rind-waves, 

, r; dforri-, were merl, aripplet,. Certain toporlraphic 

features within the flood-tidal delta serve to divert ehh-tidal curr- 

eet. _a hound the delta and thisp coupled with the . +svmmet. rv in time of 

r,,., 'imum flood and ebb-tidal currents, allows flood-orientated hedforms 

to ý, e proserncnd. On the ri, l, -tid,. al delt. i, which ef'f'ect ive1\ tcrmä: n. ctes 

I, IrIr1rr r_li, in itlI+l1Ic rii'orrn , are cýlýt, -nrir rrf. aLcrrl, inri., rrýri-w gun; pt'o- 

rini: 1r, t, rrrenI ca limnrrt; rry :; tructuroos of' the t'lood-tidal delLcc 

a prominent flood orierit. ation. This is at variance with the 

r. , rf.; crl expression of the. f edform s which exhibit suhequnl numbers of 

f1 nod- arid ehl; -orirnnt. nt. o; 1 fr. r: l. urrý ihn intern al structures il lustrcat. e 

tý: e in; port'ince of' ficnod-tidal currents in Ii u fermcai. inn1 of this sand- 

(A . end Lho sccond, ary nature of' the curront. s which serve 

only t, o ; -odify the 3urfr{ce features. 

Is a croup the estuary sands may be classified ars ouhlitharenites 

r, ri1.1 rlrr�rt; , vr! r: i(jn(l 02.411',, )rI. hocI-w-. n pl., (jincln: rn 4,47/', , inr'l 

Ilc:. ivy minnr, rl: o averrifin 
fl 

rdt% ei Ihn fier? 

fr., ct. iorn, but. t. liis; voluo incron: os rapidly in Lhc vicinity of, 

t. hre l rlprr chcr; rnr; 1.. Ur: Lri. t. il r. alcium corhonoLo in the form of' shell 



f'r: +rrnr nt. ", rn: ry sicunttnt, for tit) to 1(,. H wL;, or ; Winn ,;. m t 1t ; from t. irti 

middle estuary, which mey he con ; idered the factory area for c, irtionotr 

detri`u3. `. luartz Drain-surface microtextures showed rareat variety, 

but typos which might be considered of glacial origin with aqueous 

overtones are predominant. 

Tf H cidy fraction of the estuary sediments consists of i]lito 

5f-, 9 knolinite and chlorite in suhequal amount; totallind 41; '�, and 

mon!, rnori! lonitn "ý; . C1. ay mineral suitor nro pollutnd by k; 3olinito- 

f, r,.; r i rv, reff l urýnt from ý; u; rrr1l rid rin tutor mil H. 

rextur. +l inaIy;, i; ; f)owurd th, it eigqht 'e(Iimont suh-porlIIInt.. i. o[Is 

coy ', ro' the tnxturr31 v; rintion in the ; uperfici, i] r: ndimnnts of the 

-1 . 
', u-: r7. f'iric : ariri i- the haaic ; uh-pripul., I. ior) with which n11 

otýrrr, ; re mired in varyinrl proportions. Intertidal flat textural 

vnrir3tion i:. primririly piroducnd by tho addition of mtliiium s, -Ind and/or 

,. i It , if (I clriy to the fins ,, incf !; Uh-population. 

Sr'ven texturýil facies were identified in the Eden estuary: four 

in the sediments of the intertidal flats and three in the channel 

-er Iimen L';. F ach facies has textural attrihutes which are he. liovFid to 

hrive orirgin, dt. ed in the depocontre, that, is, they area as respons. n to 

and doposit. iona1 proce: iof,;,, wit. liin tiu (n Liiary. 

ýý 



I: I,, IILI! r 11 1' II; 1II111C1 TIIfli 

I, 1HLA OF ikL:, CAFZCHI 

The estuary of the River Eden is situated on the north-east coast 

of Fife, '; cotland, hetween the town of 5t. Andrews and the mouth of 

Uhr' Firth of Tiy (Fiti. 1.1). 

! tie nerwr: ll r, h;, [)n of t. hm int. crLiti, il 'Dill' ir, t. rinn(lulrir WiLI) i 

in r't. h-". ou t. h t. rrinýtir ,l h" i:; r? `). h kin lonrl : 3ncI Lhte ; Itiux 7 kill t, o Lhrý ti( , t. 

fh;? north, ; ouLh rind west hotindary point.; are defined by the notional 

arid cn-ordir r, tn . NI) 500 2 ; (l, NO 505 1'14, rid NO /VV) 1'11) ro:, pectively. 

, trapp in modified by suveral l; indfnr"m": which proLrurht into 

t, r int. rcc. t. irJ, r1 /or in. Flut. Ile,, rt (1`10 1103 19f))ß (; ot, ln ')horn (NO 4h11 1t)4)ß 

ou". r; l)oir t: ('. ; 4r� 100), ', holly Point ([ifl 47/i 21)0) and '; ancLunry 

'; pit (NO 485 204) are prominent (Fig. 1.2). 

From the Pouch (NO 430 170) to Guardbridge (NO 450 190) the 

erA iu, ry has n sinuous and north-oast trending course. To the east. of 

t; u. irritrridi; e t. hre trrrnd t)(-comes more easterly and the width of the intur- 

tiri. al zone inerna:; os rapidly to a maximum of 2.2 km across tho t'l., tts 

in i nnrth-,; orrtir dirrnction imrnWdintoly wn)L of ';; ioct. u, iry 'ipit. Thn 

l. ol. 1 . irr .r of turn inl. urt. iri, rl /nrin i:; aiI)I)ruximrrtrnly H km2. 

ltt. (; u, irrJt, ri rirlr; n minor !, t. re; rm, tiot. rry Irl,, t, nr, di;, charrln:, into LIin 

(r; t. u, rry,, :rI Lhorrri(r F lot,, irr i t. c; )nwnr rrr, chc, ; ir, i1nimilml I, y ttrrrir:; 

(: ofI LrtIf: I' , (1 I)yI, rr, rrltrridrlr, - P; irtr I'lli II (NO 10,1 1(a(r). 

ht IOW-iýJ iI r 1. Iit: wIto 1 c? r, i, urnry titncc, inur, , aII). - wri, i1 ly týxýio uý1 

ttxcelp1, for Lho narrow chaniml of the River Leton. 

For convenionce of description the estuary has been divided 

; rhi tr, 3ri 1y into upper, middle ºnd lower r3ections. The upper section 

r rl r nrl:, from t h(! Pouch to hu, ºrdhridrlu, Lho miridlc -, oction from i; uard_ 

I riýl r: tu '-ric ºi. rry ', pit. and this 1owr! r :, uct. inrr cr+ý, Lºi, arr. tý; from ';, inet. uory 
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II. PREVIOUS WORK 

The Eden estuary has been the subject of very little geological 

research. 

Geikie (1902) made brief reference to the estuary, stating that: 

"At the mouth of the Eden ... the sea has spread out, over an 
area some three miles long and a mile broad, a tract. of sand and 
silt, largely the oift of the river. " 

Wilson (1910) described certain features of the sediments of the 

West Sands and the Eden Bar (Ebb-tidal delta). Of the 'West sands he 

said: 

"The sand is firm and forms a pleasant promenade, until the 
'Outhead' is reached, where a part of it is unpleasantly soft. " 

This is probably the first reference to the development of 'bubble' 

or cavernous sand within the sediments between Out Head and the Eden 

channel. Wilson also commented on the significance of the Eden Bar: 

"The broad spit of sand between the river and the sea, known as 
the 'bar of Eden', is a continuation of the West Sands of St. 
Andrews. The bar is covered to no great depth at hich water. 
It suffices to break the violence of the waves in stormy weather, 
rendering the wide estuary inside a place of comparative quiet. 
When the tide recedes from the bar, it is usual to find there 
ripple-marks well worthy of more than a passing study, by reason 
of their variety of design. " 

Perkins (1960), in a study of the diurnal rhythm of littoral 

diatoms, referred to the cohesive nature of the sediments of the 

middle estuary. 

Chisholm (1971) described the. stratigraphic sequences developed 

during the Flandrian marine transgression and the subsequent regress- 

ion in the Tentsmuir and Strathedon areas of Fife. 

Adams and Grierson (1974) reported measurements of eater movement, 

temperature and salinity over the period of a tidal cycle at one 

station in the estuary. 

: ýý. 
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III. GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

The area of north Fife which contributes drainage to the Eden 

estuary is underlain by Lower and Upper Old Red Sandstone and the 

Carboniferous Calciferous Sandstone (Measures (Fig. 1.3). Late-Glacial 

and post-Glacial sediments form a veneer over the Palaeozoic bedrock. 

The NE-5W regional strike of the Palaeozoic controls the present- 

day drainage system, and was presumably of similar or enhanced import- 

ance in pre-Pleistocene times. The valley of the River Eden is coin- 

cident with the narrow strip of Upper Old Red Sandstone arenaceous 

sediments (Chisholm and Dean, 1974) which lies between the andesites 

and basalts of the Lower Old Red Sandstone (Chisholm, 1964; MacGregor, 

1968) to the north and the Calciferous Sandstone Measures (Greensmith, 

1965; Belt, 1975), with associated intrusives, to the south. 

The distribution of drift is extensive (Fig. 1.4) and only the 

highest areas of the Ochill Hills and the Lomond Hills are drift free. 

Boulder clay covers the high ground of the North Fife Hills (Eastern 

Ochills), East Fife Uplands and the upper reaches of the Eden valley 

in the Middle Ochills. The lowlands are associated with sands and 

gravels of fluvio-glacial or marine origin. Sands and gravels in the 

Eden valley may be attributed to out-wash from the Stratheden glacier 

(MacGregor, 1960). Windblown sand is important in the coastal zone 

of Tentsmuir and Pilmour Links. 

Evidence of late-Glacial and post-Glacial sea-level changes in 

east and north-east Fife is provided by associations of raised beaches 

(Chisholm, 1966; Sissons, Smith and Cullingford, 1966). In east Fife 

Sissons et al. recognised six late-Glacial shorelines which were 

formed during a period of westward retreat of the ice-margin at a 

time prior to 13000 BPS the age of a supposed Perth Readvance (Sissons, 
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1967). In north-east Fife a late-Glacial shore-line is indicated at 

36 m (120') OD (Chisholm, 1966) with associates sediments ranging from 

gravels and sands to laminated reddish-brown clays. 

The 15.8 m raised beach at Leuchars may be an easterly continua- 

tion of the Main Perth Shoreline which was related to a proposed 

Perth Readvance between 13 500 and 13 000 EP (Sisson., et al., 1966). 

Paterson (1974), however, contends that the readvance was a local 

event and the Main Perth Shoreline reflects abundant sedimentation at 

a time when rapid eustatic sea-level rise, accompanying an abrupt 

climatic amelioration, kept pace with the isostatic response by the 

land. 

In the Forth valley, around Menteith, relative sea-level changes 

which post-date the Main Perth Shoreline are recorded by buried shore- 

lines and outwash deposits. Three buried beaches, the High, Main and 

Low buried Beaches, indicate an irregular fall in sea-level which 

culminated in the exposure of the Low Buried Beach. Minimum sea-level 

probably occurred at about 8500 EP (Sissons et al., 1966). 

The succeeding post-Glacial or Flandrian transgression and sub- 

Sequent regression produced a stratigraphic sequence in north-east 

Fife uhich forms the framework for the present-day Eden estuary 

(Chisholm, 1971). The general post-Glacial sequence is one of peat 

which accumulated on a raised beach (an equivalent of the Lower Buried 

Beach of Sissons) succeeded by silts and clays and/or sand and shingle 

(Geikie, 1902). Radiocarbon dating of peat from the St. Michael's 

Wood area of Fife suggests that peat accumulaticn began during the 

pre-Boreal period at about 10,000 BP and continued into the Boreal 

period up to 7,630 BP. 

The succeeding Carse sequence was differentiated by Chisholm 

(1971) into sediments deposited in protected coastal inlets and those 
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deposited in exposed coastal areas (Fig. 1.5). The relationships 

between the two were also established. The post-Glacial sequence 

developed in Stratheden is representative of deposition in protected 

localities. Chisholm gives the succession as: 

Silty soil 0.30m 
Soil plus very fine grained sand, mottled grey 
and yellow, passing down into 0.75m 
Silt and very fine sand, light grey, laminated 0.15m 
Lenticular alternations of silt and fine to 
coarse grained sand 0.20m 
Gravel, fine grained, well-rounded, ferruginous 
cement. 0.30m 

.... EROSION SURFACE ..... 
Clay, silty, grey, with numerous remains of 
reedswamp vegetation 2.00m 
Peat with tree stumps and branches; base at 
1.3m OD 0.30m 
Clay, grey, soft, with plant remains 0.15m 
Sand, clayey, pinkish grey, mottled; some 
plant remains. 0.30m 

A constant feature of the sequence is the erosion surface above the 

2m thick clay with reedswamp vegetation. 

The post-Glacial sequence of Tentsmuir is representative of 

deposits formed in areas exposed to wave action and borehole sections 

show that the major part of the succession is of sand. in piaces, as 

at (Morton Quarry (Fig. 1.5)9 the sand is 13m thick and rests directly 

on bedrock. In most boreholes, however, and in exposures on the 

north side of the Eden estuary a thin development of fine-grained 

deposits is preserved between the base of the sand and the late- 

Glacial or earlier deposits. The fine-grained sediments have been 

equated with those of the lower part of the post-Glacial sequence of 

Stratheden. Their diminished thickness is due to erosion during the 

later stages of the transgression under high-energy, intertidal 

conditions. 

On the north side of the Eden estuary between Coble House Point 

and Guardbridge a sequence showing characteristic deposits of both 

protected and exposed areas was described by Chisholm: 
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Silt and very fine sande mottled grey and yellow, 
no bedding visible. Top surface forms part of 
the 'Low Raised Beach' platform. Basal contact 

not exposed 0.90m 
Gap 

Sande pale yellow, massive, soft; irregular 

grey silty lenses at the top and a few small 
pebbles at the base 1.80m 

..... EROSION SURFACE ..... 
Clay, silty, grey, with remains of reedswamp 
vegetation on poorly marked bedding planes; 
the deposit thickens eastwards 0.90 - 2.60m 
Clay, grey, abundant remains of reedswamp 
vegetation on bedding planes. Some plants in 
growth position 0.30m 
Peat, dark brown, with woody fragments. Dips 
and thickens eastwards 0.10m 
Sand, muddy, pinkish grey; passes down into 
orange sand and reddish-brown, laminated clay 0.30m 

The sequence is again divided by an erosion surface where the early 

transgressive deposits are truncated and overlain by a bed of sand 

which is continuous with the sand which covers the Tentsmuir area. 

The sand was interpreted by Chisholm as a high-energy intertidal 

deposit. 

The transgression reached its fullest extent between 7,600 and 

5,800 8P, and the maximum water level attained during the period was 

B, 9m OD. 

The regression has been accompanied by the incision of rivers 

and streams and the partial erosion of the post-Glacial sequence. On 

Tentsmuir and Pilmour Links the topography of the post-Glacial or 

Lower Raised Beach has been reworked into a series of dune ridges. 
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Fig. 1.3. The solid geology of Fife. 



Fig. 1.4. Drift deposits in Fife. 
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IV. CHANGES IN COASTAL MORPHOLOGY 1855 - 1975 

Sources of Data 

The redistribution of sediment by coastal processes during the 

past 120 years has produced dramatic changes in the areal distribution 

of land and sea at the entrance to the Eden estuary. Since 1855 the 

area has been surveyed periodically by the Ordnance Survey, and changes 

on the north and south shores of the estuary may be considered on the 

basis of the movement of the line of High Water Mark Ordinary Spring 

Tide (HWIIOST) as indicated on the various editions of the 1: 10,560 

Ordnance Survey maps. The use of HWh1OST as a criterion for the re- 

cognition of sediment redistribution is justified, because average 

sea-level in this area has remained constant for the past two centur- 

ies (rlacGregor, 1968). During the same period the position of the 

Low Water Mark Ordinary Spring Tide (LWMOST) has not changed radically. 

The position of the Eden channel in the lower estuary has not 

remained stable. The various positions of the centre-line of the 

channel as shown on the O. S. maps indicate a channel migration belt 

in the lower estuary with a maximum width of 1km. The geographic 

limits of the migration belt are defined by the 1855 and 1919 channel 

positions (Fig. 1.6). 

In addition to Ordnance Survey maps, air photographs of the Eden 

estuary are available for the years 1948,1953,1964 and 1973. These 

photographs were invaluable in determining minor changes in coastal 

morphology and in providing detailed information on the configuration 

of intertidal sediment bodies, major and minor drainage channels and, 

in some instances, wave refraction patterns. 

Coastline Changes 

The variation in HWNOST as shown by O. S. maps published in 1855, 

1895,1919, and 1959 (Fig. 1.6) suggests that the following changes 
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have occurred: 

1. a progressive easterly and northerly migration of Pilmour Links 

and Out Head, 

2. a net westward (landward) movement of HWMOST on the northern 

part of South Tentsmuir Beach, 

3. a net south-eastward (seaward) movement of HWMOST on the south- 

western part of South Tentsmuir Beach, 

4. a northward migration of the Eden channel between 1855 and 

1919, followed by a rapid movement to the south before 1948. 

These changes have been quantified by the calculation of the net land- 

ward (negative) or seaward (positive) displacements of HIM OST and the 

centre-line of the channel along selected lines of latitude (Table 1.1). 

Table 1.1. Summary of the Movement of HWMOST on Specific Lines of 
Latitude 

Latitude 1855-1895 1895-1919 1919-1959 Net 

56°23'15" No data -70 -350 -420 

56°23'00" +310 -310 -320 -320 
South Tentsmuir 

56°22'45" +630 -490 -20 +120 

56°22'30" +240 +130 -130 +240 

56°22'45" -720 +630 -90 

56°22'30" -460 -260 +190 -530 Eden Channel 

56°22'15" -150 -30 +80 -100 

56°21'45" +190 +20 +270 +480 
Pilmour Links 

56°21'30" +60 +40 +210 +310 

+ indicates a seaward movement, i. e. a net gain of land 

- indicates a landward movement, i. e. a net loss of land 

Distances given to the nearest 10 metres. 
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The development of Pilmour Links and Out Head 

The eastern or seaward margin of Pilmour Links has progressively 

migrated to the east and north. The growth has been accomplished by 

the accretion of dune ridges, several of which have attached themselves 

to the coastline of 1855 (Fig, 1.7). Up to 1919 a calculated net sea- 

ward movement of HW1OST of 210m on latitude 56°21'45" and 100m on 

latitude 56°21'30" had occurred. The easterly progression of HWMOST 

continued to 1959, by which time 480m had been gained on the northern 

line of latitude and 310m on the southern one. 

Since the early 1960's the natural balance between deposition and 

erosion has been upset by the interference of man. A refuse tip was 

initiated on the north-east coastal strip of Pilmour Links and material 

was dumped there for about a decade. Although a certain amount of land 

was gained from the sea by this exercises the sea is now in the process 

of re-establishing equilibrium, and the easily eroded refuse is period- 

ically redistributed along the shore at Out Head, much to the detriment 

of the local beach. 

Little change has taken place on the western side of Pilmour Links, 

except for a small amount of erosion in the period 1919 to 1959 (Fig. 

1.6). 

The shape of Out Head prior to the period of man's interference 

was moulded by two sets of dune ridges. The first, and major set, 

trended NNW-SSE and was a continuation of the dunes on the east side 

of Pilmour Links (Fig. 1.7, features c, part of d, e). The second set 

trended between N-S and NNE-SSW and infilled a small convex-southward 

embayment on the north-west side of the promontory (Fig. 1.7, feature 

a). 

The embayment is a constant feature of Out Head and, as the pro- 

montory migrates to the east and north, so does the embayment. The 
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feature is maintained by ebb-tidal currents which approach the shore 

of the embayment at acute angles before being diverted into the Eden 

channel. Within the embayment blown sand driven by persistent south- 

westerly winds is able to accumulate. The dune ridges so formed are 

skewed in plan with long narrow tails to the south-west. 

The configuration of Out Head at the present time is controlled 

by the refuse tip constructed in the 1960's and dune ridges in an 

embayment to the west of the refuse tip (Fig. 1.7t feature b). The 

development of the dune ridges has been rapid with an average annual 

accretion rate of 2.3m in the west-north-westerly direction (calculated 

from air photographs dated 1948 and 1973). The emplacement of anti- 

tank blocks in 1941 and the protection offered by the refuse tip from 

easterly and north-easterly winds have enhanced the stability of sedi- 

ment deposited in the embayment. 

Chanoes on the North Shore 

Between 1855 and 1895 the position of HWMOST in the South Tents- 

muir area moved rapidly eastwards over distances of between 240 and 

630m (Table 1.1). A Royal Commission on Coast Erosion (1911) was 

given evidence by the. Ordnance Survey to the effect that between St. 

Andrews and the Tay 534 acres of land were gained and only 23 acres 

lost in the years 1655 to 1895. 

The seaward accretion was not, however, maintained, and a rapid 

northward migration of the Eden channel between 1895 and 1919 resulted 

in the erosion of much of the land gained during the previous 40 years. 

(Compare the 1895 and 1919 shorelines, Fig. 1.6. ) 

In the subsequent 40 years (1919 to 1959) erosion in the north 

of the area continued with landward movements of HWMOST of 420 and 

320m on latitudes 56°23'15" and 56°23'00" respectively. In the south 

of the area erosion was less severe during this period, and since 1855 
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there has been a net seaward advance of 120 and 240m an latitudes 

56°22'45 " and 56°22'30 " respectively. 

The development of Sanctuary Spit, located to the south-west of 

South Tentsmuir Beach (Fig. 1.2). has resulted in a net pain of land 

from the sea. The structure was initiated between 1855 and 1895, and 

its spit-like elongate form was enhanced by the period of erosion on 

South Tentsmuir between 1895 and 1919. The history of the spit since 

1919 has been one of south-westerly migration and, during the last 30 

years, shape inversion. 

Between 1919 and 1948 the spit moved to the south-west over a 

distance of 0.7km (Fig. 1.6).. The tip of the feature has since 

remained in the same position where, presumably, there is maintained 

a balance between flood- and ebb-orientated sediment transport pro- 

cesses. 

Air photographs record the variation in spit configuration since 

1948 (Fig. 1.8v drawn from air photographs). After the cessation of 

south-westerly spit migration during or before 1948 there occurred a 

gradual inversion of the shape of the spit. Between 1948 and 1943 the 

spit suffered erosion which changed the shape of its seaward side from 

a relatively straight NE-SW trending feature to one with a slight north- 

westwards concavity. 

In 1953 the tip of the spit had a strong clockwise curvature, but 

in the succeeding 7 years there was a rapid north-westerly migration 

of the main body of the spit whilst the tip remained in the same pos- 

ition. This movement produced the shape inversion with the whole spit 

becoming convex north-westwards in plan. It also gave the tip a slight 

anti-clockwise curvature (Fig. 1.8p c). 

During the north-westerly movement the spit used the compacted 

vegetative remains which had previously accumulated in its lee as a 
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base over which to migrate (Fig. 1.8, stippled area of the 1948 map). 

This peat deposit is now exposed to the east of the spit and is sub- 

ject to erosion (Fig. 1.9). During an early stage in the breakdown 

of the peat discoidal blocks are produced (Fig. 1.10). These blocks 

may be transported considerable distances and have been found to the 

south of the Eden channel on the West Sands. 

Since 1964 the shape of the spit has changed slightly with the 

tip becoming fully recurved. The recurved portion has assumed the 

form of an ebb-orientated sand-wave which may indicate that the balance 

between sediment transport processes has shifted in the favour of ebb 

currents. 

The Movements of the Eden Channel 

The Eden channel has changed its position frequently since 1855. 

The most important period of movement was from 1895 to 1919, when the 

channel moved northwards by 880m, and in so doing contributed to the 

destruction of land at the south end of Tentsmuir which had only 

recently been gained from the sea. 

By 1948 the river had moved southwards again towards its 1895 

position. The presence of a relict channel in the 1919 position, 

adjacent to the north shore of the estuary (Fig. 1.8,1948 map), 

sucoests that the southerly movement of the Eden channel might have 

been the result of avulsion rather than of a gradual migration. To 

the east of the relict channel is a topographically high beach bar 

which continues to the south of the Eden channel as a spit-platform 

extending southwards to Out Head. The beach bar and platform together 

may constitute the structure built to the south-east of the Eden 

channel during the 1895-1919 northward migration. They probably con- 

stituted the 'Eden Bar' of Wilson (1910). Since 1948 the relict channel 

has gradually diminished in size, but it still forms an important topo- 

graahic feature. 
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The Eden channel is now moving northwards again, and an average 

movement of 9m a year has been calculated for the past 27 years. 

0 
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Chapter 2 WATER CIRCULATION 

I. PHYSICAL FACTORS IN ESTUARINE CIRCULATION 

The major physical factors which influence estuarine circulation 

patterns are the relative magnitudes of river and tidal flow and the 

morphology of the estuary (Pritchard, 1955; Schubel, 1971). 

River Discharne 

Two rivers discharge into the Eden estuary. The River Eden drains 

the southern slopes of the North Fife Hills and the northern slopes 

of the Lomond Hills and has a drainage area of 307km2. rlotray Water, 

a minor stream, which enters the estuary to the north of Guardbridge, 

rises in the North Fife Hills and drains an area of 52km. 2 

The relationship of areal rainfall to river discharge (Table 2.1t p. 15) 

shows that the high precipitation of the winter months (November to 

March) promotes a high river discharge of between 4 and 5.5 cumecs. 

Sumner discharge is normally low (1 to 2 cumecs), even though rainfall 

in the months of July and August is on average in excess of 80mm. 

The discharge of the River Eden is monitored by the Tay River 

Purification Board at the guaging station at Kemback (NO 415158). 

Between October 1967 and September 1974 the mean daily discharge was 

3,04 cumecs. The maximum recorded flow was 38.54 cumecs (5 May 1968), 

and the minimum 0.64 cumecs (30 August 1973). 

The discharge of riotray Water over the period October 1969 to 

September 1972 averaged 0.38 cumecs with a range of 0.06 to 4.08 cumecs. 

Tidal Flow 

Tidal flow is absolutely dominant over river flow in terms of the 

amounts of saline water and fresh water entering the intertidal zone 

during the period of a flood tide. The mean spring-tidal range is 
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Table 2.1. Average rainfall in the Eden catchment (1916- 
1950) and the monthly averages of rainfall, run- 
off and mean river flow for 1974. 

Av. Areal Run- Mean 
Rain Rain Off Flow 

mm mm mm cumecs 

January 85 89 38 4.37 

February 57 50 35 4.45 

(March 54 88 39 4.47 

April 49 19 17 1.99 

May 66 50 15 1.70 

June 55 45 11 1.34 
July 82 52 8 0.91 

August 82 47 7 0.81 

September 73 85 9 1.0B 
October 86 40 9 1.03 

November 80 106 38 4.47 

December 70 88 48 5.54 

Average rainfall figures supplied by the Meteorolonical 
Office and the remainder by the Tay River Purification Board. 

approximately 4.3mß and that of the neap tides 2.2m. If a conservative 

estimate of 1m is taken for the average water-depth in the estuary at 

high-water, the total volume of water is of the order of 8x 106m3. 

Of this amount, under average river discharge conditions, approximately 

7.7 x 104m3 will be supplied by the River Eden and f1otray Water. The 

ratio of the volume of fresh-water to the total volume of water enter- 

ing the estuary during the period of a flood-tide (Schubel, 1971) may 

be used as a mixing index which is a crude guide to the classification 

of the estuary in terms of Pritchard's (1955) categories. The mixing 

index for average flow conditions in the Eden estuary is 0.009, a 

value which places the estuary in Pritchard's Type C or 'vertically 

homogeneous' category. Under maximum flood conditions the estuary 

would become a Type B or 'partially-mixed' body of water with a 

mixing index of 0.12. 
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The theoretical mixing index applies to the estuary as a whole, 

but in the natural state of affairs the degree of mixing between fresh 

and salt water varies from section to section within the estuary, and, 

as pointed out by Hansen and Rattray (1966), no single value of a 

mixing or circulation parameter can adequately characterise an estuary. 

Estuary Morphology 

The mixing indices previously mentioned took no account, of the 

morphology of the estuary which in fact is rather complex and of major 

influence in the control of current flow directions. A major feature 

of the estuary is the extreme shallowness, a fact which is expressed 

by the emergence of the whole intertidal zone at low-water except for 

the narrow Eden channel. Maximum water-depth over the intertidal 

flats at high-water probably does not exceed 3m. 

Although the general trend of the estuary is east-west, the upper 

estuary is off-set to the south of the middle and lower estuary by 

approximately tkm. This off-set introduces two 90 degree bends into 

the course of the estuary, both of which must serve to generate struct- 

ures within the flow capable of enhancing the degree of mixing and 

altering the velocity profiles. 

Flow patterns in the middle and lower estuary are profoundly in- 

fluenced by the intertidal sand-bodies termed flood- and ebb-tidal 

deltas, beach bars and spit-platforms. The sandy promontories of Out 

Heads Sanctuary Spit, Coble Shore also influence flow directions. 
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II. '-! PATER CIRCULATIO;! iE SU E Et T 

The water circulation pattern in the estuary was determined by 

direct measurement and by inference based on natural and artificial 

indicators of flow direction. Direct measurement included eulerian 

'nd lanrangian methods of flow determination; direct-reading current 

meters were employed at several channel stations and path-time methods 

were used over the intertidal flats when water depth permitted. 

Observation of orientated features on the bed such as asymmetric 

ripples, drag-marks and algal filaments allowed certain flow directions 

to he inferred and hence complemented the eulerian and lagrancian data. 

In areas where direct measurement of the flow was impracticable and 

where natural indicators of flow direction and sediment movement were 

absent or of a complex nature, for example, where multiple interfering 

bedforms appeared, the direction of sediment movement, deduced from the 

dispersal of a fluorescent sand, was used as a flow direction indicator. 

Eulerian Methods 

The variation in current velocity and direction, salinity and 

temperature over a tidal cycle was measured at seven stations in the 

estuary. Five stations were over the Eden channel and two in the 

flood-tidal delta system. 

Velocity averaged over a 60 second period and direction of current 

flow relative to magnetic north o (+ - 5) were measured with a Eraystoke 

directional current meter, Salinity and temperature were measured 

with an Electronic Switchgear Ltd, Salinity-Temperature Bridge Type 

11C5, Uhere practicable, readings of velocity, direction, salinity and 

temperature were recorded each half-hour at 0.5m depth intervals. 

This interval was increased to 1m in water deeper than 4m because of 

the time period required to complete the profiles (10 to 15 min. ). 
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Due to is combination of factors (tidal state,, inclement water 

conditions, equipment non-availability and failure) six of the data 

sets are from a period extending over 5 months and the seventh set was 

obtained some six months later. The results are not, therefore, 

directly comparable. One of the main inconsistencies is the discharge 

of the River Eden. The TRPB records for the guaging station at Kemback 

show that discharges on the days when measurements were taken ranged 

from 0.906 cumecs to 4.904 cumecs. Successful recordings were obtained 

on three pairs of days: 20/21 June 1974,30 September/1 October 1974 

and 28/29 November 1974, and therefore only data for areas studied on 

these consecutive days may be directly comparable. No attempts have 

been made to depict longitudinal profiles of velocity or salinity. 

Lagranoian Methods 

In Lagrangian methods of flow determination an object is placed 

in the flow and is carried along by it - the path-time history of the 

object gives the average flow speed and direction. 

In practice there are two main problems associated with path-time 

methods. Firstly, the need to suspend a drogue at the required depth, 

and secondly, the accurate geographic fixing of points on the path- 

time curve. Ideally the drogue should be neutrally buoyant (Swallow, 

1965) and consequently held in position with no connection to the 

surface. Drogues are, however, frequently suspended from floats. The 

surface areas of the float and suspension chord are kept to a minimum, 

in order to reduce the frictional drag. Knauss (1963) showed that a 

square-law relationship exists between the ratio of velocity differences 

and the ratio of the surface areas of the drogue and float. 

Geographic location on the open sea of points on the path-time 

curve could be a major source of error in the calculation of average 

velocities, but in a coastal setting with several fixed reference points 
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significant inaccuracies should not occur. 

The drogues used in this survey consisted of two sheets (30 x 30cm) 

of 18 guage aluminium, folded at right-angles and argon-welded into 

the form of a cross. The vane was suspended from a small float (10 x 

10 x 4cm) of expanded polystyrene by a 1mm thick nylon chord. A 50 

gramme weight was suspended below the vane to help maintain a vertical 

attitude. 

The surveys were confined to the 6-hour period around the time 

of high-water because of inadequate water-depth over the flats during 

the early-flood and late-ebb stages of the tide. Drogue positions 

were fixed periodically by Ebbco sextant using simultaneous horizontal 

angles to three reference points. Positions were plotted using an 

Ebbco station pointer -a plastic, precision 3-arm protractor. The 

interval between fixes was determined by the time taken to travel by 

dinghy between adjacent drogues. 

Average flow velocities were calculated on the basis of straight- 

line distances between adjacent points on the individual flow-paths 

and# as such, are minimum values. 

Indirect (Methods 

Lagrangian and eulerian methods of flow determination have the 

advantages of measuring the rates and directions of flow directly, but 

under certain circumstances their use is restricted, It was found that 

drogues were not very successful in water less than 1m deep, mainly 

because of the obstruction to flow provided by the buoyant fronds of 

several varieties of seaweed which cover extensive areas of the middle 

estuary. The design of the Braystoke current meter makes its use in 

shallow water very cumbersome, and flow measurements cannot be taken 

more closely than 10cm to the bed even with the streamlined weight re- 

moved from the instrument. 
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Indirect measurements of flow direction were made through the 

study of (a) sedimentary structures, (b) tracer sand dispersal patterns, 

(c) historic coastel morphological changes, and (d) air photography 

of wave-refraction patterns. 

Sedimentary Structures 

The non-cohesive sediments of the lower estuary were moulded 

into a hierarchy of bedforms ranging from parting lineations to tidal 

deltas. The most common hedforms on the sand-flats were small-scale 

asyrTetrical ripples, whereas adjacent to the Eden channel larqe- 

scale asymmetricel ripple-type bedforms occurred, T'leasurerents of 

ripple chord, span, height, plan-form, foreset dip and strike were 

routinely taken at each sediment sampling site (Fig. 2.1). Also 

recorded were other flow indicators, such as imbricate structures 

in shell-beds, drag-marks produced by seaweed scrolls, and the orient- 

ation of filamentous strands of fixed green algae. 

Tracer Sand Dispersal Patterns 

A sediment tracing technique was applied in areas where direct 

measurement of the flow was impracticable and where natural indicators 

were absent or of a complex nature. The technique was most effective 

on the West Sands and was also applicable to the beach north-west of 

Out Head, the south-east and south-west parts of Kincaple Flat, to 

east and west of Coble Shore, and in areas of the flood-tidal delta 

to the north of the Eden channel (Fig. 2.2). 

1. The Tracer Sand 

The tracer was fluorescent-dye-coated sand, Fesglo FG12, produced 

by British Industrial Sand Ltd., to a formula supplied by the Hydraul- 

ics Research Association for Great Britain. 

The base sand was 'Redhill T't a moderately-well sorted, medium 
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to fine sand with a near-symmetrical and mesokurtic grain size dis- 

tritution (Fig. 2.3). 

2. Tracer Sand Release 

At each release point approximately 25kg of tracer sand were 

substituted for the natural sand. The substitute sand was prepared 

for incorporation into the sediment by 'wetting' with 0.51 of Teepol 

(an industrial detergent) and 11 of salt water. This served to reduce 

the aggregation of the finer particles in the tracer and ensured that 

the individual grains behaved in as near a natural manner as possible. 

The sand was then placed in a 25 x 25 x 15cm deep hollow, and 

the surface was made level with that of the surrounding sediment. 

All tracer samples were emplaced at a time of low-water: no sample 

was introduced under water. 

3. Tracer Sand Recovery 

In the experiments of January and February 1975 samples were 

collected on 15 x 15cm sheets of 'Fablon' -a plastic sheet coated on 

one side with a uniform thickness of adhesive (TERC, 1971). Recovery 

was good from dry and moist sand, but poor from wet sand. 

in the experiments of May 1975 samples were not collected, but 

grains were counted in situ with the aid of a pyramid-shaped box in 

which one of the narrow sides was of glass which transmitted ultra- 

violet light (Fig. 2.4). The sun was used as an ultra-violet light 

source, and the arrangement of the glass and the viewing aperture in 

the box allowed a4x 10cm area of sediment to be illuminated. Fluor- 

escent grains were readily identified and counted. 

Samples were collected and/or grains counted on a grid set up 

around the release point. Normally a square grid with 2m between 

samples was used. The extent of the grid was predetermined in the 

case of samples collected on Fablon but was controlled by the observed 
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cr : '_ý concentr _, pion' When count- were Wade in the field. 

The countin: of fluore-ccont nr;: ins on Fablon sheets was done 

under ultrE-violet light in the 1 boratory. If few crains were pres- 

ent, 711 were counted. If numerous grains were present, ten random 

sc+u: res of arep ý. 25cm2 were observed and the average number of fluor- 

escort grPins counted. The aver? -ge multiplied by 3r cave the number 

of trains per card. 

, he counting of crcins in the field was preferred to the collect- 

io^ of sýý+ples. It }, d the ýdvrntages of flexi iiity, rapidity Fnd 

but cutject to a decrease in accuracy in the grain 

counts and w's dependent upon the sun'', q being unclouded. The increased 

flexibility of tein^ ýýle to follow p t! -, s of hir. fý cr. ýin-concentr-lion 

fr outuei;, hed the loss in nccurnc; of t' e grain counts when direct- 

io--l attrib ! teE of the g, r-in distribution were t'be object of stud;. 

Co-_c t-1 f"orrho]o^icnl Chnn^es 

The data presented in Chapter 1 (IU) were used cs indicators of 

gros sediment-transport directions, and, by inference, the predonin- 

, int flow directions in the lower estuary. 

Air Photogriphy of Uave RefrEction Patterns 

Air photographs taken by Fairey ., urveys Ltd, in August 1973 

showed in considerahle detail the distribution of wave-fronts and 

wave refraction p'tterns in the lower estuary during the late st7ioes 

of a flood-tide. natn from this source complemented bedform and 

tracer sand dcta. 
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Fig. 2.1. Sediment-sample locations. 
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Fig. 2.2. The release points of fluorescent tracer sand and the 
prominent dispersion directions. Secondary dispersion directions 
are indicated by the open arrow-heads. 
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Fig. 2.3. Cumulative curve and histogram of the size distribution 
of the fluorescent sand. 
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Fig. 2.4. The device used for illuminating fluorescent sand grains in 
the field. Grains were illuminated through the glass on the sloping 
side and were viewed through the semi-circular aperture at the top. 
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III. WATER CIRCULATION - FLOW PATTERNS 

Eulorinn Results 

The variation in direction and magnitude of tidal currents, over 

the period of a tidal cycle, was measured at six stations in the 

estuary (Fig. : 2.5aß b). The velocity data are discussed further in 

Section IV of this chapter. Directional variation between near-surface 

(surface minus 1m) and near-bottom (bed plus 0.4m) waters at a partic- 

ular station (Table 2.2t page 24) is attributable to three factors: 

(a) the interaction of flood- and ebb-tidal currents or flood-tidal 

currents and river flow, (b) the development of spiral flow where water 

depth and channel geometry allow, and (c) the conflict between water 

confined to a channel in the lower part of a column and water free to 

move directly landward or seaward in the upper part of a column. 

Surface and bottom currents with opposite flow directions occurred 

for chort periods at the beginning of the flood- and ebb-stage of each 

tide. This effect became more important in the upstream direction, 

and at the most landward station (Fig. 2.5t 5)t where river water and 

flood-tidal currants mot, there was a distinctly layered flow for a 

period of 3.5 hours (see Fig. 2.27(a)). 

The Out Head station (Fig. 2.5t 1) was situated on a convex- 

couthwnrd meander of the Eden channel. Whilst flood-waters romeinod 

within the confines of the channel, the surface currents trended 

slightly to the south of the channel axis' whereas near-bottom currants 

were directed towards the inner bank of the meander. The maximum 

recorded deviation between near-surface and near-bottom currents wes 

600, at which time transverse velocities were 21cm sac-1 (northwards) 

near the bad and 15cm sec-1 (southwards) at 2.5m below the surface. 
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Table 2.2. Directional variation between non-surface and near- 
bottom waters at the Eden channel stations. Figures 

0 
accurate to -5 

1. Out Head 2. Coble Shore 3. Paper Mill 

Time a b c a b c a b c 

0 270 200 070 280 300 020 260 250 010 

+1 711(1 7411 n40 2110 30( I o2n 2511 21I0 0111 

a "l 21(1 74f) 1110 2! ß(1 2()(1 (11(1 ; ". ) f1 1 (1 1) 1() 

t 'S 21(1 ? ; () 1121.1 24(1 ; i: iu () 1)L) 1711 (('111 I (l l) 

+14 210 210 000 070 150 080 100 110 010 

+5 020 100 160 110 120 010 090 090 000 

+F, 030 020 010 120 090 030 070 090 020 

+7 040 020 020 100 100 000 090 090 000 

+13 040 020 020 090 090 000 

+9 0/in 021) 020 

4. ', u.: rduridge S. Upper Estu ary 
Time b c a b c 

0 010 010 000 120 120 000 

+1 170 190 020 300 100 160 

+2 160 150 010 270 310 040 

1 : 1) 360 350 01(1 11110 280 160 

14 1130 0' ?0 U 10 100 220 120 

i 1; 3t)0 010 010 120 250 130 

A(, 020 360 020 130 110 020 

Time 0 taken at low water, then hourly readings. 
a: Near-surface flow direction in degrees, relative to maqnotic 

north. 
h: Near-bed flow direction in degrees, relative to rnMgnritic north. 
c: ! )irect ionnl variation. 
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The deviation in flow direction between near-surface and near- 

bottom currents wzs particularly n=-rked when the tide-height w, _-s. 

adequate to allow water to flow over the intertidal flats. : 'ottom 

currents, confined to the channel, tended to move in the direction of 

channel elongation, where; 3c near-surface currents took a direct route 

to 1=-ýdward orIse-ward. (tit the two lower estuary qt^tions (Fig, 2.5, 

1 , r, d 6) late-stave, flood-tidal currents stabilised at 200-2go and 

22'-2400 respectively, thereby maintaining an angular relationship 

with, the channel. Cirnilorly, ýt Coble Thore (station 2) near-bottom 

currents flowed in the direction 290-299°, whilst near-surfnce currents 

took a direct route landwards (240-260°) (Fig, 2. Sa, b). 

During the early stages of the ett-tide surface-flow was un- 

affected by the channel, and water drained directly seawards. At 

Coble Shore (Fin. 2.5nnq h) surface currents varied between 0700and 110° 

in direction, whereas bottom-currents trended 1200 to 150°. In the 

lower estuary the early ebb-flow was to the NNE (020-030°), but this 

gradually turned to a north-easterly flow as topographic features 

became exposed and confined flow to the vicinity of the channel. In 

the upper estuary also, at stations 39 4 and 5 (Fiq. 2.5c, b) the ebb- 

flow was characterised by a gradual alienment with the channel as 

water-level fell. 

Laaranoian Results 

Actual path-time histories for the drogues used in this study 

are given in Appendix 1, 

Flood Tide 

As the water-level rises under the influence of the flooding-tide, 

surface-currents leave the confines of the Eden channel and take direct 

routes landward. The outer, or convex, banks of meanders tend to suffer 

erosion during this phase, and channels which shoal and terminate west- 
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wards are formed at points of meximu^1 meender curvature. --uch channels 

('flood-channels' of Van ]trnaten (1954); Fobinson (19ý5o)) serve to 

carry flood-water in a direction tnngentiel to the main Eden channel. 

: )roc es At Q1 and, over the 1-teer three sections of its courses Q29 

flowed through such channel systems (Fi^. 2.5). 

T'ie second st<ý; e of flow over the intertid-ýl fly t- begins about 

1.5 hours before high-water. "y this time the major sand-bodies of 

the lower estuary are subner sd and surface-currents flow uninpeded 

into the estuary from the NNE and NE. The currents take an acute p=th 

across the flood-tidal delta, cross the Eden channel, and progress 

over K: incaple Flat in a SSW direction. The flow over Kincople Flat 

is s-own by drogues A, 8v Cq Df E and F (Fir.. 2, G). 

liver Kincaple Flat and its equivalent to the north of the Eden 

ch-^nel the last phase of flood-tidal flow is directac' sub-narailel 

to the estuary nargins with components to both east and we-, t (Fin. 2.6, 

dro_ues A-F and Q. This movement may simply be related to the fillies 

of the estuary and the haltino of the landward progression of water 

by t'-e natural and artificial estuary boundaries. Continued app]icat- 

ion o' tidal pressure from the NE would cause the water-level to rise 

and lateral flow might be expected to ensue. 

Ebb Tide 

Ebb tide flow directions are more uniform than those of the flood 

tide, and over most of the ebb period flow is basically a tidal-drain 

with water taking the most direct route to the narrow outlet to the 

sea, east of Out Head (Fig. 2.7). 

From the vicinity of Cable Shore the early-ebb currents flowed 

eastwards to join the Eden channel to the south of Sanctuary Spit 

(Fig. 2.79 drogues D, Ev Ft Gt H). From the eastern part of Kincaple 

Flat and the flood-tidal delta the flow was towards the north-east 
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(Fi:. 2.79 drogueo A, B, C, K, L) until the Out Head was reached, when 

it necane north-easterly under the influence of the Eden channel (Fi^. 

2.7ý drocues 11, Nq P). 

To the east of Out Head the Eden channel dominates the ebb-flow 

Patterns as water is effectively confined to it very soon after the 

turn of the tide. The mergence of elongates north-south trending 

sand-bodies in the lower estuary forces water to converge on the narrow 

out-let. (Fin. 2.7p droques 11, Nq P). 

? sotach^ for one hour after the time of himh-water (Fin. 2. "7) 

s, au velocity increase from west to east and from marninel are s of 

the estuary towards the Eden chnnne].. Flow convergence on the norrow 

tide outlet results in high current velocities with a maximus recorded 

v='_ue of 130c-. i sec (2.6 knots). 

Eedform OrientFitione 

? ̂ ternslly consistent bedform orientations were o^t-fined fro-. 

m__ý_: -, repents of large-scale bedforms (negeripples and sind-waves, see 

Chý. pter 3.111) on the flood- and ehb-tidal deltas of the lower estu rv 

(Fio. 2. E). 

°odforms of the flood-tidal delta exhibited both flood and ebb 

oriG^tations With distinct lee-slope orientation modes (dip directions) 

of 210-2400 for the former and 000-0300 for the latter. These fioures 

show a good general agreement with the stable flood- and ebb-flow 

directions necsured by eulerian nethods (p2ge 23). 

The ebb-tidal delta carried only ebb-orientated, large-scale 

bedforms with the majority having lee-slope orientations between 0600 

and 0900 . The overall variation between 030°and 1200 is related to 

floe divergence as currents leave the restriction of the tidal outlet. 

Small-scale bedforms, being sensitive to temporal current direction 

ch angesp showed orientations more variable than those of large-Scale 
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tG&&orms. The vast majority of structures uere eab-orientated, and 

on t-e ! Fest ',. Inds two or three ripple-trains were frequently present 

at one site. It nny to shown by reference to photographs of wave- 

fro-As over the ', lest `l? nds that ti, ere is close correspondance between 

urýve-front orientntion and hedform orient^tion. The presence of up 

to three cave-fronts Pt ary one time suq ests tb2t three ripple trains 

rý form virtumlly sinultaneousl , although there is ^enerally one 

dor^-, -, ent orientF tion which on the Ut '=)'e: nds strikes NNW-SSE. 

Intricate -, tructure: Dra arks and Filanentoi, s hlnýe 

Flow directions i^ the later stages of the ebb-flow were inferred 

fror the orientzýtior, of novatle objects on the _ed. of the above three 

direction-indicstin^ fe: -tures, irihricate structures were of very united 

occurrence, filamentous ni7ae teere atund-rit in the middle estusrv, and 

dry,: -marks were important in the lower estuary. 

? mbricnte structures were observed in a shell-pavement (Sh, 4fer, 

1972 consisting of the valves of 1ytilus edulis (Fic. 2.9). The 

valves were concentrated in a channel situated 400rß to the east of 

Coble Shore. The majority of valves rested with their convex side 

uppermost and were aliened with their long axes parallel to the flow 

direction with the anterior border (umbo) facing in the flood direction. 

Drat-marks produced on the sediment surface by scrolls of Chaeto- 

nornhe sp., which were carried along by tidal currents have been traced 

over distances of more than 200m (Fie. 2.10). The main area of occurr- 

ence of these structures was to the north of the Eden channel in the 

vicinity of the flood-tidal delta. The trails were remarkably straioht, 

and the scroll which produced the trail was often left stranded at the 

seauard end of the feature as water-level fell (Fir, 2,11). The ebb 

floe direction given by the trails was 0300. 

Filamentous green algae of the genus Cheetonorpha were sufficient- 
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ly abundant during the summer months to form algal mate over large 

areas of the middle estuary. The orientation of the filamentous 

strands, which are attached to the substrate at one and only, is an 

excellent indicator of the flow direction just prior to exposure 

(Fir. 2.12). To the south of the Eden channel flow in t`. e late stage 

of the ebb tide was to the north-east and north north-east. Local 

variations uere caused by water flowing into the drainage systems of 

minor channels. To the north of the channel the flow direction was 

to the east south-east and was directed around the mar, ins of the 

flood-tidal delta. 

Sediment Tracer 7esults 

Contour -gans (sic. 2.13-"? ) show the disperso1 of fluorescent 

rrnins out the re.?? se points. In Eo ce c Ses repect -1j11j_r�y 

i)_luctr, - tad th, e c`;, n- in^ 7r-i_ý di stribulion uit', ý t2.7 P 

1" TI -c Sands 

C: f the four release points on the lest "; : acs re- _sre on n 

L1-E traverse at intervals of 200m (Fin. 2.2,1i. -r) and the fourth 

w, s situ-ted to the north of fut ed (Fi::. 2.2 n) 

; hß crein-size c; istrihution of t-e tracer scnd diff red from that 

of the 7, tur^1 s , -. rd in this area uit'-i respect to nein -7r-in-size and 

Sortin'. Tho natural sand u-s 7redoninantl fine sand (' 9n%)ß W eroas 

the tracer sand contrined up to 50jß of medium and coarse ^ nd. 

ll-c: ^t diýýnrsn1 prtterns t points 'A, B E. nd D ; ern vor; 

ninilnr - nd , `ioued ^n onc'7ore-offshore coLrilot with ver", - littin 1nterz-I, 

i. e. M-S dispersion ('i, ý. 2.13). in P, -ch inrt<rnce the oflsnore com- 

ponent wes creater, in terms of grain concentrations, t~: =n the off- 

shore component, Release points 1A, 8 and D have a connon factor in 

that they are situated on the topographically high spit-platform 



associated with Pilmour Links and Out "lead. Later depths over the 

platform are very shallow, and the dominant sediment tr-nnnportinr 

agents are the swash and backwash created by breaking wn: ves during the 

Edvance and retreat of the tide. There is little evidence of ? ny long- 

chore movement, -1t`ough point A shows a NW-SE second; 4rl eloncF'tion 

"r7in concentr-tio^s beten 10 ? ^, d 50. At t'ie S^"1P_ concpntrntions 

point 8 shows n 'minor e1onnation to the north. 

Et. t points A end 8 the tr-nsport direction conformed with the ]. ee- 

Slone azimuths of the srn]_]. -sc ]_e ripples which were present or, the 

Psi. rlthourh the ripple-to7c , jere nlnned off b the eh; 'b, - f'ood- 

orient^ted esyrnetry wes cle-rly present. 

The re1? tio- s`-ip of the dis-, ersn1 pattern to tedforns at relec. So 

foi-. t 0 w-s not so simple. This was due to the fact th; -. t t1-e inter- 

fere-tce of w3ve, -. t Out , Iead aroduces refraction .., d several w, ve- 

fronts with different orientations may pass over the area =iý+ýlt^neous- 

ly (Fis. 2.1). To seta of ripniea per7endicular to each other were 

pr-s=ant at the s. plins site, and the crain dispersal pattern was 

elen: -te in the direction bisect in, the angle bet-leer the two ripple 

trains. In Figure 2,13, D spmple points are aligned on, the two riaple 

trains with strikes of 022° and 112°. The sediment transport direction 

is that of the vector resultant of the velocities and directions of 

the two wave-fronts. 

Release point CO on the lower foreshore, exhibited a slightly 

different dispersal pattern (Fir. 2.13, C) which was characterised by 
i 

a predomin, nt onshore north-westerly movement. This distribution 

suggests that seawards of the spit-platforn transport in the offshore 

direction is very minor and that a ueak northerly component exerts an 

influence on the sediment motion. The resulting direction of dis- 

persion is WNW. 
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2.0.; t rend 

;t the Put "cad re'_ense point (Fin. 2.21 location 2) sediment 

movement Lars observed over a two week period. ^, s nt the previous 

loci 1ity t1le trscer send w- s slichtly courser nd more poorly sorted 

tb, 'n the nnturnl s . nd. 

fter tý"io tides the min distribution ýun_- cý, .rc terised .,; north 

nort'-eastern and e stern conponents, i. e. an onshore flood dispersion 

(Fi:,, 2.149A). Over the next week however the onshore-flood com- 

pone-. ts were lo-. t and the trend Lecane northerly (Fig. 2.14, B-D)g 

which sunnncts trh, t ebb-tidal currents draininn into the `den channel. 

Pre responsible for the observed distribution. 

7nn1l-cc31e ripcles in the area showed two trends. ; ad ince it to 

the low-water m rk of the Eden channel ripples were orientated in the 

oh''-direction and H-, «d lee-slope azimuths of approxim, -tel; � 0300, To 

the south-east, i. e, shorewards, the azimuths becane `200 to 1400. 

The two trends, at approximately 900 to each other, represent ripples 

formed by tidal currents (the former case) and by the lappinc of waves 

on the shore as water-level falls (the latter case). "either set of 

ripples corresponded with the measured grain dispersal direction, and 

it is possible that most sediment movement occurs prior to the bedform 

formation at on early stare in the ebb tide when tidal currents are 

draining towards the tidal outlet north-east of out ý; ead. 

3. Kincaple Flnt 

On west Kincaple Flat the release point was in an area of cohesive 

sedin ent (Fig. 2.293A). Consequently the nature of the tracer sand 

was not comparable to that of natural sediment which contained approx- 

imately 20 wt% of silt and clay-size material. This discrepancy was 

in fact advantageous as the tracer was capable of responding to water 

movement as a sediment donor and by the generation of bedforms. The 
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rý . _- . . ere iýterestin- in tý. jt the cistricution of 'rains around 

Ire release poi, -, t tore little relPtion to the orientation of smai_? _ 

sc: r: _e osynnetric ripples 'ilýic! 7 were produced on tie surface of the 

su-. ?y of tracer .. + id. 

The °3. u_uorescr; 7, t crnins were di-spereed to the Lest -and north of 

rise point (Fin. 2.15) with -I? xirluM concP7tr-'io^s occýýrrin^ 

i,. - '; -NNE trendi^,; zone offset to the wen: t of thn release point. 

Tý'_ . suc rests th t sediment tr :n port wns in n direction rou^'ily pGr, n- 

Ile' to the estuiry martin - conclusion also derived fron drogue 

cý_ýýes in t"in area of the e, tuary. 

The strike of the ripples formed in the tracer s-, nd was 131-)09 

a^- slip-face dins were to tie south-west, thus inferrinn that tý"e 

sez_-ent transport direction was also to the south-west. 

The Past Kinciple Flat release point was also in an -rea of 

co'-esive sediment (Fig. 2.29 3B). The grain distribution, mapped 

after 29 4 and 14 tidil cycles, indicated that the dispersion direct- 

io- LP. s to the ESE (Fig. 2.15). Eight metres to the east of the release 

port a smell tid. l ch7innel carried grrnins seaward and so distorted 

t-e orininnl_ pattern. The resultin distribution, was to the ESE and 

rINE. The eaat-south-easterly direction in in general nc; reer^ent with 

that suggested by drogue studies over East Kinceple Flat. 

4. Coble Shore 

To the nest of Coble Shore (Fig. 2.2,4A) grein disperscl was 

parallel to the western margin of the promontory, Movement was grenter 

in the ebb (N) than in the flood direction (Fin. 2.1C). The disperse1 

pattern was related to tidal current flow in a channel which lay to 

the west of the release point. A very minor onshore easterly com- 

ponent was also produced. 

To the east of Coble Shore (Fig. 2.2t 4P) a lobate grain 
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distribution was observed after 14 tidal cycles (Fig. 2.1E). The 

major transport direction was to the SE and would appear to be the 

result of early-stage ebb flow, which drogue studies indicated was in 

the direction which afforded the shortest route to the Eden channel 

at a point to the south of Sanctuary Spit. The release point was on 

the platform associated with Coble Shore and was affected by currents 

which were themselves influenced by the emergence of the platform. 

Once the platform is exposed, the area to the south of it is protected 

rrom the strong ebb currents of the Eden channel, and wager continues 

to drain from it to the south-east and east. 

5. The Flood Channel (within the flood-tidal delta) 

The disperoal of ; r-ins in this setting on the nort'-arn margin 

of a flood channel (Fig. 2.17,5) was in accord with the 

donin'nt transport direction indicated by the nsyrnr., etrv of larc e-scale 

I- edforýs. :, rains moved to the SSW and into the deeper c-rts of the 

flood channel. This uns prod-, I; ly nided by late state flow in the 

trou hs hetueen the sEnd-waves. ^ sinilý: r flow directio- uns also 

recorded in the early st''^e of the flood tide at current-^eter station 

(T-`a`ble ?.? g pane 24). 

drin diopersion in the ebb direction had n proni-e-, t ENE com- 

pomert which n rj he indic^tive of flow down the stoss-s-;, -4e of the 

hedforn into the Fdj'cent trough. 

The north Shore 

, 5t the ^! ortn Shore st-ition (Fig. 2.2,6) two sep r-te ores 

iith concentr"ntions of over ßn0 crnins per cord were produced (Fi^. 

2.13). These were to the NE : nd SSE of the release noi-t a-id _. re 

relsited to the ebb and flood-tid. il current directions respectively. 

Conclusions 

4. Or, the Ulest Sands there is a predoninrint onshore _r--, sport of 
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serinent, which, over the lower foreshore, is coupled with a northerly 

cri. f to 

2. Tracer experinents appear to confirm the presence of lateral 

sediment transport in the marginal areas of the piddle estuary. 

". ; Hell-sole ripples ore not relict) e indicators of the direction 

of sediment tr%'n'port in thin environs? -, t. Ehere O ly one ripple 

tr in is present, however, its strike generelly p^r: Me1s the adjacent 

C'-. o re lin e. 

4. Lnr 
, e-sc- 1e bedferns fn. thfully indicrte floe 7-ßd sedinnnt trans- 

port directions. 

Hi -`oric Coi^tn1 ', "orr', ol. onicni Chan^es 

The data presented in Chipter 1 (ICJ) showed that three major 

co _st7: i chr; nr. en f ave occurred since 1855: 

a progressive easterly and northerly minr^tion of Pilmour 

Links nd Cut H'eadt 

2. a net landunrd novenent of HWMOST on the northern part of 

South Tentsmuir Beach, 

3. a net seaward movement of HWMOST on the southern part of 

South Tentsnuir Beach. 

The progression of Filmour Links and Out Head to both the north and 

east is related to the accumulation of wind-blown sande as dunes, 

upon a base or spit-platform generated by the combined effects of wave- 

action and tidal currents. As the spit-platform extends northwards 

fron Out Head, it might be assumed that there exists a balance between 

on- and offshore sediment transport processes, that is, between flood- 

tidal currents combined with wave-action, and ebb-tidal currents. 

However, flood-tidal currents appear to have very little influence 

to the south of the Eden channel in the lower estuary and the balance 

must be between wave-action and ebb-tidal currents, 
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To the port of the Eden channel, however, the erosC co= t. ! 

themes indicate a -redo. imantly 1-ndurrd transport of sediment, t 

leert ? part of the nýýýterirl eroded from the north port of South Tents- 

ruir ": e? ch roy h7ve -ccumul: ted on the south part of the some ores. 

The south-westerly: ir. r-: tion of nctuory `. nit lso testifies to the 

do-in, ýnce of o-. et-ore-directod procecees. 

Lave Induced Flo,: 27ttcrns 

The spit-p7: -', 'for- to t'-e north of Out ý: eod is ofte-; covered .y 

imterfercnce ri-ip'_es conýiýtirc of tjo or thron ri_pnln trcnins of suh- 

c qu-. 1 developne- : gut di ffc. rent orient2tion. The orinntEtion of t`, es 

Structures is re-I rted to u vo rcfrnction p tterns developed im, tH- 

cr, tr-r, ce of the 

'Ar photo-r7-ýa`, s tr. ken on 11th. Punust 1973 durinn the late st2ne 

of - flood tide show three prevalent directions of wive propa, cation 

to the north of Out F, ecd (Fi^. 2.19, eg b). These nr : 

1. wave-fronts associated with water movinn up thhe Eden chri^nei 

in a SSU direction (Fin. 2.19b, 1). Due to t. -. e shEpe of the 

inlet t-e wive-fronts have a stronn uestW rd convexity. 

2, wave-fro^ts oporonchino from the ¶Jest Sands in the direction 

of 2600 (Fic. 2.19'g 2). 

3, a refracted portion of the Eden channel wave travels down the 

eastern margin of the spit-platform in the direction of 215° 

(Fig. 2.19bß 3). 

The w--ve-fro^ts converge on the plctform and intersect et approx- 

irintely right-: uncles to produce diamond-shaped areas between %Jave 

crests. In such a situation sediment may accumulate on the platform 

durinn both the flood and ebb parts of the tidal cycle, as described 

11 11 by Oertel (1972). Cartel concluded that where wave crests interfered, 

surges of water towards the shoreline were produced, and waves which 



': coke' et intErference noire cre-ted bores which cDrried sediment 

s-h. oreward. He ? 
_so 

fo-! nd t`-zt, darin, the enbinc tide, sediment heinc 

tr-. cported senw ird by tid^1 currents w r-s diverted landward in nyro1 

p . tý-"s cre2 ted by the interference of tidal currents and wave sur, _e. 

The resultant 'sediment gares' acted as sediment traps which caused 

sedincnt to accumulate on the su as`--platform. 

In the Eden entrance waves approach the spit-platform from the 

r: cst and east south-east during the early stages of the flood tide due 

to wsve refraction around the ebb-tidal delta (Fin. 2.20). The wnvnn 

hres_k on the eastern mar-, in of the platform and sediment is trans- 

ported westt rds, As the tide risgs ^nd subrerrne:, the m., jor intertidcl 

C-^d-`: odieE, w ve` nre allowed to e" ter the estucry from the nor t". - 

nest _s : ell ns from the e-st. : 't this s`_nc-e the process of interfer- 

n CC "'old cell form. °tion over the s^it-p! ý. tform he: ins, mnd it co-_ti- r- 

uý to the time of hinh-wn: ter. The formation of sediment ryre, ý mv he 

iýýcrtýnt in the retentiom, of sedi-, e7t on the spit-n1 itform durinc t'-, - 

st, -, -P. of the el-- tide, but -s the spit-platform emerges with to 

ho'. _: of high-w<ter,, they ire relctivelvv s`, ort-lived phenone^-. 

The mean direction of the wave-front which enters the estuary 

from the north-Aast is 2130, and, once inside the inlet, the main 

u_ve-front travels over the flood-tidal delta system, th7t is, to 

the north of the Eden channel (Fig. 2.1911-, 4). A record wave (Fig. 

2.101,5) is split from the first and travels up the Eden channel, 

i-terferino with the first wave over the ridge on the south side of 

tie flood-tidal delta as it does so. 

Topographic features on the east side of the spit-platform 

associated with Sanctuary Spit cause waves to interfere and approach 

t`, e shore at varying angles (Fig. 2.19b, 6). Sediment which accumul- 

ates in this area during the flood-stage by wave and tidal-current 

processes is subject to very little erosion by ebb-tidal currents. 
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EL: -f'ou fron the riddle estuary is diverted sout'-iwcrds ty the western 

n:, r-i^ of the cpit-plE, tfor'. 

A Su r, 7r'I of Flood- ^. ' Etj-Tide Flow Patterns, 

During the flood tide fojr p:, ýc of tidal-current flow were 

rý7coT-ised (Fi^. 2.21), 

th -se 1 consists of tidy I-current flow restricted to t`-. e Eder. 

c;: ýý. el. Tie re^er 1 flow direction is to the west, but the flow 

follows the sinuous course se} by the Eden channel. 'Jithin the flow 

rn !: i-i-1 e helicoid snir: -7. s': ructurP r=); develop. 

ihr e2i! ý n-. rked t) flow in a direction, tan enti l to the Eden 

c`-: ^. -, eI. As the unter-level rises, the floe, leaves the confines of 

t`-.. e c-, rine1 and tckec c more direct route to t'He west, u tii. irin 

1 ndu rd sho-: lir flood cý-. nnei s, 

Z)hnse 3 Kerins about two hours before hick-unter cnd is c~arncter- 

iced h' o uniforn flow direction in the lower estuary, with r conniccr- 

, -:: ]. e n-icu1er relntionshio to the Eden channel of the middle estuary. 

Phase 4 consists of flow sub-parallel to the estuary mercir, s on 

Kincaple Flat and its opposite number to the north of the Eden channel. 

Superimposed on the tidal-current flow pal-terns are the wave- 

induced flow patterns uhich are especially important in the lower 

estuary during phase 3. 

Ebb-floe directions are more uniform than those of the flood, and 

for most of the ebb-flow period there is a tidal drain with water 

taking the most direct route to the tidal outlet (Fig. 2.22a). 

The emergence of major sand-bodies in the lower estuary is a 

strong influence on flow directions during the intermediate stage of 

the ebb tide (Fig. 2.22b). The two north-south trending structures 

to the north of Out Head effectively restrict flow to the Eden channel 
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r,, d tnc flow convercence --t t'^e tidal out? et results in `-ic'-; cwrre^t 

velocities. Ee or, d the outlet flow divercence occur= over the e-v- 

d-lt7. TI e exposure of the western mürcin of the flood-tidal 

diltn he the pronounced effect of divertin ; ebt-currents to the out` 

of the etructure, hence reducin:;. flow velocities over the deltý itself. 

te_rt ce e_ , -f]. ou iý control led by the dendritic drain, - re 

tfýr1 1^ he riddle eTtuner) 'nd :f toronr%-phic fenture3 and bodforn^ 

i- t', e 'ouer e3tuar; y. Flow directions are therefore extremely 

'rter it -, -, c Ede- ch nn -1 at l. ow-tide only n ; intýins contact with the 

w or of ^t. ý. ndreuS ny vi^. vary nha lot' nout"i-oast trondin^ diS- 

tri on the sout--, crn n'rrin of the ebhh-tidal delta. 
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Fig. 2.5a. Velocity vectors of near-surface currents. 
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Fig. 2.5b. Velocity vectors of near-bottom currents. 
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Fig. 2.6. Flood-tidal current flow paths as indicated by drogues 
suspended 0.5 to 1. Om below the water surface. 
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Fig. 2.7. Ebb-tidal current flow paths as indicated by drogues 
suspended 0.5 to 1. Om below the water surface. 
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Fig. 2.8. Bedform orientations (lee-slope azimuths) in the lower 
estuary. 

Broken lines : large-scale bedforms on ebb-tidal delta 
Diagonal lines : flood-orientated large-scale bedforms on flood- 

tidal delta 
Dots : ebb-orientated large-scale bedforms on flood-tidal delta. 
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Fig. 2.9. A shell pavement composed of the disarticulated valves of Plytilus edulis. Note the convex-upward attitude of the valves and the preferred orientation of the umbones. Current direction was towards the top of the page. 
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Fig. 2.10. Ebb-tidal current flow paths as indicated by the trails 
left by algal scrolls. Flow towards the observer. 
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Fig. 2.11. The seaward end of a trail with the actual algal scroll 
which produced it. 
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Fig. 2.12. The preferred orientations of strands of the filamentous 
green alga Chaetomorpha sp.. Inferred ebb-flow directions are shown by the large arrows. 
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Fig. 2.13. Tracer sand dispersal patterns for the stations on the 
West Sands. Each grid pattern has been rotated in order to conform 
with the orientation of true north shown. The locations of At B, C 
and 0 were given in Figure 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.14. Tracer sand dispersal patterns for the Out Head station. 
Contour values are of the number of fluorescent grains per sample. 
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Fig. 2.15. Tracer sand dispersal patterns on west and east Kincaple 
Flat. Contour values are of the number of fluorescent grains per 
sample. 
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Fig. 2.16. Tracer sand dispersal patterns to west and east of Coble 
Shore. 
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Fig. 2.17. Tracer sand dispersal 
pattern in the flood channel. 
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Fig. 2.18. Tracer sand dis- 
persal pattern on a part of 
the north shore of the estuary. 

All contour values are of the number of fluorescent grains per sample. 
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Fig. 2.19. aß Air photograph 
11 August 1973, (Fairey Surveys 
Ltd) showing wave refraction 
and interference at the entrance 
to the Eden estuary. 
See also Fig. 2.19b. 



Wave Refraction 
11 August 1973 
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Fig. 2.19b. Wave refraction in the vicinity of Out Heads 11 August 1973. 
Note the formation of diamond-shaped cells over the spit-platform to the 
north of Out Head by the interference of two wave-fronts. (Drawn from 
an air photograph. ) 
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Fig. 2.21. The four directional phases of flow during the flood tide 
based on a combination of eulerian and lagrangian data. 
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Fig. 2.22. The early and intermediate stages of ebb-tidal flow based 
on eulerian and lagrangian data. Shaded areas on b are major inter- 
tidal sand-bodies. 
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IV. VELOCITY-SALINITY RELATIONSHIPS 

Station 1: Out Head (Fig. 2.23) 

a. Velocity 

In the upper 60% of the water column ebb-flow continued for 1.5 

to 2 hours after the flood had begun near the bed. In the first hour 

after the flood was established throughout the water column the high- 

est velocities were at approximately tuo-thirds depth. During the 

remainder of the flood part of the cycle, however, the -ximum veloc- 

ities occurred near to the surface. The maximum recorded velocity was 

9Ecm sec 
1 

at in below the surface 1.5 hours before hi; h-water. 

During the ebh tide surface velocities were always in excess of 

the-, P- on the bed, and maximum velocities occurred 3.5 hours after high- 

wster. ''urf=ice currents were of the order of 100cm sec 0 ? nd those 

near thn ;: ed 30-40cn sec 
1. 

L. Salinity 

From the time of hi5h-unter to 1.5 hours before ? o, ---water the 

water column was well mixed with respect to salinity a m^xirnu'1 

variation of 0.2%, (0.63; 0). Curing the sane period there was a several 

decrenso in salinity from 31.6j., to 2B. 5%,. Salinity stratification 

developed durinr the last hour of the ehh and the first two hours of 

the flood. During this period the surface salinity continued to dec- 

reale, whereas the bottom salinity began to increase under the influence 

of flood-directed currents. Stratification was at a maximum 4 hours 

before high-water when the top to bottom salinity difference was 

5,51". Three hours before high-water the column was of almost uniform 

salinity (31.1 to 31.4%, ), end one hour later a consistent salinity of 

32.3% was recorded. Retween this time of maximum salinity (32.3%, 
e 

) 

and the time of high-water salinity decreased by fl. 3jo. 
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c. Mean Velocity 

The cycle was divided into 12 lunar hours and the mean velocities 

calculated for each interval of 0.2 x total water depth. The net non- 

,. 2.23c) shows that the upper 40% of the tidal flow for the station ( i- 

column is characterised by a net seaward flow of up to 0.08m sec 

and the lower 60% by a net landward flow of up to 0.05m sec-1 0 

d. Mean Salinity 

Mean salinity (FiT. 2.23d)shows only slight variation between the 

surface and lower layers. Mean stratification is 3.6% which represents 

a salinity variation of 1.2%e . 

Station 2: Coble Shore (Fig. 2.24) 

a. Velocity 

Flow velocities at low-water were of the order of 10cm sec-1 in 

the ebb direction. Within the first half-hour of the flood tide the 

flow direction was reversed and velocities increased rapidly: 77cm sec 
1 

was recorded at 0.5m below the surface and 44cm sec 
1 

within 20cm of 

the bed. This initial surne was not maintained and velocities of less 

than 60cm sec 
1 

characterised the second hour of the flood. A second 

period of high velocities occurred 1.7 hours before hioh-water. In 

the last hour before high-water velocities decreased and the velocity 

stratification Was much reduced. 

Ebb flow velocities were less than 30cm sec -1 for the first 2.25 

hours, after which they increased rapidly. The flow became stratified 

and a velocity of 97cm sec-1 was recorded at the surface 3.75 hours 

after high water. 

b. Salinity 

The depth-salinity-time diagram illustrates the abrupt increase 
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in salinity which the initial surge of flood water generated. Salinity 

stratification increased to a maximum of 10.41% some 1.2 hours before 

high-water, and then the column became homogeneous at a salinity of 

33%o. Maximum stratification (7,5%) in the ebb part of the cycle 

occurred 2.2 hours after high-water. I- 

c. Mean Velocity 

Mean velocity (9ig. 2.24c) was seaward at all depths and varied 

between 6 and 10cm sec-1 . 

d. Mean Salinity 

The range of mean salinity (Fi?. 2.24d) was from 23.6%, at the 

surface to 24,3Z at the bed. 

Station 3: Paper [lill (=i^. 2.25) 

The features of the velocity and salinity distributions at this 

station are similar to those at Coble Shore, The period of maximum 

flood velocities, which were located in the upper part of the water 

column, occurred 1,5 hours before high-water, and maximum ebb velocities 

were recorded 4 hours after high-water (sir, 2.25p), In comparison with 

Coble Shore, however, the period of rising water associated with the 

flood tide was of shorter duration, 3 hours as opposed to 4. 

Salinity stratification was always more marked at the Mill station 

than at Coble shore and, even over the high-water period, a variation 

of 3.2% was present (7ir. 2.251, ), Maximum stratification occurred at 

the beginning of the flood (12.5%) and a secondary peak of 11.11% 

developed during the ebb, 2 hours after high-water. 

The salinity range at the Pill station was considerable. During 

the low-water period salinity decreased from 10%, to 1%,, but with 

the influx of flood tidal currents 4 hours before high-water salinity 

increased rapidly to 20%. and then more slowly to 31Tö., which value 
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was maintained near the bed for the 2-hour period around high-water. 

The maximum surface salinity was 30.2%o. 

Mean velocity was seaward at all depths and varied between the 

narrow limits of 10.7 and 12.1cm sec -1 (Fig. 2.25c). 

Mean salinity (Fin. 2.25d) shows a slight stratification with the 

surface layer of 17.2yß and the bottom layer of 17.81%,. 

Station 4: Guardbridoe (Fig. 2.2n) 

a. Velocity 

Ebb flaw velocities of the order of 20cm sec -1 were reduced rapid- 

ly by the flood tide, and within a 20-minute period a flood directed 

flow of the same magnitude had been established. The flood tide, 

which lasted for 2.5 hoursp was characterised by one period of high 

velocities (50 to 60cm sec 
1) 

which occurred 1.5 hours before high- 

water. Half an hour after high-water an ebb flow with maximum veloc- 

ities of 36cm sec -1 was observed. The high velocities occurred only 

in the upper part of the column and were a short-lived phenomenon, 

as within half an hour ebb velocities of only 2cm sec 
1 

characterised 

the whole water column. The ebb-flow was then re-established and 

gradually increased to a maximum of 73cm sec-1 3.5 hours after high- 

water. 

b. Salinity 

Salinity increased gradually during the period of the flood tide 

resulting in salinities of 24%. on the bottom and 21%. near the sur- 

face at the time of high-water. A slight stratification characterised 

the flood with water in the surface layer approximately 3%a less saline 

than the remainder of the column which tended towards uniform salinity. 

Immediately after high-water salinity in the surface layer 

decreased rapidly (21%. to 9%. in 0.5 hour), whereas in the lower 
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layers salinity values remained at 22 to 24% for 2 hours after high- 

water. In the halocline salinity changes of 9.5%. to 15.9%. occurred 

over a depth interval of 0.5m. 

rean velocity (Fig. 2.26c) was in the seaward direction at all 

depths. Figures based on flow over a 9.25 hour period show that the 

net velocity in the upper layer is 16.27cm sec 
1 

and 5.87cm sec 
1 

in 

the lower layer. 

Average salinity (Fig. 2.2'd) over the sane period showed a strat- 

ification from 3.33%, at the surface to 7.63%, near the bed. 

Station 5: Upper Estuary (Fi'. 2.27) 

The tidal curve for this station was strongly asymmetrical with 

the rise in water-level associated with the flooding tide, takino only 

2.25 hours and the period of falling water-level being 3.5 hours 

At the surface of the flow flood-orientated currents were evident 

for only 1.25 hours (Fic:. 2.2? c), At the beginning of this period ebb 

velocities of 60 to 70cm sec 
1 

were rapidly halted and water of zero 

salinity was forced to move landward by tidal pressure. Fresh-water 

flow velocities in the landward direction reached 30cm sec 
1. 

The 

flow direction at the surface reversed to an ebb flow about 1 hour 

before high-water and velocities gradually increased to 22cm sec 
1 

at 

the time of high-water and 40cm sec 
1 30 minutes after high-water. 

At the same time as the ebb flow established itself at the surface, 

the first traces of a saline intrusion were observed near the bed (Fi-'. 

2.2Th, b). Salinity increases near the bed during the last 0.5 hour 

before high-water were accompanied by increased flood flow velocities. 

In the first hour after high-water flood directed velocities in the 

lower 60% of the water column decreased whilst ebb directed velocities 

in the upper part of the column increased. Salinity throughout the 
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column also increased during this times and saline water was entrained 

into the seaward flowing upper layer to the extent of 0.3%.. During 

the next hour salinities in the upper 60% of the column decreased, 

whereas on the bed the increase continued and a maximum salinity of 

20% was recorded 2 hours after high-water. Salinity decreased to zero 

in the succeeding hour, and seaward directed -fresh-water with velocities 

of 60 to 70cm sec -1 occupied the whole column. 

The oraph of mean velocity (Fic. 2.27c) shows that the net flow is 

seaward at all depths with values ranging from 21.12cm sec-1 near the 

bed to 38.35cm sec 
1 

at the surface. 

The mean salinity for the station (Fi-. 2.27d) shows that a fresh- 

water surface layer overlays a uniform salinity gradient to the bottom. 

Current Velocities over the Flood-Tidal Delta 

Current velocity profiles were measured at two station on the 

flood-tidal delta. In each case the area became dry at low-water. 

Station 6: Flood Sand-Wave Field 

Current velocities increased gradually during the flood, which 

lasted 3.5 hours, and were at their peak between 2 and 1.5 hours before 

high-water. Surface currents were in the excess of 70cm sec 
1 

and 

those near the bed 30 to 50cm sec 
1. 

Ebb velocities reached 20cm sec 
1 

near the surface about 1 hour 

after high-water and the same near the bed some 0.7 hours later. 

Maximum ebb velocities of 35cm sec 
1 

were recorded in the upper part 

of the column 2 to 2.5 hours after high-water. Velocities in excess 

-1 of 30cm sec were noted near the bed during the same time interval. 

It is evident that a marked asymmetry exists between the maximum 

velocities of flood and ebb currents and also between the times of 

occurrence of these maximum velocities relative to high-water. 
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Net mean velocity (Fig. 2.29c) shows a landward residual of 3.36cm 

sec 
1 

near the bed and 14.05cm sec near the surface. 

Station 7: Channel in Flood-Tidal Delta (Fi^. 2.28b) 

The tidal curve at this station was more symmetrical than that 

recorded at the flood sand-wave field station which was characterised 

by a flood period of shorter duration than the ebb. The distribution 

of velocities was, however, similar in both cases, and there occurred 

a single period of high flood current velocities. At station 7 these 

occurred 1.3 hours before hioh-water and near surface velocities were 

70 to 75cm sec-1 9 whilst those near the bed were 40 to 50cm sec-1. 

Ebb velocities reached maximum values of 50 to 60cm sec 
1 

near 

the surface and 30 to 40cm sec 
1 

near the bed about 2.7 hours after 

high-water. 

': et mean velocity (Fi 
. 2.? Td) was in the landward direction at all 

depths and varied between 7.3 and 9.3cm sec -1. 

The fact that the station was sited on a channel used by both 

flood and ebb currents explains the occurrence of hioher ebb velocities 

than were observed at the previous station. Relative to the flood 

sand-wave field station the differential between flood- and ebb-current 

velocities is reduced, whereas the time asymmetry is enhanced. 

General Features 

" In so far as neneralisations may be drawn from the data presented, 

the following features are of note: 

1. the degree of asymmetry of the tidal curve increases in the land- 

ward direction with the period of rising water-level becoming shorter, 

eg. 5.5 hours at Out Head, 3.75 hours at Coble Shore and 2.4 hours at 

the Upper Estuary station; 

2. the time of maximum flood currents is consistently between 1.5 
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and 1.8 hours before high-water. A secondary flood peak may occur at 

the beginning of the flood period when water is confined to the Eden 

channel; 

3, maximum ebb-tidal currents occur late in the cycle between 3 and 

4 hours after high-water when water is confined to the Eden channel; 

4, maximum ebb-tidal current velocities are generally greater than 

maximum flood-tidal current velocities; 

5, the time of occurrence of maximum salinities relative to high- 

water varies systematically throughout the estuary. At the Out Head 

station salinity was at a maximum on the bed between 2.5 and 1 hour 

before high-water. At the Paper Mill station maximum salinity was in- 

phase with the water-level maximum. At the Upper Estuary station 

maximum salinity occurred 2 hours after high-water. The Coble Shore 

station showed the highest salinities near the bed over a 1,6 hour 

period which spanned the time of high-water, and at Guardbridge salin- 

ities were at a peak for 1.2 hours beginning at the time of high-water; 

6, the three sections of the estuary represented by the Upper Estuary 

station and Guardbridge, the Paper Mill and Coble Shore, and the Out 

Head station may be classified according to the stratification and 

circulation parameters of Hansen and Rattray (1966). The stratification- 

circulation diagram (Fir, 2,29 shows that the part of the estuary west 

of Guardbridge, under the conditions of a river discharge of 4.1 to 

4.9 cumecs and an intermediate tide (predicted 5.1m at Leith), is 

characterised by moderate to high stratification with the development 

of a distinct salt-wedge in the westernmost part of the section, The 

two middle estuary stations, Paper Fill and Cable Shore,, at a time of 

low river discharge (1,4 cumecs) are classified as Type 2a -a well 

mixed section in which salinity stratification is slight. The Out 

Head station was categorised as Type 2a showing only slight salinity 

stratification and a reversal of the net flow at deptr; 
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7. over the flood-tidal delta a tidal current time-velocity asymmetry 

exists; the decree of asymmetry varies with location within the delta. 
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Fig. 2.29. The stratification- 
circulation diagram of Hansen & 
Rattray (1966) with the Eden 
estuary points plotted. 

1. Upper Estuary 
2. Middle Estuary 
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Where, for a section of the estuary: - 
dS = Top to bottom salinity difference 

So = Sectional Mean Salinity 

Us = Not Surface Current 

of = Mean Fresh Water Velocity. 
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Chapter 3M AMOR TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE ESTUARY, 

THEIR BEDFORr1S AND INTERNAL STRUCTURES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On the basis of air photography and field mapping, five major 

topographic divisions of the intertidal zone may be recognised: 

I. The Eden channel, 

2. Intertidal sand and mud flats, 

3. A flood-tidal delta, 
I 

I 

4. An ebb-tidal delta, 

5. Beaches. 

In situ measurements, trenching and box-coring provided the basic 

data on bedforms and internal sedimentary and biogenic structures. 

Air Photographs 

A series of controlled vertical air photographs of the whole 

estuary, taken in 1948,1953,1964 and 1973, showed the development 

of certain topographic features within the intertidal zone, whereas 

a number of oblique air photographs, taken in 1974 and 1975, provided 

a detailed record of the topooraphy during the period of study. 

Field Mapping 

Field mapping of bedforms was carried out at all points on the 

same grid system as that used for sample collection (see Chapter 4, p. 90) 

The terms descriptive of bedforms and the indices necessary to 

quantify bedform geometry were taken from Allen (1968). A standard- 

ised data-collection sheet was completed at each locality (Appendix 2). 

Sub-sea topographic profiles were obtained with a Ferrograph 

echo-sounder. 
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Box-Coring 

Crientated box-cores taken either with a Senckenbera-type box- 

corer (Bouma, 1969) or with standard 4.5 litre oil cans with the 

bases removed were the main source of data on internal sedimentary 

and biocenic structures. Little information was directly obtainable 

by trenching in the fine sands of the lower estuary, and recourse was 

made to the preparation of large epoxy resin peels in the field. 

Laboratory Treatment of Box-Cores 

The internal sedimentary and biogenic structures of box-core 

samales (25 x 16 x 10cm) were revealed by x-ray radiography (Souma, 

19 9; Krinitzsky, 1970; Hamblin, 1972) and the preparation of relief 

peels by surface impregnation (Bouma, 1969; Klein, 1972). 

The initial preparation of the box-core was the same for both 

types of analysis and consisted of placing the core, maximum surface 

area downwards, on a perspex tray with sidewalls 1 or 2cm high, and 

the" removing the bulk of the sample, retaining only a1 or 2cm thick 

slice. The upper surface of the slice was made as smooth and even as 

possible to facilitate the production of the peel. Clay-rich samples 

were cut and smoothed with an electro-osmotic core-cutter (Chmelik, 

1957). 

1. Radiography 

Radiocraphy was used in the analysis of silty and clayey cores 

which were not amenable to study by epoxy resin peels. The samples 

were normally 1cm thick and occasionally up to 2cm. Slices less 

than 1cm thick are preferable, but even with the aid of the core- 

cutter, it is difficult to prepare very thin slices without distorting 

and fracturing the sample. 

Radiographs were taken on a Phillips medical x-ray unit equipped 



with a Fiullard Guardian 125 tube. Standard medical x-ray film (Kodak 

PE 4006) was used. The radiographs were processed automatically on a 

Kodak RP X-Omat Processor Miodel 100. The optimum operational settings 

on this machine for sediment slices between 1 and 2cm thick were a 

kilovoltage of 55# a target-film distance of 76.2cm (30 inches) and 

an exposure of 180 milli-ampere seconds. 

2. Relief Peels 

Relief peels of sandy and silty sediments were prepared using 

liquid epoxy resins supplied by CIBA (Resins MY 750 and rv 740, 

Hardeners HY 850 and HY 830) and Synthetic Resins Ltd. (Kollercast 

Resin 607, Hardeners LD and ND). 

The CIBA resins were used in the laboratory in the proportions 

five parts each of MY 750 and f1Y 740, three parts of hardener HY 850 

and one part of hardener HY 830 (Burger, Klein and Sanders, 1969). 

After thorough mixing the epoxy was poured on the surface to be 

impregnated, and a thin layer was spread on a piece of hardboard 

which was then placed on the sample. The board and sample were then 

inverted and the resin was allowed to cure for 24 to 48 hours. 

Scraping-off of the excess sand and washing with a strong jet of water 

revealed the internal structures. Inversion of the sample and board 

resulted in the production of low-relief peels (1-3mm) in which 

delicate structures could be identified. A contrasting technique 

is to allow the resin to penetrate from the surface of the sample 

downwards, in which case high-relief peels are produced. This latter 

technique was used on some samples employing the low viscosity Koller- 

cast resins and peels of 1 to 3cm thickness were produced in fine sands 

with the retention of very good surface detail. 

Large peels (1m x 0.25m) were taken in the field by the method 

of Farr, Dinkelman and Sandusky (1970). Kollercast resin 607 (2 



C2parts) was added to one part of hardener DJD. Hardener 'ID is especially 

useful outdoors, as it has the property of rapid cure under cold/wet 

conditions. The peels were sufficiently dry to be removed from the 

trenches after curing for 4-5 hours. 



II, THE EDEN CHA"! ̂; EL 

Channel Plan 

The Eden channel has a course approximately 10km in length through 

the intertidal zone between the Pouch and the West Sands of St. Andrews. 

In the landward half of the estuary between the Pouch and Coble 

House Point the channel plan is in the form of two large sinuses of 

wavelenqth approximately 2.5km. The sinuosity of the channel (+. 2) 

is toolow to warrant the application of the term 'meandering'. In 

the section of 1.5km west of Guardbridge) where the river leaves the 

confines of the narrow valley cut through boulder clay and crosses 

a narrow area of intertidal flats, there occur well-developed mid- 

channel and point barn, (Fic. ?. '' 3.2x. 

At Coble House Point the channel is abruptly turned southwards 

by the outcrop, just above river bed elevation, of compacted late- 

Glacial gravelly sands which lie strati graphically below the peat at 

the base of the local Carse sequence. 

In the area to the east of Coble Shore and south of Shelly Point 

the channel shows many bifurcations and often appears braided. The 

islands between the channels are composed of sediment stabilised and 

capped by mussel banks. Persistent diversion of flood and ebb tidal 

currents by these islands produces deep narrow channels between them, 

often floored by lag gravels of shell material. 

East of a N-S line through Shelly Point the channel effectively 

meanders (sinuosity 1.5) through the intertidal flats. The course 

of the River Eden in the lower estuary is strongly affected by the 

spit-platform which has accumulated to the north and east of Out Head 

(Fi_. 3.3). The channel eventually terminates on the stoss side of 

the ebb-tidal delta, and at low-water Spring Tide communication of 

the River Eden with the water of St. Andrews Bay is maintained only 
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by = shallow south-east trending distributary ýi 7.3; ý The 

rapid shoaling of the Eden channel to the east of the tidal inlet is 

shown on the echo-sounder profile of Figure 3.4. 

Channel Cross-Sectional Profiles 

The general cross-sectional shape of the channel is that of an 

asy-etric V. The shape varies considerably both in degree of 

asyn'etry and width to depth ratio (Fl_. Z. 5). Profile 1 (F 
_-. 

shous the channel profile at the tidal inlet to the near symmetrical 

with a high width to depth ratio of 24: 1. The symmetry is distorted 

slicbtly by a ledge attached to the south bank with an elevation of 

approximately 1m above the channel bottom. The deepening of the 

chafl-nel adjacent to the north bank probably reflects the fact that 

bot- late ebb-stage and early flood-stage, high-velocity, tidal 

currents impinge on the north bank at this locality. 

Profiles 2 and 3, from the limbs of meander loops, show higher 

width, to depth ratios (50: 1) and a slight asymmetry. Profile 3 

also shows the easterly part of a flood channel (F)v which is 

be_inning to diverge from the trend of the main channel. The feature 

shoals to the south-west and appears as the broad, shallow depression 

(F") on profile 4. The beginning of a flood-channel can also be seen 

at the base of the south bank of the main channel in profile 4. This 

flood-channel becomes more prominent in profile 5. but then shoals 

rapidly to the south-west. 

Profile 7 from the middle estuary shows a very steep south bank 

which may be partially explained by the cohesive nature of the sedi- 

ment in this area. 

Channel Migration 

The migration of the Eden channel as determined from Ordnance 

Survey maps and air photographs reveals that considerable movement 
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has occurred only to the east of a N-S line through Sanctuary Spit 

(Chapter 19 page 12). When viewed with a knowledge of the textural 

variation in the estuary sediments, there is a distinct relationship 

between channel stability and cohesive bank material (muds, clays, 

sandy-silts) and between channel mobility and non-cohesive bank 

material (>90% sand). 
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Fig. 3.1. The sinuous course of the River Eden in the upper estuary 
between the Pouch and Guardbridge. 
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Fig. 3.2. A well developed point bar which occurs immediately to the 
south of the road bridge at Guardbridge (A on Fig. 5.1). Note, on the 
convex side of the bar, the plane-bedded surface (P) which grades, 
downstream, into a zone of megaripples (11). 
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Fig. 3.4. Echo-sounder profile showing the rapid W-E shoaling of the 
Eden channel on the stoss-side of the ebb-tidal delta. 
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Fig. 3.5. Channel-bottom profiles of the River Eden in the middle and 
lower estuary. Arrows indicate flood channels. 
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III. THE INTERTIDAL SAND AND MUD FLATS 

Topography 

The intertidal flats of the middle and upper estuary cover an 

area of 4.25km2 and are the most extensive of the topographic sub- 

divisions of the estuary. The width of the individual flats, per- 

pendicular to the Eden channel, varies from 0.1km at Guardbridge to 

1km on Kincaple Flat. 

Topographic features of the intertidal flats fall into three 

groups: (a) a dendritic system of drainage channels; (b) a zonal 

arrangement of mussel banks and algal colonies; and (c) minor 

occurrences of salt-marsh deposits. 

The Dendritic Drainage System 

The dendritic drainage system is very well developed on Kincaple 

Flat where four major channels are fed by numerous minor channels 

(Fig. 3.6). Near the southern margin of Kincaple Flat the minor 

cta-nels have relatively straight courses and retain a constant 

ancular relationship of 500-600 with the shoreline. The regular 

spacing and orientation of the channels suggests that they may be 

related to undulations on the bed of very low amplitude and large 

chord (ý 20m). Such bedforms were also noted on the north shore of 

the estuary between Sanctuary Spit and Shelly Point, in the middle 

estuary to the east of Coble Shore, and between Pilmour Links and the 

Eden channel to the south-west of Out Head. The origin of the 

untulations may be related to current. flow parallel or nearly parallel 

to the estuary margins during the period around the time of high- 

water. 

De-watering of the intertidal flat sediments produces sufficient 

contrast in their surface coloration to allow the drainage areas of 

individual channels to be recognised (Fig. 3.6). 
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Headward progression of very minor channels by a process of 

collapse during de-watering was observed on the marginal areas of 

Kincaple Flat. 

On Edenside Flat the dendritic pattern is less well-developed 

and minor drainage channels only become important within 200m of the 

Eden channel. The drainage courses are straight and at right angles 

to the channel (Fig. 3.7). Edenside Flat is also drained by a 

channel which runs parallel to the western margin of Coble Shore. 

A comparison of air photographs taken in October 1964 and 

August 1974 shows that the Kincaple Flat drainage system is very 

stable with virtually no discernible changes in the number or 

orientation of the channels (Fig. 3.8). 

Mussel Banks 

Mussel banks are present in areas which border the Eden channel 

and the major drainage channels on Kincaple Flat. They are restricted 

to the middle estuary in a zone which extends from a point some 600m 

west of Out Head to Coble House Point (Fig. 3.9). 

A three-dimensional exposure of a mussel bank undergoing severe 

erosion showed that in cross-section (E-W) the structure was asymmetric 

with an easterly facing stoss-side of very low angle (30-40). a broad 

crestal area and a more steeply dipping (100) westerly facing lee- 

slope. The east-west dimension was approximately 35 metres (Fig. 3.10). 

In external appearance the structure bears the same relationship to 

flood-tidal currents as do the sand-waves of the flood-tidal delta. 

A 1.13m vertical section of sediment was exposed on the south 

side of the bank (fig. 3.11). The lower 63cm of the exposure con- 

sisted of two beds (40 and 23cm respectively) of fairly coarse- 

grained heterogenous sediments (means of 0.44 and 0.57 phi) with 

components including lithic fragments, quartz pebbles (up to 2.5cm), 
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whole and fragmented gastropod and bivalve shells, coal, wood and 

plant debris. Both beds showed a general fining upwards, and in the 

upper part of the higher bed there was poorly developed, ebb-orientated 

cross-stratification. Lying discordantly upon the coarse sands was a 

43cm thick bed of black bioturbated mud which contained indistinct 

layers of shell fragments, plant remains and occasional whole Ilytilus 

valves. Resting upon the convex surface of this bed was a 7cm thick 

agglutination of live specimens of Flytilus edulis. 

In several aspects the mud layer 'draped' over the coarse sands 

is not unlike the longitudinal cross-bedded deposits described by 

Van Straaten (1954) and Reineck (195B, 1973). The uniform thickness 

of the bed, continuity of laminae within the bed, and the overall 

upward convexity of the bed would, however, seem to preclude the 

possibility of accumulation by lateral sedimentation. It is suggested 

that this deposit is the result of predominantly vertical sedimentation 

of both faecal material from the overlying mussel colony and silt and 

clay-size material which is trapped in the well protected depositional 

sites between individual mussels. Live mussels would naturally tend 

to move upwards at a rate commensurate with sedimentation in order to 

maintain their position in an environment which is covered twice 

daily by oxygenated, phytoplankton-rich water. Consequently the 

faecal and other materials are protected from extensive erosion, and 

the bank grows vertically. 

Shell pavements are common in channels adjacent to mussel banks 

and are composed mainly of the valves of Mytilus edulis. Valves are 

commonly disarticulated and orientated with their long axes in the 

flow direction with the umbo facing in the upstream direction. The 

valves often lie with their convex side uppermost and imbricate 

structures are common (see Fig. 2.99 Chapter 29III). 
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Al-7- Colonies 

Colonies of brown and creep alsae cover larse areas of the inter- 

tidan flats of the middle estunr; y (rig. 3.12). The filamentous green 

a10a Chaetonorph? sp* occurs as extensive 'algal mats', which are 

con, osed of interwoven fi]anents which have been compressed into n 

a. r er some 0.5 to 1cm thick. In the more marnin"^J. hens of tie riddle 

ectu-ry Chaetomorpha occurs as isolated threads cnd algal scrolls. 

Two colonies of brown fucoid saaweeds occur adjacent to the Eden 

Both are mr927 of mussel bank development. The fucoid 

7o-, e:: are less extensive t, pan the C`netornornha zones and are completely 

enclosed ty them. 

Salt Marsh 

S--1t rnrsh occurs around the southern of 1Cinc,: -ýple E, -., d 

,s and occasionsl)y on the northern mý=in of the estuary Cdenoide Fla' 

ne -r `', anctur_r; ' spit rnd 'betucen S`; elly Point rnd Coble I buss Point. 

It iz not areelly extensive (Fin. 3.12). 

-he edne of the silt Harsh zone is marked in some areas b" n 

snnll cliff up to 25cm high and in others by a more rounded, abraded 

mar: in which is intersected by a number of digitating areas of inter- 

tidal flat sediments. Isolated mounds of salt marsh may be found 

scaun-rd of the general salt marsh limit givin, - the impression that 

the zone is retreating. 

The salt marsh surface is broken by a series of drainage channels 

and ova? depressions in which accumulate materials such as bivalve 

and echinoderm tests brought into the area during Spring Tides. The 

ov? l depr$ssions are also depositional sites for fine grained materials 

transported onto the marsh in suspension. 

The internal structure of a salt marsh deposit consists of 

alternations of sand and silty-sand which show a landward (southerly) 
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dip of approxinately 100 (fig. 3.13). The sand layers are up to 1.5cm 

thick and contain shell debris, lithic fragments up to 3nm maximum 

diameter and occasionally whole mollusc valves. 

Sediment T, 
_,,, pp 

The zonal rrranjenerrt of exposed f1_--t-s, C-aetonorp�a flits, Fucus 

colonies ý. nd '': ytilus banks, is reflected in the vari-tions in sediment 

type over the intertidal flats. The distribution of sediment types, 

: rased on the nomenclature of Folk (1954) and derived from n ternary 

diararen with sande Gilt and clay as end-members, is shown in Fig, 3,14, 

In contrist with the sediments of the outer estuary, which ore 

connosnd of over 90of s'nd-: sized m teriel, those of the middle 

3ýL'ý . r'; -r3 rr t-t -r-r yr ri11'`1 e in teY urc. Silt; '-Srý^d1 is the most u'ide- 

Gýread Kadi gent on both Edentide and Fircep1. e Flat. Less di- 

-ientn 7rß 7 rpren i in -n -gone r-dj scent to te Eden c`; f^nei 

fro^ ý: _d; ride to ^o''-)le =); -; ore -nd nmr? rý on the contr- j_ r. re-s of 

no: ' t lm-, d=- -ýr di nt type, 

Fo) ýotýd SUI! -ecu^1 ountS of ý-'dd, -s^nd3 -7nd mud 
4. 

fln 11-1,1. e, south 

n-r^ý.. ^1 of 71"_-it t+, io ^rP's of cre pre- n+ 

A col. nrriFýor. of riýures 3.12 and 3.14 shows that there is a general 

t'rýýý rp' ' ior^ 1p tptuc n exposed flits ý; ýCd mtdd"-`'-y ;1n, onor; 7f' 

f" ^_t: ý -d ýi t"ýSr d; -i r1 ; jr- 
: etPGýpre.. ^° of cý l 17f. r 

iss F is ^ýu P, :-r ucu , 

co1_cnic nd ., rid; '-c. iit r-id . ̂iud-. 

9f in 
i0 ^1I'c^, 1Rnd 

. ned ^ (^, tý' on EClcfls1GýP. F. 1 i, t ire ? OC" Bpd in t ono- 

rr. n' i. c-. '. ]_ ? 
_ou ^re, r surrour, di^r, t', c' ci? _ty-^and 

flcts. The firýcct 

ýerizý^ortý :, re found o the s]_opinn h^nkn of the Eden clýc^7e1 in the 

; rTn sitio zo iP, :c tween the intPrtidn1 fl. --its and channel nronnr. 

1. Si]. t; r-s^_"nd: sand 50-90; 1; silt: clay ratio 2: 1. 
2. Sand;. -silt: silt 50-90', o; silt: clay ratio 2: 1. 
3. Cuddy-sand: sand 50-90%; silt: clay ratio approrirn-tely 1.1. 
4. Mud - no member in excess of 50%,; ratio Rp Tn, JT +f 

,-1: 1 
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©odforms 

The distribution of algal mats and very fine grained sediment with 

cohesive properties limits the development of bedforms of ripple-typo 

to a few scattered localities around the estuary margin (Fig. 3.15). 

Where bedforms do occur, small-scale asymmetrical ripples are pro- 

rlninin: int, rind mm well rnpraoontod in drninnno chnnnoln" Occnoiannlly 

two ripplo troina are sup©rirnpof3od, forming laddor-ripples. On south 

Kincaple Flat the dominant trend was 1280' the secondary trend 0320. 

The majority of ripples were in sinuous, out-of-phase trains with 

individual heights of 0.4cm and chords of 4cm. 

Internal . iedimentary Structures 

"r, /--cart, c-implors for, onalynin by x-rny rnciiogrrnphy rind opoxy 

rosin poe13 were collected from three north-south traverses over 

Kincaple Flat and one over Edenside Flat. Several additional samples 

were collected from the eastern part of Kincaple Flat (Fig. 3.15). 

A diagrammatic representation of the sedimentary and biog©nic 

structures found in this study is presented in Figure 3.16. 

Travers© 7 

Each core shows essentially the some sequence of lithologies and 

consists of (a) a basal shell-bed composed predominantly of fragments 

of Cardium edulo1but with whole valves towards the upper surface; 

(h) approximately 15cm of sand, which is virtually devoid of primary 

sedimentary structures. Relicts of bedding features are occasionally 

preserved, but the general appearance is of a totälly bioturbatod 

sediment with scattered bivalve shell fragments; (c) the upper 2-3cm 

of each core shows small-scale cross-stratification which is generally 

revealed only by x-ray radiography (Fig. 3.17). 

Thn coquenco mny be complicated by ndditional shall-concontratoe 

, ýi nny lovol, on. Core 7V (Fig. 3.17). 

1 carftum odiLl. a syn. C©rastodermo edulo 
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Traverse 10 

These cores show similar features to those of traverse 79 but 

cross-lamination is not a major feature of their upper portions. 

Poorly developed cross-laminations were present in cores 10U. T and 

UFA but flat-lamination interrupted by bioturbate structures is more 

characteristic. 

A shell-bed at a depth of approximately 20cm is present in most 

of the cores and its main features are shown to advantage in cores 

CC15 and CC'ß (Fig. x. 18). These features are: 

(a) up to 10cm of shell debris which shows a distinct increase 

in nrain-size towards the upper surface, 

(b) a gradational base and a fairly even upper surface, 

(c) the major components are fragments of Cardium edule with 

subsidiary amounts of other bivalves and gastropods includino 

Hydrobia. The upper layer often contains whole but disartic- 

ulated valves, 

(d) the absence of a preferred orientation of the carbonate 

fragments, 

(e) a poor degree of packing. 

The textural attributes mentioned in (d) above cast some doubt on the 

assumption of an aqueous depositional medium for this deposit. In 

most cases where carbonate material is deposited in water the fragments 

assume a resting position with the maximum surface area parallel to 

the bed. Uhole valves, for example, of Cardium, would also tend to 

rest with their convex side uppermost. Such features are illustrated 

by a beach deposited shell-bed (Fig. 3.19), which should be compared 

with Figure 3.18. 

The deposit is strictly comparable to the 'Hydrobier Beds' 

described by Van Straaten (1954) in terms of the gradation in grain- 

size, absence of preferred orientations, depth of occurrence, and 
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asoocin vion uitt-, bio turb-ýted sedirent. A similar cririn is t' . ereforn 

oostL; '_. ted, whereby tý. -. e che11 debris ind whole valves :, re concentr, ted 

the activities of the lucuorm Arenicoln n ; rinn (Figs. 3.20 cad 3.2) 

cis extremely ý'undsnt 
in these sediments. he composition of 

the 'zed is controller by the nature of the detrital. rýý terin]_ deposited 

on the intertid7l flat surface by waves cad currents. 

Tr-verse 

The iiportmt feature of several coreo of this traverse w= the 

pr- encP of grey cl^; underly ing the surficinl si3 t, '-nnnds nt r 

dr, 7t'- of 9-10cm. The depth of the clry surface increased in ra north- 

direction and p^ssed beneath the rn nre of penetration of t'., n 

corC° (25cn). Cores 16VA v^d 16U ^`houed e grey clay with an irr nuinr 

surface of hurrous occupied by fiva aren, 1ria or infilled with shell 

debris including large numbers of Hydrobia sp. (Fig. 3.22). Cedding 

in the clay was indicated on radiographs only by plant remains (Fig. 

3.21 feature a). 

Cores 16S and 16T consist of poorly defined alternations of sands 

and silty sands (Fig. 3.23). In 16RA flaser-teddine is poorly devel- 

oped in the lower pnr`, above which there was a 2-3cm thick laver of 

wocc twins and leaves. The upper part of the core shoos intense 

bioturt-tion and remnants of horizontal lamination. U-shaped and 

branched burrows are ahundent near the surface. 

Traverse 20 

Three distinct lithologies, which, in ascending order, were 

reddish-brown laminated silts, a gravel of lithic fragments and shell 

debris, and a sandy-silt, characterised the southernmost core. The 

more northerly cores do not show the two lower lithologies and are 

conposed entirely of bioturbated sands and silty-sands (Fig. 3.24). 
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The prey clay underlying the surficial deposits of the cores in 

traverse 16 is correlated with the grey silty-clay or Carse Clay of 

the north shore of the Eden estuary (Chisholm, 1971) on the basis of 

the stratigraphic sequence revealed by an auger-hole sited 100m east 

of core 16V. The sequence was: 

Thickness (m) 

0.10m silty-sand 

0.15m gravel and shell concentrate. Quartz pebbles and lithic 

fragments up to 4cm diameter 

1,30m licht grey clay with abundant plant remains in upper 0,5m, 

becomes micaceous towards the base 

0,25m peat, dark brown with pieces of wood 

0,15m= medium sand with light preen staining. 

r'u'g for the light green staining of the sand below the peat, this 

sequence is identical to that Diven by Chisholm for the lower part 

of the post-''lacial sequence. 

To the west of Coble Shore, however, an auger-hole revealed a 

different succession beneath the surficial sandy-silts and gravel 

layers. At least 5.1m of alternations of reddish-brown tenacious 

clay and red'micaceous silty-sands were present. These may be correlated 

with the reddish-brown laminated clays at the base of the succession 

described by Chisholm. The Carse clay and sub-Carse peat were absent. 

Further west the grey Carse clay again overlies the red clay, a 

fact which suggests that the area of Coble Shore may have stood as an 

island during the early part of the Flandrian transgression. 

Conclusions 

Surficial sediments of the middle estuary are dominated by 

structures of biogenic origin which have almost completely replaced 

sedimentary structures. Bioturbation has resulted in a homogenous 

appearance of many sediments even after epoxy-resin peel and x-ray 
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radionraphic analysis. 

shell-concentrates are important, and on the eastern part of 

Kincrple Flat there is a widespread shell-bed at depths of 10 to 25cm. 

The orinin of this feature is problematical, but on textural grounds 

a tiooenic accumulative process is favoured. 

in the vicinity of Coble Shore the surficiel silty-sands and muddy- 

sands decrease in thickness and the underlying Carse deposits feature 

in t'7e cores. 



Fig. 3.6. The dendritic drainage 
pattern on Kincaple Flat. 
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Kincaple Flat, October 1964. (Infra-red photograph) 

Kincaple Flat, August 1974. 

Fig. 3.8. A comparison of the dendritic drainage patterns on Kincaple 
Flat, October 1964 and August 1974. 



Fig. 3.9. The distribution of mussel banks in the Eden estuary (white 

areas). (Infra-red photograph, 1953). The distribution has remained 
stable. 



Fig. 3.10. A lateral view of a mussel bank presently being eroded by 
tidal currents. View in the ebb direction (eastwards). 
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Fig. 3.11. The internal structure of a mussel bank. Note the dis- 
conformable bedding relationships. Scale-bar = 0.5m. 



Phaeophyceae 

Chlorophyceae (Chaetomorpha sp. ) 

Fig. 3.12. The distribution of algal material and salt marsh deposits. 
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Fig. 3.13. The internal sedimentary structure of a salt marsh deposit. 

Top: epoxy resin peel. 
Bottom: x-ray radiograph (a) sand-rich layers, (b) silt and clay-rich 
layers, (c) shell fragments, (d) whole gastropod test. 
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Fig. 3.14. The distribution of 
sediment types ip the estuary 
based on Folk's 1968)classific. 
ation. 
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Fig. 3.15. The distribution of small-scale bedforms and the sites 
of box-cores and auger-holes. Shaded areas show the distribution 
of small-scale bedforms of ripple type. 
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Fig. 3.16. A diagrammatic representation of the internal sedimentary 
and biogenic structures found in the box-cores. Each bdx-core measured 
25 x 16cm. 



Fig. 3.17. A box-core (7U) showing two shell beds (a and at) with a 
bioturbated zone between (b) and a small-scale, cross laminated zone 
above. 



Core CC16 

I 

Core CCI8 

Fig. 3.18, The textural characteristics of a shell bed which is of 
widespread occurrence in the surficial sediments of Kincaple Flat, 

ýr ýÄtý,, , w,, rº 



Fig. 3.19. Characteristic textural features of a beach-deposited 
shell bed. Compare with Fig. 3.18. 



Fig. 3.20. The distribution of Arenicola marina. Map pertains to the 
period June to September 1973. 
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Fig. 3.21. Epoxy resin peel of the feeding structure of Arenicola 
marina. The outlet shaft is preserved and can be seen to bifurcate 
near the surface beneath the pile of expelled sediment. The intake 
shaft is not preserved, but its presence to the right of the outlet 
shaft might be inferred from the distorted bedding. Note the shell 
bed just beneath the bottom of the Arenicola burrow. 
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Fig. 3.22. Top: Box-core of sample CC16 VA. Silty sand, with Cardium 
in life position, lies on an irregular surface of Carse clay. Mya 
arenaria is present in life position in a burrow on the clay surface. 

Bottom: X-ray radiograph of CC16 VA. (a) bedding in the 
clay marked by plant remains, (b) rlya arenaria with foot extended into 
the clay, (c) hollow on clay surface filled with Hydrobia debris, 
(d) Cardium edule in life position, (e) outlet shaft of Arenicola 
marina. 
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Core CC16S 

Core CC16T 

Fig. 3.23. Alternations of clay-rich (a) and silty-sand-rich layers 
(b). 
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Core 20RA 

Core 20Q 

Fig. 3.24. Cores 20RA and 20Q showing numerous bioturbate structures. Little trace of primary bedding remains. 
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J. THE FLOOD-TIDAL DELTA 

Terminolacy 

flood-tidal delta is a sediment accumulation which occurs 

landward of a tidal inlet and is the result of deposition from waning 

flood-tidal currents (Coastal Research Group, 1969, cited in Schuhel, 

1971; Hartwell, 1970; Hayes, 1971). 

Hayes (1971) stated that a flood-tidal delta usually has six 

maior components: 

1. a flood ramp 

2. flood channels 

3. a high area 

4. ebb-shields 

5. ebb-spits 

E. spillover lobes. 

The flood ramp is the area where the bed rises in a landward direction 

from its maximum depth at the inlet. 

Flood channels are generally landward shallowing features dominated 

by flood-tidal currents. 

The 'high area' is situated on the landward part of the delta and is 

normally colonised by bivalves. 

An ebb-shield is a topographically high rim around a sand-body which 

protects portions of the sand-body from extensive modification or 

destruction by ebb-currents. 

An ebb-spit is a sediment accumulation commonly attached to the 

borders of a flood-tidal delta and formed by ebb-tidal currents. 

A spillover lobe is a lobate ridge of sediment formed by unidirect- 

ional currents and is often found where ebb-currents have cut through 

ebb-shielded areas. 
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-he flood-tidal delta of the Eden estuary is a sand-body of area 

0.7k-2 which occurs on the north side of the Eden channel in the 

lower estuzry (Fig. 3.25). 

The eastern part of the delta consists of a dinitating system 

of flood- and ebb-channels (Van Straften, 1952; Robinson, 1960), 

between which are curved, convex-southward sand-ridges which serve 

as ebb-shields (rig. 3.27, B, t). The ebb-shields also extend around the 

western ends of the flood-channels. The western part of the delta 

consists of a 'high area' colonised by mussel banks and fucoid sea- 

weeds (Fig. 3.75, H). 

The two flood-channels (Fig. 3.25, A' D; are landward shoaling 

braflches of the main Eden channel. Air photographs (Fairey Surveys 

Ltd., 1973) indicate that the northern channel (A) originates immedi- 

ately to the west of the tidal inlet, whereas the southern channel (D) 

forms to the north of Out Head. Channel D is shown on echo-sounder 

profiles in Figure 3.5 (profiles 3 and 4, features F and Fl). 

The two ebb-channels (C and C1. Fig. 3.25) both receive drainage 

water from around the northern margin of the high area. During the 

later stages of ebb-flow water in ebb-channel C drains into the 

eastern part of flood-channel D and eventually joins the Eden channel. 

At the junction a small delta has formed (Fig. 3.25, F). Ebb-channel 

C as developed since 1964, Before this time the area was occupied 

by a single flood-channel. Up to 1964 the area now covered by the 

southern flood-channel had the form of a lobate sand-body with a 

slightly concave surface surrounded by a sand-ridr . 

Features termed 'ebb-shields' curve around the western parts of 

the two flood-channels ( Fig. 3.25, Bt E). The northern ebb-shield 

(B) consists of the western part of Sanctuary Spit and its southward 
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extension as a sand accumulation (spit-platform) with a level above 

that of the surroundino flats. The ebb-shield serves to direct 

water draining from the northern part of the middle estuary in a 

southerly direction around the northern flood-channel and into the 

ebh-channel (C). The western extremity of Sanctuary 'pit consists 

of a north-south trending accumulation of sand and shell debris. The 

northern part of this feature, which consists almost entirely of single 

valves of Cardium edule, has been moulded into an ebb-orientated 

bedform with the dimensions of a sand-wave ( Fig. 3.26). 

The southern ebb-shield (E) has an acute western closure and its 

southern limb forns the north bank of the Eden channel. 

To the west of the flood-ebb channel system is a 'high area' 

which is colonised by Fytilus edulis and Fucus sp. (Fig. 7.251 H'. 

The area is roughly triangular in plan and presents a straight and 

elev-ted western margin to ebb-tidal currents. The whole area is 

sufficiently elevated to be the last area in the middle estuary to 

be suý: �eroed during the flood-tide. 

Pedfom s 

The major topographic features of the flood-tidal delta have 

smaller bedforms superimposed upon them, the most important of 

which are asymmetrical, large-scale ripples. The term 'large-scale, 

is used to denote those bedforms of chord greater then 60cm and height 

of more than 4cm (Allen, 1968). 

Eecform Orientation 

On the 25th, and 27th. June 1974 chord lengths and lee-slope 

orientations of well-formed, large-scale bedforms were measured. The 

distribution of lee-slope azimuths was distinctly bimodal ( Fig. 3.27, a). 

Eighty-four readings plotted in the range 1500 to 2700 (flood orient- 

ation) and 80 in the range 0000 to 0900 (ebb orientation). The ebb- 
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oriontnted features showed less diver. ^ity in len-slopo direction 

liec<ause of their generation on inter-channel high areas which are 

affected by a uniform flow direction durinn the early stages of the 

The modal orientations were almost diametrically opposed 

uith,: flood mode between 2100 and 2400 and an ebb mode between 0000 

, r, ri T) l°. Thorn would, therefore,, npppear. to ho as nilght not c7ock- 

" f, dirnent pattern over the f. loocl-tidal cif71L; ý. 

I, cj: r; I'; rinn`�h 

,'", 
f rar uenc: y di:; trif, ution of chord ]unrýtlýi of f Loari-tidal du. ltn 

ror-, 7 nies hinodrl and asymmetrical (r;., ). ... 7 , b). The mnjorit; y of 

rd chordc hetwo n 2.5 and 5.1 n and only one example occurred 

c a:. ' ranr, e '). ' to 2.5m. h c, nconri, 3r; / mode occurred at n chord 

1 T, "I, -", of gin. In view of the himodnl distribution, it would seem in 

order to cl issify the obsorved hedforms into two oroups with a 

divisi on between the two at a value of 6.0m. Followinq American 

ur,, ne ('ioyes,, 1971) large-scal e bedforms of chord less than fi. Om are 

Lcrmnd Inegnripplest and those of chord greater than E;. Om'sand-waves'. 

Figuro 3.27, c shows a notable relationship botwoon chord 

length and bodform orientation: flood orientated bodforrns are, with 

very few exceptions, sand-waves, whereas ebb-oriontated bodforms are 

megaripples. 

Bedform chord lengths for the individual flood-channels and the 

interchannel areas are given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Chord Lengths in Metres: Flood-Tidal Delta 25.6.74 
and 27.6.74. 

Mean S. Dvn. Min. Max. Mode 

North Flood Zone 10.87 4.67 2.90 20.90 5.24+9.91 
South Flood Zone 12.11 2.29 6.50 17.00 10.70 
North Ebb Shield 3.95 1.07 1.14 9.00 3.75 
Ebb Channel 5.11 2.25 3.80 13.00 4.18 

South Ebb Shield 9.06 2.22 6.00 11.50 10.81 
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1. Northern Flood Zone (Fig. 3.25tA) 

Bedforms in the northern flood zone are dominantly sand-waves 

with chords up to 20.9m and heights of up to 50cm (Fig. 3.279c). 

Bedform size decreases westwards as the channel shoals. Sand-waves 

on the edge of the channel are gently curved in plan with a slight 

convexity to the west, whereas, in the deeper parts of the channel, 

crest-lines become more sinuous. The gently curved badforms tend 

to be in-phase, whereas the sinuous forms become out-of-phase. 

2. N! arth Ebb Shield (Fig. 3.25,6) 

Bedforms of the northern interchannel-ebb-shield are megaripples 

with chords between 1.1 and 9m (Fig. 3.27, c). Chord lengths are 

relatively constant at 3 to 5m throughout the zone, and high values 

occur only 3t the seawprd end. The area is topographically high and 

supports sinuous megeripples with well developed spurs attached to 

their lee-sides (Fig. 3.28). 'iithin the troughs betwean spurs ripple- 

fans are developed. These structures show a variety of ripple-marks, 

and Figure 3.29 shows the concentric arrangement of arcuate ripples 

which increase in chord length away from the trough and eventually 

become linguoid in plan as the bed rises in the flow direction. 

3. The Ebb Channel (Fig. 3.25tC) 

Ebb-channel bedforms are generally of greater chord length than 

those of the adjacent but topographically higher interchannel-ebb- 

shield; values range from 3.8 to 13.0m. 

4. South Flood Channel (Fig. 3.25,0) 

Bedforms of the south flood channel are of similar chord length 
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to those in the northern flood zones but there is a total absence of 

megaripples. The minimum recorded chord length is 6.5m. 

5. -South Ebb Shield (Fig. 3.25, E) 

This ridge forms the northern bank of the Eden channel. Under 

intermediate and neap-tide conditions the ridge is covered by small- 

scale ripples, but under Spring Tide conditions the crest of the 

ridge takes the form of a sand-wave with an E-lJ trend, associated 

with which are megaripples with north-easterly orientated lee-slopes 

(Fig. 3.30). 

Sand-'Dave flodification 

Flood-orientated large-scale bedforms are modified by ebb- 

currents but not sufficiently to alter their asymmetry. Ebb- 

modification of a flood-orientated sand-wave from the northern flood- 

zone is illustrated in Figure 3.31. Ebb-tidal currents are of suffic- 

ient strength to remould the crest of the sand-wave into an ebb- 

orie. tated megaripple with a chord of 1.5m and a height of 15cm. The 

stoss-sides of both the megaripple and sand-wave bear small-scale 

linguoid ripples with ebb-orientation. Figure 3.32 shows the develop- 

ment of large scours, covered by ebb-orientated small-scale ripples, 

on the stoss-side of a sand-wave in the north flood zone. The crestal 

area and intertrough areas have been completely planed off by the ebb- 

flow. 

Run-Cff Structures 

Further modification of the sand-waves occurs during late-stage 

run-off when water is confined to the troughs between individual bed- 

forms. Lee-sides of sand-waves often exhibit two structures generated 

by the combined effects of flow in the trough parallel to the sand- 

wave crest, and falling water level. The restricted flow generates 
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small-scale asymmetrical ripples which trend perpendicular to the 

sand-wave crest and occur on the sand-wave lee-slope and in the trough 

(Fig. 3.33;. Falling water level engraves parallel marks of the lee- 

slope. Fissuring and slumping in the water-laden sediment on the 

lower part of the lee-slope also occurs (Fig. 3.33). 

Troughs between bedforms often act as depositories for material 

being carried by the residual currents. Situations arise where 

changes in bed elevation are rapid and currents may encounter deep 

still water. In such cases conditions are suitable for the growth of 

microdeltas. Figures3.33 a and b show two examples of sediment 

deposition in arcuate troughs at the base of lee-slopes of sand-waves. 

In the first case a wide shallow flow from the left has produced a 

sediment accumulation with a roughly planar lee-slope. In the second 

case residual ebb-currents have cut a narrow channel through a broad 

low spur and the resulting delta is lobate in plan. A ripple-fan has 

also been formed around the delta. In both cases an abundance of 

detrital carbonate is present on the foreset beds of the microdeltas. 

Internal 7edimentary Structures 

Internal sedimentary structures of sand-waves and megaripples 

from the flood-tidal delta were studied in order to determine their 

relationship to the surface expression of the bedform and to aid the 

interpretation of the depositional conditions under which the bedform 

was generated. 

Internal Structures of Sand-Waves 

1. Physical Features 

A sand-wave from the northern flood-channel of the flood-tidal 

delta is considered representative of all sand-waves in the area. 

The internal structure of such a sand-wave is complex and consists of 

a number of tabular cosets of cross-laminae which dip at low angles 
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in the flood-direction and a wedge-shaped coset which thickens in the 

ebb-direction"(Fig. 3.34). Structures generated within each coset 

create a discordance between the internal structure and the surface 

expression of the bedform. 

With only slight variation, each of the flood-orientated cosets 

consists of the same sequence of three sets of laminae which total 

approximately 10cm in thickness. The three sets in each coset in 

ascending order are: 

3.0,. 4cm small-scale trough cross laminae 

2.4-8cm foreset laminae 

1.2cm very low angle cross laminae. 

Sets 1 and 2 are the product of progradational depositional episodes 

related to flow in the flood-direction. Set 3 is more complex and 

could be interpreted as a separate coset in which two or more de- 

positional and erosional events may be recognised. 

Set 1 is less than 2cm thick with individual laminae of 2-3mm 

thickness. The lower bounding surface of this set has a slightly 

irregular topography in the form of small-scale ripples and shallow 

depressions, and displays a dip of 80 to the west. Lensing laminae 

occur in the troughs between ripples (A) and over planar areas laminae 

are almost parallel to the depositional surface (8). In local depress- 

ions in the depositional surface laminae overlap in the flood-direction 

and attain maximum dips of 10-110 (C). Micro-cross-lamination with 

foreset dips of 200 and angular bases are developed occasionally 

within this unit (D). Perpendicular to the dominant flow direction 

the laminae retain their planar character and are traceable for over 

50cm, until they eventually terminate against small-scale bedforms 

(Fig. 3.359E). 

Set 2 consists of up to 8cm vertical thickness of foreset laminae 

with moderate angles of repose (200) and tangential contacts with the 
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underlying set. In the majority of cases the foreset laminae are 

thinner than the laminae of Set 1 and are not as well defined. Per- 

pendicular to flow the foreset laminae dip at 80 (south) and hence 

have a very slight angular contact with Set 1 (rig. 3.35, F). 

Set 3 consists of 2 or 3 units of ebb-orientated laminae with a 

total thickness of up to 4cm. The lower bounding surface of the set 

is an irregular, sharply defined erosion surface which truncates the 

upper parts of the foreset laminae of Set 2 (Fig. 3.349G). The 

lower unit of Set 3 consists of small-scale, low-angle cross-laminae 

and micro-delta cross-laminae which infill the scours on the surface 

of Set 2 (Fig. 3.349H). The cross-laminations are invariably of ebb- 

orientation. Within Set 3 of coset 29 in the sand-wave illustrated 

(rig. 3.34) occurred a single heavy-mineral-rich lamina of 2mm thick- 

ness which truncated both the lower unit of Set 3 and the foresets of 

Set 2 (J). Above this lamina occur ebb-orientated, small-scale ripples 

(E<). 

The flood-orientated cosets are terminated upwards by an easterly 

dipping (50) well defined, irregular, erosion surface (Fig. 3.34, X), 

Depressions or scours in the surface are filled by the foreset laminae 

of flood-orientated small-scale cross-laminae (L). The upper surfaces 

of the flood features are planed off and overlain by ebb-orientated 

small-scale bedforms (ii). The major part of the superimposed wedge- 

shaped coset consists of up to 10cm of ebb-orientated foreset laminae 

which dip at 31° and have tangential bases (N). The upper surface 

of the foresets is eroded and the bedform is capped by a form-set of 

ebb-orientated, small-scale, linguoid ripples (P). 

2. Interpretation and Significance 

The sequence and degree of development of the sedimentary 

structures in each coset suggests that essentially similar depositional 
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conditions are repeated through time. The frequency of occurence 

of conditions suitable for the generation of a coset of cross-laminae 

is not determinable from the preserved structures. It is obvious 

however from a consideration of the orientation of cross-laminae that 

sets 1 and 2 are the product of deposition from flood-tidal currents 

and set 3 from ebb-tidal currents. Whether the two sets of currents 

were of the same tidal cycle is unknown, as is the period between 

the deposition of cosets. It is known that the rate of migration of 

these bedforms is related to the lunar controlled spring-neap tidal 

cycle when migration is at a maximum during the occurence of spring 

tides. Migration distances of up to 41cm per tide have been recorded 

(page 82), and it was observed that a coset could be deposited during 

one tidal cycle. 

Set 1: Depositional conditions associated with set 1 are such 

that (a) bedforms on the lower bounding surface are not always destroyed, 

and (b) planar laminae and micro-cross-laminae can form. 

Trenching (Fig. 3.36) indicated that the dip angle of the 

bounding surfaces of each flood-orientated coset is approximately the 

same or slightly longer than that of the lee-slope at the free-surface 

of the bedform. In so far as set 1 is flood-orientated and overlies 

ebb-orientated small-scale bedforms, it is considered to have formed 

actually on the lee-slope of an existing sand-wave under the influence 

of flood-tidal currents. Two depositional processes are suggested: 

(1) under the combined influence of rising water-level and the 'lapping' 

of wind-generated waves on the lee-side of the sand-wave, the equi- 

librium of the dry sand is disturbed, and the sediment may be re- 

distributed by grain-flow down the lee-slope. Grain-flow in laterally 

extensive, very thin sheets of sand could produce grain segregation 

and laminations. Micro-delta cross-laminae might form wherever a 

shallow depression appears on the lee-slope; (2) some laminae may be 
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the product of deposition of material which has avalanched down the 

foresets of the succeeding set (set 2) to concentrate on the sand-wave 

lee-slope, eventually to be overridden by set 2. 

Set 2: The foresets of set 2 are associated with the phase of 

megaripple progradation down the lee-slope of the sand-wave. This 

phase probably coincides with the period of maximum tidal current 

velocities some 2 to 1.5 hours before the time of High Water (Fig. 

2.2-, Chapter 2, Iv). 

The foresets have moderate dip angles (200 to the depositional 

surface) which may be indicative of the high current velocities and 

the importance of deposition from suspension is indicated by the 

tangential foreset contacts with set 1 (Jopling, 1965). 

When compared with the laminae of sets 1 and 3. the foreset 

laminae of set 2 are less distinct, and there appears to be little 

textural variation between laminae. 

Set 3: After the phase of megaripple progradation flood-tidal 

currents decrease in velocity and small-scale ripples may be generated 

on the stoss-side and crestal areas of the sand-waves. With the turn 

of the tide and increasing ebb-current velocity the crestal area of 

the sand-wave undergoes erosion which truncates the tops of the fore- 

set laminae of set 2. The migration of small-scale bedforms on the 

erosion surface produces the observed ebb-orientated, cross-laminae 

and micro-delta cross-laminae of set 3. 

Ebb-cosec: Concurrent with sediment erosion from the crest and 

upper lee-slope of the sand-wave during the ebb-flow, deposition takes 

place on the upper part of the stoss-side of the sand-wave. Sand 

accumulates in the form of a megaripple with tangential foresets and 

well-developed toesets. The foreset dip angle with the surface of 

deposition (25°) is greater than that of the flood-orientated foresets 
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of set 29 which implies lower flow velocities. Measured velocities 

over the sand-wave field during the ebb tide were only of the order 

of 50% of those during the flood tide. Small-scale linguoid ripples 

often develop over the whole surface of the sand-wave during the later 

stages of ebb-tidal flow, and their migration leads to the truncation 

of the upper part of the ebb-orientated megaripple with the formation 

of topset cross-laminae. 

A diagrammatic representation of the development of sand-wave 

internal structures is given in Figure 3.37. 

The erosion surfaces which occur as slightly convex upward 

features parallel to the eroded lee-slope of the sand-wave have been 

described from fluvial deposits by Collinson (1970) and from intertidal 

zone sediments by Klein (1970). Collinson (1970) gave t`. e name 'r_- 

activation surface' to the discontinuities which occurred -it re, ular 

distances from the slip-face. In the sand-waves of the 7-na River one 

set of foresets was succeeded by another usually with no sediment;. ry 

unit between the two. This attribute may be characteristic of :, adi- 

rnents formed by unidirectioný-, l currents, and Banks (1973) -bowed tHit 

such structures could be generated by the migration of ripples over 

a ucvy bed which wes u. vy on a scale larger than that of the ripples. 

In the intertidal zone reversal of tidal currents produces re- 

activation surfaces, -nd, dditionnily, ebb-orientated hedforns. In 

the Eden estuary sand-waves at least two reactivation surfaces are 

present in each coset- one between sets % and . i, ? nd one ` -loiJ . nt 1. 

Klein (1971) stated that P uninodal orientation of hedforas and crcnýF- 

strata resulted from dunes and sand-weves being subjected to -3 con; _incd 

constructional/destructional history. His conclusions sre substantially 

supported by the Eden estuary said-w^ve-, as, in the preserved portion 

of the bedform (that below the ebb-orientated m egarinple), there is but 

little evidence of current-reversal. in the form of herring-hone cross- 
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stratification. Ebb-orientated cross-laminae are of minor occurrence, 

and the herring-bone structure occurs only where set 3 is superimposed 

on set 2. 

Should the sediments of the flood-channel of the flood-tidal 

delta be preserved, the overall structure would be one resembling 

PI cross-stratification (Allen, 1963) cut through by multiple reactiv- 

ation surfaces. 

Megaripple Internal Structures 

1. Physical Features 

legaripples characterise the topographically hich ebb shield 

areas of the flood-tidal delta. The internal structures illustrated 

in Figure 3.38 are from the crestal area of a megaripole on the north- 

ern ebb shield where mean bedform chord length was 3.95T and the 

range from 1.14 to 9,00m, Five major sedimentation units are recon- 

nised: the lowermost is cavernous sand and the remainder are cross- 

laminated. They are numbered 1-5 in ascending order. '-'pit 5 is of 

course a megaripple in its own right, though it forms o-ly a part 

of the whole meoaripple structure. 

Unit 1 consists of 2-9cm of cavernous sand (syn. 'utb1e sand, 

vesicular sand) which dips to the west at approximately 7e. In the 

upper part of the bed the air bubbles are well preserved, even though 

overlain by up to 25cm of sediment. in cross section t`. e bubbles are 

oval with a maximum short axis length of 2mm. In the lower left part 

of the peel the bubbles become more elongate and are arranged with 

their long axes parallel to the foresets of the flood-orientated 

cross-laminae. 

It is generally accepted that cavernous sand forms in areas (a) 

subjected to rapid submergence, which prevents air fror escaping 

completely from the sediment, the barrier being the wat surfcce 1oyer, 
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or (b) where rapid deposition under moderately turbulent conditions 

allows air to be entrapped in the deposit (Emery, 1945; Van 5traater, 

1954; Hoyt and Vernon, 1964; Reineck and 5ingh, 1973). Hoyt and 

Vernon (1964) stressed the. importance of sediment dryness prior to 

immersion in the formation of bubbles and suggested that topographically 

hi^, h areas such as the crests of bars would be favourable sites for 

cavernous sand development. This example comes from just such a 

situation, an elevated ridge between two channels which is exposed 

ear_y in the ebb part of the tidal cycle and becomes well drained. 

It is also subject to rapidly rising water level with the ensuing 

entrapment of air within the bed. 

Cross-lamination characterises the sediments of cosets 2-5 and 

5) 

sm=_1l bubbles (0.5mm diameter) occur parallel to the bedding in cosets 

2 and 3. 

Coset 2 shows evfidence of extensive reworking of the sediments 

and several sets of cross-laminae are superimposed. The total thick- 

ness is between 5 and 12.5cm. Several tidal cycles are represented 

as shown by the development of multiple erosion surfaces and herring- 

bone cross-stratification. The majority of structures presented in 

the set, however, have flood orientation. 

The lower bounding surface of coset 3 is essentially planar and 

erosional in origin; the upper parts of flood- and ebb-orientated 

ripples have been truncated. The erosion surface is overlain by par- 

allel thin laminae which overlap in the flood direction. These laminae 

are toeset deposits of climbing ripples of ripple-drift type (Joplins 

and IJalker, 1968) with an angle of climb of approximately 100. The 

lower parts of foresets associated with the toesets can be seen in 

several cases (Fig. 3.38, A). Whether the ripples were of large or 

small-scale is not determinable. The individual laminae are 2-3mm 

thick and up to 25cm in length. The fact that the ripples were cli�bina 
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rat-, er than simply migrating in the flow direction suggests that an 

abu-dant supply of sediment uas available. It is also noticeable that 

the entrapment of air bubbles is restricted to the toeset laminae. 

Coset 4 consists of several sets of small-scale cross-laminae 

wit''-, ebb-orientation. Total thickness is between 0 and 2.5cm. The 

lower hounding surface is non-parallel with the laminae of set 3 and 

is a-, erosional surface. 

Coset 59 which is a megaripple in its own right, rests on the 

pl-ned surface of coset 4 and consists of a wedge-shaped accumulation 

of foroset laminae which have tangential contact with well developed 

bottomset laminae. Foreset dip is approximately 34°. The upper sur- 

face of the foresets is eroded and the last depositional structures 

are cross-laminae of linguoid small-scale ripples. 

2. Significance 

The important feature of this deposit is that although the area 

is covered by ebb-orientated megaripples at low-water, the majority 

of internal sedimentary structures within each mecaripple have a 

flood orientation. The fact that only the last coset (5) has an ebb 

orientation (it is almost identical to the last coset of the flood 

sand-wave previously discussed) suggests that the bedforms within the 

interchannel areas, or ebb shields change their orientation with each 

phase of the tide. At high-tide it seems likely that the flood-tidal 

delta is covered solely by flood-orientated structures, sand-waves in 

the channels and megaripples on the interchannel ridges or 'ebb shields'. 

During the ebb-tide the megaripples on the ebb shields are completely 

reversed in orientation, whereas in the channels the sand-waves are 

modified by the development of an ebb-megaripple, but not to such an 

extent that their flood-orientation is destroyed. The preservation of 

the sand-waves is due to the protection from ebb-currents offered by 
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the ebb shields. These topographically high features deflect ebb- 

currents around the flood-channels, thereby reducing the opportunity 

for extensive reworking of sediment. As previously stated, maximum 

ebb-current velocities in flood-channels are only half the magnitude 

of those of the flood-tide. 

Bed form f-linration 

Introduction 

The sand-waves of the northern flood-channel of the flood-tidal 

delta (Fig. 3.39) have been observed to migrate in a landward 

direction. In order to determine the rates of advance of these bed- 

forms and to obtain an estimate of the net amount of sediment de7osit- 

fo7. in the flood sand-wave field, the movement of several sand-waves 

u; a' monitored for periods of up to three months. 

F, ethod 

Stakes were places at the base of the slip-faces of three sand- 

wavy=_ situated approximately 80m apart in the NNE-S', ' direction. Sand- 

wave advance was recorded by measuring the distance from the stake to 

the base of the slip-face at time intervals which averaged seven days. 

Several other bedforms in a N-S traverse across the flood-tidal delta 

were monitored in a similar way. 

Results 

Sand-waves on the northern margin of the flood-channel migrated 

in a south-westerly direction over distances of 12.9 to 15.7m durinc 

the period 20 June 1974 to 5 September 1974 (Table ?. 2'. The total 

migration distance of individual bedforms within the zone decreased 

in the south-westerly direction, that is, in the direction of wanino 

flood-tidal currents. If complicating factors, such as erosion by 

ebb-tidal currents and late-stage run-off, were neglected, the sand- 

waves might reasonably by expected to override each other in the south- 
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westerly direction. Howeverv at the base of the lee-slope of each 

sand-wave is a shallow ephemeral drainage channel which serves to 

carry late-stare run-off in a direction parallel to the crest-line of 

the bedform. The bed over which the sand-wave eventually migrates is 

su`, ect to considerable modification by the run-off which normally 

produces a decrease in the angle of inclination of the stoss-side of 

the adjacent downstream bedform. 

The rate of bedform migration was found to vary with the lunar 

tic-l cycle (Fig. 'ý. <<fl}. Significant migration occurred only during 

the periods of spring tides when the predicted tide heights at Leith 

were over 5m. Under such conditions sand-waves migrated over distances 

which averaged 0.20 to 0.34m per tidal cycle. During periods of neap 

and intermediate tides the rate of advance was only 0.01 to 0.06m per 

tidc1 cycle. 

In the period up to 1 November 1974 the most easterly sand-wave 

mi7reted a distance of 24.0m, and the most westerly sand-wave a dist- 

ance of 19.2m. To compensate for sediment beine transported westwards, 

additional sediment must be introduced into the system from the Eden 

channel. The most important fact to emerge from this series of meas- 

urements was that there is a net deposition of sediment in a landward 

direction both in and on the margin of the northern flood-channel. 

The sand-wave field is intermittently migrating over intertidal sand- 

flats which are colonised by Arenicola marina. A stratigraphic 

se^uence should develop in which fine sands with bioturbation struct- 

ures (the Arenicola sand-flat) are overlain by several cosets of cross- 

laminae (the characteristic sand-wave internal structure). Between 

the two sand units may be an erosion surface produced by the run-off 

channel which invariably exists at the foot of the lee-slope of all 

sand-waves in the zone. 

A migration of 19.2m by a sand-wave of height 0.30m and span 75m 



Tc'le 3.2. The record of bedform migration for three sand-W=ves 
showing the total migration distance, the amount of 
nioration between successive sampling dates and the 

calculated rate of advance in metres per tidal cycle. 

0]äte Total Incre- Gate 
Distance ment m/tide 

m. n. 

Red East 20. E. 74 - - - 
9.7.74 2.29 2.29 0.06 

13,7.74 3.29 1.00 0,06 
25.7.74 8.00 4.71 0.34 

1.8.74 8.30 0.30 0.02 
8.8.74 9.14 0.64 0.06 

15,8.74 12.00 2.8E 0, ". A 
23.3.74 13.90 1.90 0.14 

2.9.74 14.10 0.20 C, 1 
5.9.74 15,70 1,0 0.27 
4,10.74 20.30 4.60 
1,11,74 24.00 3.70 

! o. C. 18.7.74 - - - 
25,7.74 5.30 5.80 0,41 

1.3.74 5.90 0.10 0.0" 
8,8.74 6.40 0.50 0.04 

16. C. 74 7.00 0.60 C. 04 
23.0.74 11.50 4.50 0.32 

2.9.74 12,70 1,20 0,06 
5.9.74 14.10 1.40 D^3 

11,9.74 14.30 0,70 0.2: 

Red lest 20.6.74 - - - 
9.7,74 1.60 1160 0.04 

18.7.74 2.15 0.55 0.03 
25.7.74 6.40 4.25 0.30 

1.8.74 7.10 0.70 0.05 
8.8,74 7.32 0.22 C. C2 

16.8.74 7.90 0.58 0.04 
23.8.74 11.30 3.40 0,24 

2.9.74 12.10 0.80 0.04 
5.9.74 12.90 0.80 0.13 

11.9.74 13.00 0.10 0.01 
4.10.74 16.70 3.70 
1.11.74 19,20 2,50 
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represents the deposition of approximately 580 tonnes of sediment. 

At tý, e maximum rate of bedform advance (. 41m/tide) some 316 k7/m of 

sedinent are redeposited during each tide. 

Co-clusions on Bedforms and Sedimentary, Structures of the Flood-Tidal 

Delta 

1. T". ere are two orouns of 1orne-scale bedforns: 

(o) necnripples of chord 1.1 to 5.0nß 

(b) sn nd-wi? ves of chord 6.0 to 20.9n. 

2. The lee-slope nzinuths of lnr^e-scrile bedforns show an almost 

diametrically opposed (bipolar) bimodal distribution. The 

nenerr]. ebb-flow direction is slightly diverrent from and to the 

north of the channel-controlled flood-flow direction. 

3. There is n-rked rel, tionship between bedform orientation and 

chord lennth, whereby 87% of flood-orientated, farce-scale bed- 

rcrn^ -ire s 'nd-w gives and 89% of ett-orient-ted, larne-sccle bed- 

forms are neg, -ripples. 

4, The internol structure of sand-waves consists of a sequence of 

cosets each of three sets of strata. Each coset is bounded by 

a 'reactivation surface'. The send-waves occur in trains which 

may be in- or out-of-phase. The overall structure resembles 

large-scale PI cross-stratification with numerous reactivation 

surfaces. The majority of preserved cross-sets have a flood 

orientation. 

5. regaripple internal structure is dominated by small-scale cross- 

stratification with flood orientation. 

6. In the flood-tidal delta as a whole the preserved internal 

structures show a predominant flood orientation. This is at 

variance with the surface expression of the bedforms which 
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exhibit sub-equal numbers of flood- and ebb-orientated features. 

The internal structures illustrate the importance of flood-tidal 

currents in the formation of this sand-body and the secondary 

nature of the ebb-tidal currents which serve only to modify the 

surface features. 

7. In the channels dominated by flood-tidal currents, sand-waves 

are migrating landwards, and an estimated 580 tonnes of sediment 

accumulated in the northern flood-channel between June and 

t: ovember 1974, 
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Fig. 3.25a. The flood-tidal delta 
at the entrance to the Eden 
estuary. 
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Fig. 3,25a. The flood-tidal delta 
at the entrance to the Eden 
estuary. 
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Fig. 3.25b. Detail; vertical air 
photograph of the flood-tidal 
delta. 
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Fig. 3.25b. Detail vertical air 
photograph of the flood-tidal 
delta. 
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Fig. 3.26a. The re-curved portion of Sanctuary Spit. 
b. The composition of the re-curved portion of Sanctuary 

Spit: disarticulated valves of Cardium edule. 
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Fig. 3.27. Bedform chord and orientation data: Flood-tidal Delta. 
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Fig. 3.28. Flood-tidal delta: spurs and ripple fans associated with 
the lee-side of megaripples. Flow to left. Scale pen = 13cm. 
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Fig. 3.29. Flood-tidal delta: symmetric ripple fan. Note the increase 
in chord length and the development of linguoid ripples in the flow 
direction. Flow to top of page. Scale pen = 13cm. 
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Fig. 3.30. The sand-wave on the crest of the South Ebb Shield with its 
associated megaripples. 



Fig. 3.31. The ebb modification of a flood-orientated sand-wave in 
zone A (Fig. 3.25a). Flood flow direction to right. Note the ebb- 
orientated megaripple on the crest of the sand-wave and falling 

water-level marks on the lee-slope (bottom right). 
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Fig. 3.32. Extensive ebb-modification of a flood-orientated sand-wave. 
Large 'scours' with minor ripple fans develop in the lee of the ebb- 
megaripple. The scours are probably interspur troughs. Ebb-flow to 
left. 
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Fig. 3.33. An ebb-orientated sand-wave which illustrates several 
features produced by late-stage flow: (a) small-scale ripples on 
the lee-slope of the sand-wave which strike perpendicular to the 
crest of the sand-wave, (b) falling water-level impressions on the 
lee-slope of the sand-wave. Scale-bar: 0.5m. 
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Fig. 3.33a. A micro-delta prograding to the right and in-filling an 
interspur trough in the lee of a megaripple (zone Cp Fig. 3.25a). 
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Fig. 3.33b. A lobate micro-delta prograding to the right. Note the 
presence of levees on the delta top and detrital carbonate on the 
slip face. Two ripple fans are superimposed in the trough, one due 
to ebb-tidal currents passing over the sand-wave and the second due 
to flow over the micro-delta. 
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Fig. 3.36. Trenches in the crestal regions of sand-waves showing the 
parallelism of the free surface and the internal reactivation surfaces. 
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Fig. 3.37. A schematic representation of the formation of sand. 
Wave internal sedimentary structures. Crestal area only, see insert. 

1. During the flood tide a megaripple forms on the crestal 
region of the sand-wave. The whole sand-wave structure 
apparently migrates landward. 

2. During the early stages of the ebb tide, sediment is eroded 
from the upper part of the flood-orientated megaripple and 
redeposited, in the form of an ebb-orientated magaripple, 
seaward of the crest of the sand-Wave. The erosion on the 
upper stoss-slope creates a 'reactivation surface' semi- 
parallel to previous ones (r). 

3. A subsequent flood tide removes the ebb megarippl" and de- 
posits a new flood-orientated megaripple. 

Sediment deposited during the flood phase exceeds that eroded 
during the ebb. 
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Fig. 3.39. Locations of the 
three sand-waves used for bed- 
form migration studies. 

1. Red East 
2. Number 6 
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!; eyes et al. (1971) proposed that ebb-tidal deitcas consist of 

fivo major components: 

1, n major obb channo1, 

7_, channel margin linear bars, 

I, a terminal lobo, 

4, marginal flood-channols, 

S. awash bars. 

Channnl margin linear bars are the result of interaction between ebb- 

currents and waves; swish bars are wave produced; the obb channel and 

terminal lobe are maintained by ebb-currents and the marginal flood- 

channels by flood currents. Several of those features are recognisable 

in the structure at the mouth of the River Eden (Fig. 3.41). 

Sand-flody Geometry 

In plan the ebb-tidal delta has a convex easterly facing base 

with a N-S dimension of approximately 1.5km. Marginal flood- and ebb- 

channols, which converge westwards, form the north and south boundaries 
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of the structure. The westerly limit is considered to be at the tidal 

inlet between the topographically high features of the spit-platform 

and the beach bar some 1.1km west of the crest-line of the terminal 

lobe. The northward extension of the delta has an acute termination 

whereas to the south the crest-line curves gradually to the south and 

West. 

In profile the delta shape appears to vary with the lunar tidal 

cycle. During the periods of neap tides the delta consists of a land- 

ward portion which rises gradually eastwards from the tidal inlet, a 

broad, flat crestal platform and a seaward portion which dips more 

steeply than the landward one. Under spring tidal conditions the 

structure may become strongly asymmetrical with a very well defined 

crest-line. 

Historical Development 

Fir photographs taken in April 1948 show that the ebb-tidal delta 

had a rather different configuration than at present, especially with 

respect to the position of the Eden channel (Fig. 3.42). The Eden 

channel shoaled as the delta was approached, but contact with the 

water of St. Andrews Bay was maintained by a very narrow channel cut 

through the crest of the delta. The narrow channel was gently arcuate 

in plan and skewed to the south-east. It also shoaled to both landward 

and seaward. The turning of the channel to the south-east, which may 

have been a function of the interaction of ebb-tidal currents from the 

inlet, and waves approaching from the NEB resulted in a seaward offset 

of the shoreface to the north of the channel. 

Bedforms 

The landward or stoss-side of the delta, with respect to ebb 

currents, bears a series of large-scale, ebb-orientated bedforms (Figs. 

3.43, a and b). Chord lengths and orientations measured in two traverses 
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across the delta on 21 August 1974 are shown in Figure 3.44. 

All bedforms had chords greater than 4mß and the maximum measured 

chord was 24m. Air photographs show that bedforms with chords of up 

to 50m were present on the northern margin of the Eden channel (Fig. Z. 45)4 

The bedforms occur in a lobate zone on the stoss-side of the 

delta. around the terminal point of the channel. Three east-west zones 

are recognised, each of which is characterised by an association of 

bedforms. 

The northern zone (N) (Fig. 3.45) contains bedforms which are 

straight to slightly sinuous in plan in the west and which become 

more sinuous to the east. ßedform chord also decreases in an easterly 

direction. 

The central zone (C)q in direct line with the Eden channel, con- 

tains numerous bedforms which are mainly sinuous to catenary in plan. 

The majority have chords of less than 10m. The echo-sounder trace 

(Fig. 3.4) shows the ebb-orientated bedforms on a longitudinal profile 

of the stoss-side of the delta. 

The southern zone (S) shows bedforms which increase in chord to 

the east and at the same time develop more irregular and out-of-phase 

crest-lines. 

The deposition of sediment and the orientation of bedforms on 

the stoss-side of the ebb-tidal delta are directly related to the 

divergence of flow which occurs when the ebb-tidal current leave the 

confines of the tidal inlet. The divergence of bedform orientation 

becomes noticeable as the crest-line of the delta is approached and 

measured leeslope azimuths ranged from 0300 to 120°. The majority 

were however centrally situated with orientations of 060° to 090°. 

Geometrical relationships between inlet width and depth, distance 

from the inlet to the first bar, and flow divergence based on modified 
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jet theory (Bates, 1953) have been expressed by Price (1963) for a 

variety of natural tidal passageways including tidal inlets and 

estuary mouths. In the case of the entrance to the Eden estuary the 

tidal-inlet width to depth ratio is approximately 30: 1, and at low- 

water at the time of an equinoxial spring tide the crest-line of the 

delta was 1400m east of the inlet -a distance equal to 9.3 inlet- 

widths. The angle of flow-divergence based on the distribution of 

0 bedforms was 33 
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V. 3EACHES 

The t-, 'est Sands of St. Andrews and Tentsrnuir Beach were considered 

to be out of the scope of this study. Attention was given only to those 

areas of the beaches which formed the tract of sand betueen Out Pead 

and the flood-tidal delta in the west and the ebb-tidal delta in the 

east. 

Tuo major topographic structures occur in this zone -n beach-b? r 

and spit-platform which respectively lie to the north end south of the 

Edon channel (Fig. 3.45). The two structures were probably part of a 

single feature prior to 1940 (see Chapter 1, I'l). The southern structure 

is a spit-platform (Floistrell, 1966) which is maintained and built up 

by wive -nd tidal current activity (see Chapter 29 page 35: lave In- 

duced Flow Patterns). During the period when sediment _anples were 

collected' on the Jest Sands, the eastern n<rcin of the pit-nlr, tform 

was relatively abrupt and ^ change in :: ed elevation of '. 3m occurred 

over a '7orizonta. l. distance of 5m. The northern structure is a1 -road 

N-S trendin, Leach-bar which lies between two channels. The unstcrn 

chnnnne'_ is e relict of the 1919 Eden ch^7ne1, and the a---tern one an 

Pctive c rý, nol used by flood-tidnt currents. Flood-orie^tnted lnrre- 

scole tedforns are frequently Jener^ted on the eastern ý--_de of the 

he, c`h-'L-: r (Fic. 3,41). 

7-o tract of send to the south of the 7-den c`-ionnel : ntuee-n the 

spit-pl^tforn and the ehb-tidal delta supports ? arce-sc-1e --ýrs 

wit; fJ. cod cs, ': 1rle±! `y (Fin. 3.41). f"e^seurenents, from t`-e - it photo- 

^rnph, indicate th-t hc7ch-h^r chord^ n: y to tin to 250-1 n^d 

5f! ]m. 
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Chapter 4 THE SEDIMENTS 

I. SAMPLE COLLECTION 

One hundred and forty sediment samples were collected from the 

intertidal flats of the Eden estuary, seventeen from the channel of 

the River Eden and five from the sand-dunes at Out Head (Fig. 4.1). 

The sampling plan was based on the Ordnance Survey National Grid, and 

samples were collected at 400m intervals in N-S traverses with an E-W 

spacing of 200m. Twenty-eight of the 140 intertidal flat samples were 

off-grid from the areas of the flood- and ebb-tidal deltas. 

At grid points where the bed was flat samples consisted of the 

uppermost one centimetre of sediment collected from an area of 625cm2. 

In rippled areas the whole ripple, including the trough, was sampled. 

In megaripple and sand-wave zones a sample was scraped from the whole 

surface area of a section cut perpendicular to the crest-line of the 

bedform. Channel samples were collected at low-water by means of a 

van Veen grab and a Senckenberg-type box-corer (Bouma, 1969). Neither 

instrument was found to be very efficient, as fine-grained sediment 

was able to escape from the sample as it was raised to the surface. 

At each sample location the sediment-type was identified and the 

bedforms described and measured with respect to the indices given by 

Allen (1968). Biogenic features were also noted. 
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Fig. 4.1. Sediment sample locations in the Eden estuary. 
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II. LABORATORY TECHNIQUE. 

Particle-Size (Measurement 

, )amples were air-dried under infra-red lamps at 30°C and then 

coned and quartered to reduce the amount for analysis to between 75 

and 100gm for sands and approximately 50gm for silts and clays. 

Organic matter was removed by the method of Jackson, Whittino 

and Pennington (1949), which utilises the oxidising properties of 

hydrogen peroxide. The removal of organic matter was regarded prima- 

rily as part of the pre-treatment of a sample prior to size analysis, 

but the actual organic content, on a weight-loss basis, was calculated 

for between-sample comparison (Appendix 3). 

Water-soluble salts were removed by the dialysis method ("; üller, 

19i7; Carver, 1971). Samples were placed in dialysis tubing and im- 

mersed in distilled water, which was renewed daily, for periods of 

up to seven days. The dialysis process was considered complete when 

no reaction was observed on testino the ambient distilled water for 

chloride with a 4;, solution of silver nitrate. 

The samples were then dispersed using sodium hexametaphosphate 

(calcon) as a deflocculant. As the clay content of the samples was 

unknown, ASTA specification D422-63 (cited in Carver, 1971) was foll- 

owed, and 50ml of 10;.: calgon were added to each sample which was then 

allowed to stand overnight. The sample was then stirred for 5 minutes 

and washed through a B. S. 240 mesh (64 micron) sieve using distilled 

water. The silt and clay fraction which passed through the sieve was 

collected in a one litre flask in preparation for pipette analysis. 

The sand fraction retained on the 64 micron sieve was dried at 

30°C either under infra-red lamps or in a ventilated oven. It was 

then sieved through a set of B. S. sieves with a mesh spacing of 0.25 

phi over the range -1 phi to 4 phi, using a Ro-tap sieve-shaker. 
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Sieving time was 10 minutes. Each sample was sieved in throe sets of 

seven sieves; the maximum number which could be handled by the Ro-tap. 

L_rich 0.25 phi fraction was then weighed to two decimal places on a 

top-lonidin0 Bettler P12 precision balance. 

The fines («)4 microns) which were collected durinr) the sieving 

operation were ac: ded to the silt and clay size fraction which was then 

analysed by the pipette technique (Griffiths, 1967; Carver, 1971). 

r, tt)inq times used were those qiven in Carver (1971) based on Stokes 

I :,, of sottlinch velocities. Pipette analysis permitted the calculation 

of the amount of material in 0.5 phi intervals between 4 phi and 7 phi 

and in 1 phi intervals from 7 to 9 phi. The quantities of sediment 

i^ each 0.25 phi interval was subsequently determined by interpolation. 

In the process of sediment-size analysis problems were encountered 

concerning the silt and clay and detrital carbonate fractions of the 

samples: 

1. The silt and clay fraction 

It is rocognised that the application of sieving and sedimentation 

techniques to the sand and silt plus clay fractions of a sample might 

produce anomalous results for the size intervals around the sand-silt 

boundary. In this investigation it was found that the total weight 

of silt plus clay in a sample, determined by the first withdrawal in 

the pipette analysis, was often less than that obtained by the subtract- 

ion of the weight of the sand fraction from the total sample weight. 

(Fig. 4.2). 

Samples with fines in the range of concentration 3-27gm 171 (less 

than 1% by volume) showed good agreement between pipette and direct 

weighing results (Irani and Callis, 1963), but the majority of samples 

showod fewer fines than expected. Best agreement occurred over the 

range of concentrations 8-16gm 171, Experimental error and the fact 

that particles between 50 and 64 microns do not necessarily obey 
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Stokes Law may account for some of the deviation. It was necessary 

to split the samples indicated by triangles on Figure 4.2 in order to 

reduce the initial concentration of fines to a level suitable for the 

application of pipette analysis. The splitting was done with the 

sample in the aqueous medium and the results show that an equal divi- 

sion was obviously not attained. In order to overcome this effect, 

the values determined by pipette analysis were multiplied by a correct- 

ion factor equal to the weight obtained by direct weighing divided by 

the weight obtained by the first pipette withdrawal. This procedure 

only compensates for experimental error and does not affect the relative 

values obtained for each sedimentation-size interval. 

2. The detrital carbonate fraction 

Detrital carbonate in a sediment poses the problem of whether or 

not it should be included in the size analysis. The hydrodynamic 

(settling) behaviour of carbonate (shell) fragments is very different 

from that of quartz particles (f, iaiklem, 1968; Braithwaite, 1973), and 

it cannot be inferred that all carbonate present in a sediment was 

necessarily transported and deposited along with the lithic component. 

Braithwaite's experimental data on the settling behaviour of 

skeletal particles suggests that bivalve shell fragments and quartz 

grains with intermediate diameters of less that 0.6mm (0.73 phi) are 

relatively uniform in their fall velocities (Fig. 4.2a). Ifs on this 

basis, it may be assumed that small quartz particles and shell fragments 

respond in a like manner to a given set of hydrodynamic conditions, it 

may then be permissible to include carbonate of sieve-diameter less 

than 500 microns in grain-size frequency distributions which are to 

be a basis for the hydrodynamic interpretation of a sediment. 

Bivalve shell fragments and quartz particles of intermediate 

diameter greater than 0.6mm diverge in their fall velocities because 

of the influence of the shape factor. Relative to quartz the bivalve 
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fragments have a much slower settling velocity-and hydraulic equi- 

valence may not be assumed. The carbonate fragments would have a fall 

velocity equal to a quartz particle of a smaller intermediate diameter. 

This is also the case for carbonate graded by sieving as being coarser 

than the coarsest lithic fragment. 

Zn the literature there has been no agreed method for dealing 

with the detrital carbonate fraction of a sediment. Some researchers 

retain all carbonate, others remove it. In this study the carbonate 

finer than the coarsest lithic fragment was retained on the assumption 

that it was in hydrodynamic equilibrium with its associated lithic 

particles. This is valid because lithic fragments in the vast majority 

of intertidal flat sediments did not exceed 0.5mm in intermediate 

diameter (based on sieving). Detrital carbonate coarser than the 

coarsest lithic fragment was excluded from the size analysis. This 

procedure was advocated by. Frank and Friedman (1973) although they 

presented, no factual support for the adoption of such a measure. 

Sand Fraction Analysis 

Lig`t-Mineral Identification 

The light-mineral composition of the fine-sand fraction (2-3 phi) 

of seventeen estuary samples was analysed in terms of quartz, ortho- 

c'_asep plagioclase and lithic fragments. Five samples were from the 

intertidal sand and mud flats of the middle estuary and six each from 

the Eden channel and the beach environment. 

Determination of the minerals was aided by the etching and stain- 

ino technique of Gross and Moran (1970), whereby the grains are 

mounted in a black tar medium, etched with hydrofluoric acid fumes, 

and stained with solutions of 5% calcium chloride, saturated sodium 

cobaltinitrite, 5% barium chloride and 1% amaranth red. Orthoclase 

is stained a bright yellow, plagioclase red, and quartz remains clear. 
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Grain counts were made using an equal area method (Carver# 

1971) whereby a 2mm square grid was placed over the grain mount 

and all grains in alternate squares identified. The total number of 

grains identified varied from sample to sample but in no case was it 

less than 300 which should result in the percentages quoted being 

accurate to ±1.5 
percent (Table 4.1). 

The fact that quartz is unaffected by the staining may result 

in nn ovorestimotion of its abundance in a sediment which contains 

high proportion of grains of quartzite or orthoquartzite. Grain 

counts made on thin sections of these sediments showed that the 

counting after staining technique may have attributed up to 6 per- 

cent of lithic fragments to the quartz category. 

Table 4.1. Percentage of individual light minerals and lithic 
fragments versus number of grains counted. 

Grains Qu. Or. P1. LF. 

100 66.0 11.0 4.0 18.0 
200 65.5 16.0 4.0 13.5 
300 66.0 13.7 4.3 15.3 
430 66.4 14.5 5.4 13.3 
560 66,7 16.0 519 11.4 
600 66.3 15.3 5.5 12.8 
809 66.0 14.7 5.3 14.0 

S. Ovn for grain counts in excess of 300 
0.3 0.9 0.6 1.4 

qu. = quartz; Or. = Orthoclase; P1. = Plagioclase; 
LF. = Lithic Fragments. 

Heavy Mineral Content 

A detailed analysis of heavy mineral species in the Eden 

estuary sediments woo not undertaken as it was believed that it 

would provide very little information on sediment dispernal 

patterns, 

The weight percentage of heavy minerals in the fine sand fraction 
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of 24 intertidal flat and 16 channel samples was determined however 

to snow whether there was any significant variation in heavy mireral 

content in the two environments. 

A 15 gramme split of the 2-3 phi fraction of each sample was 

separated into light and heavy fractions by centrifuning for E 

minuses (Gallenkamp instrument setting no. 6) with bromoform of 

specific gravity 2.89gm cm 
3 

as the separating medium. The heavy 

fraction was removed from the settling tube by freeze drying i^ 

liquid nitrogen (Scull, 1960). 

Calcium Carbonate Content 

Detrital carbonate in the form of shells and shell fragments is 

ubicuitous in the sand-fraction of the intertidal flat sediments. In 

order to establish the relationship between the grain-size frecue. cy 

distributions of the carbonate and silicate fractions of these sedi- 

me- =-, 72 samples were sieved into 1 phi size grades and the ca:: or, ate 

fraction in each grade determined by weight-loss on acidification 

wirr- 10% HC1. Frequency distributions of each fraction were t'-en 

plotted after recalculating the data on the basis of 100% carbonate 

and '00% silicate. 

Quartz Grain-Surface Microtextures 

Surface microtextures of quartz grains in the size range 250-1000 

microns were analysed using a Cambridge 600 scanning electron micro- 

scone. The techniques of sample preparation are given by Krinsley 

and i'ýargolis (in Carver, 1971). 

Identification of the physical and chemical processes related to 

the observed microtextures was based on the associations of micro- 

textures given in Table 4.2 (after Setlow and Karpovich, 1972). 
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Table 4.2. Physical and chemical processes related to micro- 
textures, (After Setlow and Karpovich, 1972) 

Process I"icrotexture Symbol 

meandering ridges mr 

EOLIAN graded arcs ca 

orientated fractures of 

flat pitted surfaces fos 

irregular small-scale indentations issi 

striations s 

GLACIAL chatter marks cT 

large-scale conchoidal fractures lccf 

high relief hr 

semi-parallel steps sps 

GLACIAL/SUR-AQUEOUS arc-shaped steps ass 
imbricate breakage blocks itt 

small-scale conchoidal fractures sscf 

small-scale breakage blocks ssýtj 

SURF straight and curved grooves sc' 

mechanical v-shaped indentations -Iv 

orientated triangles of 

chemical etching ce 
CHEMICAL diagenesis d 

chemical deposition cd 

recrystallisation r 
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Clay Fraction Analysis 

Air-dried samples (11) were treated with EDTA (ethylenedinitrilo- 

tetraocetic acid) in order to remove carbonates without altering the 

clay mineral assemblages (Glover, 1961; Bodine and Fornalid, 1973). 

Organic matter was removed by H202 oxidisation. Each sample was then 

dispersed with 50m1 of 10% calgon and samples of the less than 2Nm 

fraction obtained by standard sedimentation techniques. 

For x-ray diffraction analysis the air-dried<2Nm fractions were 

mounted on glass slides by a smear technique to give orientated mounts 

(Gibbs, 1968; Carver, 1971) and scanned from 3° to 30 0 20 at 0.5° per 

minute with Copper Ka radiation. Diffractograms of three splits of 

each -ample were obtained to facilitate interpretation of the clay 

mineralogy. Sample split 1 was an untreated sample; split 2 was 

heated to 550°C for one hour; split 3 was treated with glycerol for 

a period of 24 hours. 

Equipment and operational conditions: 

Phillips PW1012/20 Diffractometer 
Cu K« radiation 
18mA 36kV 
Attenuation 1x103 
Time constant 8. 
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Fig. 4.2. The relationship between the weight of material in the size 
grades finer than 4.0, phi as determined by the direct weighing method 
and pipette analysis. Samples represented by triangles were sub- 
divided to reduce the concentration of sediment to a level acceptable 
for pipette analysis. 
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III. SEDIMENT COMPOSITION 

Sand Fraction 

Light Minerals 

As a group the estuary sands may be classified as SUALITHARENITES 

(Pettijohn, Potter and Siever, 1972, after Dott, 1964). The average 

composition of the fine sand fraction shows that quartz is the major 

detrital component with feldspar and lithic fragments present in sub- 

equal amounts (Table 4.3). Within the feldspar group orthoclase is 

approximately three times more abundant than plagioclase. 

Table 4.3. Composition of the Fine Sand Size-Fraction 

Sanole Grains Qu. Or. P1, LF. C1assn. 
Counted % % % % 

8 ±E 932 75.21 12.98 3.97 7.83 SAA 

7UE 344 59.01 15.12 3.49 22.38 SLA 

2AJE 679 71.13 11.19 3,39 14.29 SA 

V25 476 66.39 18.07 9.03 5,51 AA 
1LE 399 59.90 13.28 2.51 24.31 SLA 

4LE 416 68.75 11.06 3.61 16.59 SLA 

R3 500 63.00 14.60 1.40 21.00 SLA 

R6 827 62.52 21.04 5.32 11.12 AA 

R8 475 61.47 15.37 5.26 17.89 SA 

R18 515 64.27 13.79 4.47 17.48 SA 

R10 704 60.09 18.18 3.69 18.04 SA 

Cl 1042 58.16 13.53 5.57 22.74 SLA 

E3 560 57.68 8.75 1.96 31.61 LA 
K2 450 62.89 19.11 9.56 8.44 AA 

L4 533 59.85 12.76 2.81 24.58 SLA 

011 732 51.23 14.48 5.33 28.96 LA 

511 349 60.17 12.32 4.58 22.92 SLA 

Average 62,45 14,45 4,47 18,63 SLA 

SAA Subarkosic Arenite 
SLA Sublitharenite 
SA Subarkose 
AA Arkosic Arenite 
LA Lithic Arenite 
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Grouping of the sands according to environment (channel, beach, 

intertidal flat) does not reveal a relationship between sediment type 

and environment (Fig. 4.3). 

Heavy Minerals (Sr 4t Vq ?. 135) 

The variation in heavy mineral content of the fine sand fraction 

ýýil. 4.4) illustrates the concentration of heavy minerals in the 

sediments of the Eden channel and its immediate vicinity. 

The fine sand fraction of the Eden channel contained approximately 

twice the amount of heavy minerals of the adjacent intertidal flats. 

The 7: -5 traverse along grid line 11 showed constant values of 2%t 

except at the end points where to the north the value increased to 

3.1; % and to the south decreased to 1%. The ': -S traverse from South 

Tentsnuir Beach towards Out Head showed a gradual increase in the 

proportion of heavy minerals as the Eden channel was approached. 

Calcium Carbonate 

The distribution of calcium carbonate (Fig. 4. `_, ) shows that 

high concentrations (>3wt %) occur in areas around Out Head (up to 

9. S6%), and in a narrow zone which runs southwards from South Tents- 

muir 3each to the Eden channel, then borders the north bank of the 

Eden, and eventually expands into a broad zone spanning the Eden 

channel in the west central part of Kincaple Flat. In the main area 

of carbonate concentration values of up to 16.8% were noted, and one 

sample containing whole Mytilus values had 44 wt % carbonate. The 

majority of samples outside of these-two zones contain 1-3% of carbon- 

ate. Values of less than 1% were recorded from small areas on the 

estuary margins. 

The high values of calcium carbonate are not associated with any 

particular sediment type. In the outer estuary the sediments with 

over 3% of carbonate are well-sorted fine sands with typically less 
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than 1% of silt and clay, whereas in the middle estuary muds and 

sand; -silts contain the high values. This situation is partially 

clarified by a study of the within-sample size-distribution of carbon- 

ate. 

Replottino of the carbonate data on the basis of 100% carbonate 

showed that the size-distributions of the majority of outer estuary 

samples assumed sinilar shapes to the total sediment distribution, 

with the maximum carbonate weight percentage in the same size interval 

as the largest weight in the whole sample, eg. G3. JG, and N8 (Fin. 4.6; 

This may mean that the bulk of the detrital carbonate is in equilibrium 

with the sand fraction and is transported and deposited with it under 

wave and current action. 

In other samples, however, especially those of the middle estuary, 

the carbonate fraction is coarser than the silicate fraction and is 

concentrated in the coarse and very coarse sand size-grades, eo. 017, 

P149 _113, R14? R22f 519, and T16. Sample Al from youth Tentsmuir is 

also of this type. Samples R22, S19 and T16 also carry high carbon- 

ate concentrations in the very fine sand range - the modal class of 

these samples. The coarse carbonate detritus is probably of local 

production, considering the areal coincidence between the high carbon- 

ate area of the middle estuary and the presence of mussel banks and 

Cardium concentrations. This is also supported by the fact that the 

carbonate fraction of the middle estuary sediments is almost exclusive- 

ly of P_1ytilus and Cardium fragments, whereas, in the outer estuary 

carbonate, a large variety of molluscan genera is represented. 

Quartz Grain-Surface Ilicrotextures 

The results of the SEM microtextural analysis (Table 4.4) indicate 

two main features of quartz grains from the estuarine environment: 

1, a great variety in the overall shape of grains from euhedral 

to angular to well-rounded forms; 
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Table 4. z.. quartz Grain j'icrotextures. The number of grains 
upon which each microtexture was observed. 

3e*nple (Grains Scanned): C1(6) r4(4) Q13(5) U12(2) U1E(2) 7UE(7) 5LE(3) 

1licrotexture 

mr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ýý I 1 0 0 0 1 0 

of 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 

fas 2 0 2 0 2 3 0 

isci 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 

S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

cfl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lscf 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 

r 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 

SOS 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 

-ss 3 11 3 1 1 0 2 

ibb 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

sscf 3 1 2 0 2 2 0 

ssýr 1 0 2 0 0 3 1 

sco 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

v 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 

of 2 0 0 0 1 6 0 

ce 1 1 3 0 2 0 1 

d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

cd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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2. a similar variety in the surface microtextures which record 

a grain's environmental history. 

samples C19 i139 5LE and V12 are dominated by features such as 
" 

high relief, semi-parallel steps, arc-shaped steps, small-scale 

conc'oidal fractures and imbricate and small-scale breakage blocks 

(ýi. ý. 7aýb). f1any of these features were ascribed to a glacial origin 

by Krinsley and Donahue (1968), but Setlaw and Karpovich (1972) have 

indicated that the same features may form on moderate energy beaches. 

They do suggest, however, that glacial features are unmistakable by 

virtue of their nreat variety and intensity. In Figure 4.7' and b 

the features are well displayed and unmodified, and a glacial origin 

is inferred for the grains shown. 

The effects of chemical weathering are well shown in several 

grains, and orientated v-shaped depressions and etched areas are common 

(F_--. z:. 8,4.9',. Figure 4.8 (grain V16 (2)) shows orientated v-shaped 

depressions which are beginning to interlock. Ficure 4.9 shows 

a more advanced weathering with the formation of sub-parallel ridges 

between areas where solution has taken place. Figures 4.10,4.11,4.12 

illustrate the effects of solution on euhedral grains. The earliest 

stages of attack are seen in Figures 4.11c and 4.12c. 

In several cases the overprinting of one set of textures by a 

second and even a third set may be recognised. Fioure 4.13 illustrates 

a crain which originally had a surface texture dominated by large- 

scale conchoidal fractures and large-scale semi-parallel breakage 

blocks. The second stage in its history was the rounding of the sur- 

face and the development of an irregularly pitted surface. The final 

state was chemical etching shown by an oval depression cutting across 

the semi-parallel breakage blocks. Figure 4.14 shows an angular grain, 

characterised by small-scale breakage blocks and high relief, which 
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Is being corroded by chemical action. The orientated solution cavities 

are seen on the upper surface of the grain, and in Figure 4.14b. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of quartz grain microtextures it may be inferred 

that the Eden sediments have a mixed origin; no single physical or 

chemical environment could produce all the observed features. 

Grains with features distinctively of glacial origin are present, 

as are glacial grains with an overprinting of aqueous origin - this 

would seem to be the dominant type. Chemical microtextures are also 

common. Very well-rounded grains with pitted surfaces are probably 

second or third cycle types. The euhedral grains apprear to be undergoing 

chemical attack rather than physical abrasion. 

Clay Fraction 

The major clay mineral groups were identified by their character- 

istic basal peaks. Material with diffraction peaks at 10Ä, 5ÄQ and 3.32 

was identified as illite. Peaks at 3.5a and 7Ä were assigned to kaolinite 

+ chlorite. Differentiation between kaolinite and chlorite was based on 

the resolution of the 004 reflection of chlorite (3.548) and the 002 

reflection of kaolinite (3.58ß) by slow scanning at 0.5 degree per minute 

(Fig. 4.14c). Confirmation of chlorite was also attempted by heat treat- 

ment (550°C for 1 hour), but in no case did the 001 reflection (14Ä) become 

sharp and of increased intensity. On heating, the kaolinite became amorph- 

ous and the 3A and 7Ä peaks were lost. The 4.462 peak of illite was en- 

hanced on heating, whereas the 102 peak was absent. No marked changes in 

the basal spacings of material with peaks at approximately 142 were ob- 

served on treating the samples with glycol. Montmorillonite was therefore 

considered to be absent, or present in only very minor quantities. 
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The relative abundances of the four mineral groups, illite, 

kaolinite, chlorite and montmorillonite, were estimated using weilt'-ted 

peak areas followinn the semi-quantitative method of Eiscaye (19E4). 

The peaks and weighting factors used were: the 17R glycolated peak 

area for montmorillonite; the 7R glycolated peak area x2 for kaolin- 

ite and chlorite divided in proportion to the relative areas of the 

3.5F,, ° and 3.548 peaks respectively; the 1O glycolated peak area x4 

for illite. 

Average results for the six samples in which cood kaolinite/ 

chlorite separation was achieved show that illite is the dominant 

cl , 7v mineral (55.79%) with kaolinite and chlorite present in sub- 

ordinate amounts of 22.32 and 18.53% respectively (Table 4.5). 

f, ontmorillonite is calculated to be present in very small amounts 

wit" an average of 3.30%. 

7 able 4.5. Relative Proportions of the Clay f""Ineral Groups 

font. Illite Kaolinite Chlorite Ka +C 

C23 3.03 51.52 26.86 18.59 45.45 
; '3 1.64 43.72 28.96 25.68 54.64 

* 523 1.32 28.95 42.54* 27.20 69.74 

* 'LE 1.72 27.59 41.00* 29.69 70.69 
79 4.17 58.33 20.45 17.05 37.50 

C2 4.35 69.57 13.00 13.00 26,00 

Averace (6) 2.71 46.61 28.80 21.87 50.69 

Average (4) 3.30 55,79 22.32 18,58 40.90 

* samples with abnormally high kaolinite content. 

The clay mineral proportions stated above are rendered suspect 

because of the influence of artificially introduced clay mineral 

species into the estuarine environment. The two samples S23 and 

1LE contain abnormally high kaolinite values (40%+). Both samples 

are from the western part of Edenside Flat and the adjacent channel 

and are in close proximity to the paper mill at Guardbridge. It was 
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est; ý-tlished that kaolinite (China clay) is used extensively in tie 

paper making process at Guardbridge, and inevitably the mineral forms 

a part of the waste products discharned into the estuary. Clay 

mineral assemblages are therefore not further discussed. 

Orranic Matter 

The percentage of organic matter per sample was determined d, -, ring- 

the pre-treatment of samples for size analysis. The technique used 

was weight-loss on low-temperature oxidisation by hydrogen peroxide 

(Jackson, Uhittino and Pennington, 1949) which had the necessary 

advantage of not affecting the clay mineral assemblages present in 

m, -n', " samples. The results are presented in Appendix 3. 

The distribution of organic matter (F=. g. 4,15) shows that the 

sedi-ents of the lower estuary are virtually devoid of oxidisable 

material. In the middle estuary the organic content increases towards 

the central areas and a maximum of 12,6 wt% was recorded in Kinca2le 

Flat, 

Comparison of the distribution of organic matter with the 

distribution of sediment type (Fig. 7.16) shows that high organic 

content is related to sediments with less than 50% sand content, i. e. 

silty sands and muds. It is also in association with these sedj'9-ts 

that mussel banks, Cardium colonies and algal concentrations are 

locc. ted. 

Armoured P1ud Balls 

Armoured mud balls (Fig. 4.16) are a conspicuous feature of the 

surficial sediments in only one area of the Eden estuary, a zone 

which extends NE-SW parallel to the south bank of the Eden channel 

in the vicinity of Out Head (Fio. 4,17. The area is ebb-current 

dominated, and the beach slope is approximately 40. it is also an 

area in which man-made refuse (concrete, bricks and bottles) accumul_ 
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The zone was divided into three rectangular areas in the ', -E to 

S'L direction, and samples collected to determine whether any textural 

variation in the clay balls occurred in the flood or ebb direction. 

Sample distribution was uneven in terms of numbers: 42 in the western 

area, 7 in the central areas and 30 in the eastern area. Three clay 

balls were found in the swash zone to the east of Out Head. 

Textural Characteristics 

The lengths of the long (L), intermediate (I) and short (5) 

axes of each mud ball were measured to an accuracy of 0.1cm by 

vernier callipers. The three axes were mutually perpendicular. 

The length of the lone axis varied between 3,5 and 18. Ecm wit` 

a mean of 7.35cm and a standard deviation of 3.0cm. Intermediate 

and short axes varied between 2 and 11cm with means of 5.24 and 3.94cm 

respectively. The results for all samples and the three areas are 

presented in Table /. E ', page 108'. 

The mud balls from the central area were of the largest dimensions, 

and those from the western area are of larger size than those fron the 

eastern area. 

1. Shape 

The shape of each mud ball was determined by plotting the data 

on the sphericity-form diagram of Sneed-Folk (1958) (F_g. 4.15'. 

The ratios S/L and (L-I)/(L-S) are plotted on the triangular diagram. 

The sphericity Up is a value illustrating the departure from equi- 

dimensionality. The three end-points are (i) a sphere, also described 

as compact, (ii) an oblate spheroid (platey), and (iii) a prolate 

spheroid (elongate). 

All samples but one plotted in the upper part of the diagram 

above an S/L ratio of 0.3. The majority of samples have S/L values 

between 0.3 and 0.7. A wide range of (L-I)/(L-S) values were recorded 
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Table 4. F. Size Statistics - Armoured Mud Balls 

rean Mode S. Dvn. Min. Max. 

I. Long 7.35 5.00 3.00 3.50 18.60 

Inter. 5.24 3.74 2.07 2.70 11.40 

`short 3.94 2.36 1.53 2.10 11.00 

II. Long 7.33 4.87 2.74 3.50 14.00 

Inter. 5.20 3.24 2.07 2.90 11.30 

Short 4.05 4.16 1.59 2.30 11.00 

III, Long 10.29 6.45 4.52 5.70 18.60 

Inter. 6.04 3.72 2.54 3.30 10.00 

Short 4.97 3.41 1.87 3.10 7.90 

IV. Lonis E. 32 4.36 2.14 4.00 12.80 

Inter. 4.69 4.31 1.38 2.70 8.90 

Short 3.41 2.29 1.12 2.10 7.50 

I = Statistics for 81 mud balls. 
II = Uest area 42 mud balls. 
III = Central Area 7 mu d balls. 
IV = East Area 30 mud balls. 

Table L,, 7, The Percentage Distribution of the Various 
Shape Categories within each Area. 

Lest East Centre Swash 

C 11.90 13.30 0.0 0.0 

CE 21.43 20.00 42.86 0.0 

C" 21.43 30.00 0.0 0.0 

CP 14.29 6.67 0.0 33.30 

E 21.43 6.67 57.14 0.0 

4.76 13.33 0.0 33.30 

P 4.76 6.67 0.0 33.30 

VE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

V2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

vp 0.0 3.33 0.0 0.0 

Up 0.50-0.90 0.30-1.00 0.70-0.80 0.70 
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with values between 0.33 and 1.0 -a preference towards prolate 

rather than oblate shape. The percentage of each form in each section 

and the sphericity range are shown in Table 4.7. In the western area 

CE, CE3 and E forms were equally well developed. In the central area 

CR forms were absent and E forms best developed. In the eastern area 

C° forms dominate with CE and 0 less well developed. From west to 

east C3 and f forms increase in numbers by 8.57; each, and CP decreased 

by 7. '2% and E by 14.76%. 

The three swish-zone samples showed special features. Each had 

two upper surfaces inclined and meeting at an oblique angle (F-g. 19; ' 

The facets had been developed by the reversal of flow in the swash- 

zone. The lower surface was irregular and buried in the sediment. 

2. :- rriour 

The nature of the armour was variable, but was composed mainly 

o` lithic fragments, coal, brick and shell fragments. Several samples 

had granule and pebble-size fragments within the nucleus of the ball, 

but, in these cases, the composition of the ball was coarser than 

normal with more sand-sized material. The internal fragments were 

considered to be an integral part of the original deposit. 

The thickness of the armour, which was generally one grain thick, 

varied from 0-1.5cm. The majority of samples had a cover of < 5mm, 

but there is no obvious relationship between the size of the ball and 

the thickness of armour. In general, however, the large bladed elip- 

soids had a larger number of grains up to 1cm. The distribution of 

the arnour over the ball surface was also irregular, and this became 

more obvious as the forms became bladed or elongate, when pebbles 

were concentrated on the surfaces of largest area. 
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The Physical Properties of the Flud Balls 

Of the 82 samples collected 81 were composed of a reddish-brown, 

tenacious sediment which appeared structureless in the hand-specimen. 

This sediment type is not exposed anywhere above low-water mark 

within the confines of the estuary. It does, however, occur at depths 

of over 15cm in parts of the estuary between Coble Jhore and Guard- 

bridge, and also bene^th a mobile cover of sand and gravel in the 

Eden channel to the west of Coble Shore. The remaining mud ball was 

of a sediment type exposed in several areas of the middle estuary, 

that iss the grey Carse clay. 

The physical differences between the reddish brown and grey 

sediment may be expressed in terms of standard soils tests (Table L. 7). 

Table 4.7. Soils Tests* on Mud Ball Material 

Reddish-brown Grey 

t'ioisture Content (%) 26.4 56.4 

Plastic Limit (ö) 20.6 30.1 

Liquid Limit (%) 46.5 69.0 

Plasticity Index 25.9 38.9 

Vane Shear Strength (KN/m2) 65.1 25.0 

Remoulded U. S. S. (KN/m2) 18.6 5.0 

pH 8.7 8.0 

* Soils Tests performed by A. R. Griffin, Dept# 
of Civil Engineering, University of Leeds. 

Discussion 

The main problems associated with the Eden estuary mud balls are 

the dominance of the reddish-brown clay and the restricted occurrence 

around Out Head. 

The soils tests showed the basic physical differences between 

the red and grey clays with the red clay being better indurated and 

of far higher shear strength, The breakdown of the two clays may 

be controlled partly by the nature of the bedding. The red clay is 
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apparently homogenous, but in thin section it shows lenses and laminae 

of sand-sized particles (Fig. &. 20; 1. In contrast the grey clay shows 

bedding marked by accumulations of plant debris which facilitate the 

splitting of the sediment into thin layers. Discoidal pellets of the 

grey clay less than 1cm maximum diameter were found in the Eden 

channel sediments to the east of Out Head, and it is apparent that 

of the two clays the grey one is more readily deformed and broken 

down. 

There is no obvious source for the clay balls in the vicinity 

of Out Head. Mud balls are generally formed by a process of bank 

undercutting, collapse and local transportation regardless of environ- 

ment, whether fluvial or intertidal (Stanley, 1969). In the Eden 

estuary, however, the red clay does not occur at the surface above 

low-water mark, and if the balls have been formed in a present-day 

erosional phase, they originated below low-water mark in the Eden 

channel. It is feasible that the Eden channel has cut down sufficient- 

ly to be eroding the red clay in parts of the middle and outer estuary: 

the evidence iss however, lacking as no red clay was recovered in grab- 

samples. 

The most likely source-materials for the mud balls are the 

reddish-brown, gravelly, sandy clays which occur in the bed of the 

Eden channel to the west of Coble Shore. If this is the case, the 

mud balls have been transported at least 2.4km downstream and have 

been carried from the channel bed to the channel margin by ebb-currents 

at out Head. 
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Fig. 4.4. The variation in heavy mineral content of the fine sand 
fraction in channel and intertidal flat sediments. 
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Fig. 4.5. The distribution of calcium carbonate in the sand fraction 
of Eden estuary sediments. 
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Fig. 4.6. Histograms of the grain-size distribution of carbonate 
material (shaded) and total sediment (unshaded) for selected lower 
and middle estuary samples. 
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Fig. 4.7a. Sample Clg grain F. 
The grain is characterised by high relief, conchoidal fractures (cf) 
and imbricate breakage blocks (ibb). 
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Fig. 4.7b. Sample 5LE, grain C. 
Upper: conchoidal fractures (cf) and imbricate breakage blocks (ibb). 
Lowers arc-shaped steps (ass) with small-scale breakage blocks (ssbb). 
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Fig. 4.8. Sample V169 grain 2. 
Upper: V-shaped depressions or orientated triangles (ot) on a well 

rounded grain. 
Lower: Detain of the solution triangles. 
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Fig. 4.9. Sample 7UE, grain A. 
Upper: The overprinting of chemical solution on a grain showing large- 

scale conchoidal fractures (cf) and semi-parallel steps (sps). 
Lower: Detail of the upper right surface of the above grain. Advanced 

chemical weathering has led to the formation of sub-parallel 
ridges between solution cavities. 
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Fig, 4,10, Sample 7UE, grain A. 
Euhedral grain undergoing chemical corrosion. 



Fig. 4.11. Sample 7UE, grain C. 
Chemical corrosion of a euhedral grain. Lower photograph illustrates 
etching along orientated lines of weakness and the advanced stage of 
corrosion. 
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Fig. 4.12. Sample 7UE, grain D. 
Chemical corrosion of a euhedral grain. Initial stages of 
corrosion include the formation of triangular shaped pits. 
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Fig. 4.13. Sample 7UE, grain D'. 
Grain exhibiting three surface textures: 

1, large-scale conchoidal fractures, 
2. rounding and pitting, 
3, chemical etching. 

The lower photograph shows the chemically etched area in detail. 
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Fig. 4.14. Sample C19 grain 3. 
Chemical etching (ce) overprinted on an angular grain of high relief 
with small-scale breakage blocks. 
The lower photograph shows etching along orientated lines of weakness 
in the upper middle area of the upper photograph. 
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Fig. 4.14c. X-ray diffractograms of samples U20 and p13. 
013 shows the differentiation between chlorite and kaolinite. 
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Fig. 4.15. The variation in total organic matter. 



Fig. 4.16a. Armoured mudballs 
from the eastern area at Out Head. 



Fig. 4.16b. Armoured mudballs 
from the western area at Out 
Head. 
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Fig. 4.17. Areas of mudball concentration. 
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Fig. 4.18. Sphericity-form diagram for Eden estuary mudballs. 
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Fig. 4.19. A 'dreikanter' type mudball from the swash-zone. 

Fig. 4.20. Thin section of an armoured mudball (x5). 
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IUD TEXTURAL ANALYSIS 

Graphical Methods and Summary Statistics 

Weight frequency data may be summarised by graphical methods or 

descriptive statistics (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938; Folk, 1966; 

Griffiths, 1967). 

Amongst the graphical methods of analysis the cumulative size 

frequency curve using phi-probablility scales is versatile (Douglas, 

1946,1968; Moss, 1962,1963,1972; Visher, 1965,1969). The method 

allows direct visual comparison of frequency distributions and has 

an in-built criterion for phi-normality: a phi-normal distribution 

plots as a straight line. 

Descriptive or summary statistics of grain-size frequency 

distributions are divisible into two main categories: those derived 

by the measurement of percentile values from the cumulative curve 

(Trask! 1932; Inman, 1952; Folk and Ward, 1957; McCammon, 1962), and 

those calculated by the method of moments from the original weight- 

frequency data (Krumboin and Pottijohn, 1938; Griffiths, 1967). 

Percentile techniques are influenced by (a) truncation of the 

data if distributions are more than 5% open-ended, (b) bias in the 

estimators introduced by skewness and, kurtosis in the sampl©s, and 

(c) the grouping process involved in sieve analysis (3onas, 1970; 

Flailo, Seward-Thompson and Cummings, 1973). 

Momont summary statistics are similarly affected by the grouping 

process and are not suitable for the description of distributions 

which are more than 1% open-ended (Jones, 1970). 

In this study the distributions of 123 samples wer© open-ended 

by more than 1% duo to the presence of material with an equivalent 

fall-diomotor of loos than 2 microns. To maintain uniformity, all 

groin-nizo pczrrlmotoro worn thoroforo calculated from the folk and 
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W, ºrd (1')`., '1) furmul'u (nppurºdix 4, part. 1). `inmp. lrtrº whtclº con i. nirntit. t mart 

than 5% of clay-sized material were treated by extrapolating from the 

last point determined by pipette analysis (9 phi) to 100% at 14 phi, 

assuming a phi-normal distribution with a mean of 11.5 phi (Folk, 1968). 

The Folk and Ward measures of mean, standard deviation, skewness 

and kurtosis were calculated using an extensively modified version of 

Allen's (1970) computer program for granulometric analysis (Appendix 4. 

part I1). The statistics for each sample are listed in Appendix 49 part 

Ili. 

Mean Grain )ize 

. 'dean drain size decreases westwards from Out Head towards Coble 

Shore and from the north and south margins of the estuary towards the 

Eden channel (Fig. 4.21). The channel sediments are characteristically 

coarser than those of the intertidal flats. Grain-size ranges from 

-0,36 phi to 7,99 phi with an average value of 2.90 phi. 

In the lower estuary east of Sanctuary Spit mean grain-size varies 

between 1.95 and 2.92 phi. North of the Eden channel means are coarser 

than 2.5 phi, and a zone characterised by mean grain-sizes of 1.95 to 

2.25 phi runs southwards from South Tentsmuir beach and then turns to 

the south-west and trends parallel to the north bank of the channel; 

the zone eventually terminates in the flood-channel systems of the flood- 

tidal delta. To the south of the Eden channel, the West Sands and a 

south-west trending lobate zone to the west of Out Head are charoctorised 

by mean grain-sizes of 2.5 to 2.92 phi. 

In the middle estuary means are more variable and range from 3.0 

to 7.99 phi. Grain-size gradually decreases from the marginal areas 

of the intortidal flats towards the Eden channel. Minimum values occur 

in the sediments adjacent to the channel between Guardbridge and Coble 

House point, and on Kincaple Flat to the south of the Eden channel. 
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The sediments of the Eden channel are the coarsest in the estuary 

with mean grain-sizes between -0.36 and 2.53 phi. Sediments `ro^ the 

channel in the middle and loner estuary are generally more coarse y 

crained than those from the channel of the upper estuary. 

Sta-id;, rd Deviation 

The distribution of Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation is shown 

i' Finure 4.22. Values range from 0.24 to 3.7 phi with on estuary 

average of 1.62 phi. Contouring at a one phi interval defined two 

main areas: 

1. the lower estuary, 

2. the middle and upper estuary. 

The fine sands of the lower estuary have standard deviations of 

less than 0.5 phi, and on Folk's scale would be classed as swell-sortnd'. 

Three areas within the lower estuary are characterised by sorting 

indices of less than 0.35 ohig and hence are every well-sorted'. These 

are: 

1, the ! Jest Sands (0'I 0.24 to 0.3E) which are subjected to the 

p`ssage of the breaker zone four times a day. The best sorted sands 

occur on the lower foreshore in the area of low modal grain sizes 

(2. g8o). On the topographically high spit-platform which extends 

northwards from Out Head the sorting values are between 0.29 and 0.36 

phi. 

2. the counterpart of the spit-platform to the north of the Eden 

channel. Sorting values range from 0.28 to 0.33 phi. 

3. the flood and ebb channels of the flood-tidal delta system. 

In the middle estuary standard deviation increases from the 

marginal areas towards the channel. Values between 1 and 3 phi are 

general, with isolated areas of values greater than 3 phi occurring 
in the central parts of Kincaple Flat. 
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SkeL! 'ness 

The distribution of skewness values (r_5.4.23) shows that the 

loý_er estuary samples have ne? r-synnetrical or negatively skewed 

nr=in-size frequencies, whereas tho3e of the middle and upper estuary 

cre c^<3racterised by positive skewness. 

sediments of the lower estuary from south Tentsmuir bench and 

fron south of the Eden channel are coarse skewed (SkI -0.1 to -0.29). 

i+ sinilar asymmetry is associated with the sediments around the 

terminal portion of the Eden channel an the stoss-side of the ehh- 

tidrl delta. The majority of the remaining outer estuary samples 

aid hve near-symmetrical distributions with SkI values between -0.1 

+ý. '. Positive skewness (Ski +0.1 to +0.3) is developed in mediu^ 

to fine sends in two restricted areas of the lower estuary, the crest; -! 

are? of the eb`b-tidal delta and the seaward harts of channels in t-e 

food-tidal delta. 

strongly fine skewed sediments dominate the middle and upper 

estuary, There is a general trend towards increasinc positive skew- 

ness to the south-west and maximum values (SkI> +0.5) occur on the 

narrinal areas of Kincaple Flat and on Edenside Flat. 

Kurtosis 

The distribution of kurtosis, KG, (Fig. 4.24) shows a two-fold 

division in the outer estuary and a zonal arrangement in the middle 

estuary. 

The sediments of South Tentsmuir. beach and the ebb- and flood- 

tidal deltas are mesokurtic (KG 0.9 to 1.1) and are thus 'normal' 

with respect to kurtosis. Sediments of the Uest Sands and those 

immediately west of Pilmour Links are leptokurtic (KG 1.1 to 1.5). 

Middle estuary sediments grade from extremely leptokurtic (KD >3.0) 

examples on the south marginal area of Kincaple Flat to very platykurtic 
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(Kr< O. r%7) examples in the zone adjacent to the Edon channel. Isolated 

;,;, mp1n; with extrem© kuriosis occur on [densidu Fruit, to tho south of 

; r+nctu. iry pit and to the west oP Shelly Point. 

i1 r, tionrJdp: i between tho Statistical Pnrnmetorn, 

'.. ', stnndnrd )eviation versus f1ean Grein-'; izo 

The rel7: tionship between standard deviation and mean grein-size 

(Fin. 4.25n)confarms to the Folk and L1nrd (1957) model of n r, inusoidn. l 

r;! nd, the ^edim'ients with the minimum stýandnrd dnviýations hnvo moans 

ir, the fing: ',: end range (2 to 3 phi). sediments of coarser moan size, 

r, hi, ": I pow incrnasinq vr. l unn of standard deviation (TI). 

)": r r, -nno of' mean Hiwis from 3.0 to 5.5 phi there is ri distinct 

lamer standard deviations with a maximum recorded 

value of 3.59 phi. Mean values of 6.5 to 0.0 phi are accompanied 

H" A irhtly decroasinn values of standard deviation. 

2. ; kewnnss versus rlenn Grnin-`.; izo 

A sinusoidal trend is produced by variation in skewness with moan 

size (Fig. 4.25b). This again conforms to the Folk and Ward (1957) 

model, 'Negative skewness is associated with means botwe©n -1 and 2 

phi. The majority of samples in the mean size range 2 to 3 phi have 

rikownooo výalun:, within the range -0.25 to +0.25, but thorn i. t an over- 

'M trconct of incronainq ponitivn skownar; ci with docrenuinq grain-: lira. 

h:: xirnum skewness values are reached at mean size values between 3.5 

and 4.0 phi and between 4 and 8 phi there is a trend towards decreas- 

ing positive skew. 

3. Kurtosis versus Moron Grain-Size 

Tho rol. ntionship butwo©n kurtosis and moan grain-size (Fig. 4.25c) 

shown that marked deviations from normality are associated with 

soriiments of morn size 2.5 to 4 phi. Many sediments in the 2 to 3 
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:; e are, however, normal with KG values of cpproximetel; ' one. 
U 

=; i, i? ar values are also show- by sediments with me-: r"s of 4.5 to 5 

P`10 

4. "kewness versus Kurtosis 

^riztion of skewness with kurtosis (Ei5.4.25d) shows two trends 

ner_e-, dicu1 or to each other. Kurtosis v^lues of less than 2 -ire 

as--ociited with the whole rinne of skewness values from -0.5 to +0.89 

w'ýer; sV velues ebove 2 are always associated with positive skc,,; nes^ 

tr, t-e r., nce 0.25 to 0.00. 

"', e strikinc resemblýince of the hivariate plots (Fig. 4.25, 

n- d) to those produced b", " Folk and '.,, ard (195? ) suggests that an 

i- r-ret: ition of the textur2l variation of these sediments based on 

t : besis of the mixing of several modal populations may he valid. 

T- various plots suc9est that as well-sorted, fine sand with a necr- 

s"--etricnl and mesokurtic nrain-size distribution is modified by the 

r'dr: ` ion of silt and clay and/or medium to coarse sand and travel 

pon. lations. 

, 'rý_i i-size rý'odes 

Althoucrh the rnepn is a measure of the overall average size of a 

cir-`crtt it is only of limited value in the irter^retntion of a 

sE -f--ent's geolocical history. The mean is only really significant 

for sediments which have normal grain-size distributions with law 

standcrd deviations. The measure does not adequately characterise 

the size of gravel/sand or sand/mud mixtures. 

Curray (1960) and Brezina (1963) stressed the use of grain-size 

nodes in the study of mixed sediments, and Kranck (1975) suggested 

that the modal size of a bottom sediment might be a better environ- 

mentel indicator then the mean. 
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The distri_ution of -; od ?. rain-size in the Eden est-ury (Eid. 

4.2ý) s; -joj±s = trend of decre-'sing diameters tc the : out-, -jest. 

oz! - train-size in in the r: nqe of 2 to 3 phi over the whole of the 

are-_ ý. n<rt from . narrow zone ad jncent to the Eden channel 

i~ t-e piddle Each train-size mode was taken . as the mid- 

of the 0.75yß size interval. which contained the ^r. i^u ^. weinfit 

of sediment in a sample. The cradatio, al nature of the 

dirtri'. ution, from nodes of 2.13 phi in the nortr-e _t to 2, c3E in the 

so t -ýýestý sui^ests that t"e actu^]. nrndation is on a scale finer 

indicated b the above met`ýod of rood='l size derivation. 

:- tt; e louer crtu rv the modal Drain-size acc!! ratel; y reflects 

-size, but this is to he expected as the distributions -c-n rr, -i7, 

ýr= -ec, r phi-nor mil. The dominant mode to the north of the : den channel 

is 2.38 phi. several high energy areas however are c^arycterised by 

modes of 2.13 phi. To the south of the channel in the lower estuary 

2. "? nhi is the common nodal size. The only excettio^s were two 

s:,, ̂-; ' es from the lower foreshore of the ;! sect =ands which had modes of 

2. bi. 

The 2.63 p'ni mod='1 size continjes into the middle estuary and 

predoiinz, tes in the mar inal areas. However, in the central areas of 

Ki-: c4ple Flat and on Edenside Flat grain-size decreaaes and the modal 

size is 2.83 phi. These modal values bear no resenblance to the mean 

v-s_', _, es. If the modal and mean grain-size data are integrý: ted, it is 

evident that (a) the basic sediment population is fine sar. d which 

grad: a? ly decreases in grain-size to the south-west and (b) that silt 

and clay-size material has been added to, and mixed with this basic 

population in the middle estuary. 

The channel sediments are somewhat coarser and have modes between 

and 2.13 p'. -)i. The coarser modes tend to occur in the channel of 

the lower estuary. 
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Sediment Sub-Population Analysis 

Introduction 

An R-mode factor analysis (Harbaugh and Plerriam, 1968; Allen, 

Castaino and Klingebiel, 1972; Mather,, 1972; Klovan, 1975) was applied 

to the Eden estuary grain-size data in order to evaluate the relation- 

ships between the 53 variables measured on each sample. The result 

was that the variation in grain-size data could be accounted for by 

t'e changing proportions of eight groups of grain-size classes which 

are analogous to the sediment sub-populations of floss (1962,1963, 

1972) and Visher (1965,1969). 

Input Data and Computer Program 

The analysis was performed on the 53 variables measured on each 

of 156 samples. The variables were the weight percentages of sediment 

in each 0.25 phi size-interval between -3.75 phi and 9.0 phi and the 

wei: l, t percent of clay-size material of equivalent fall diameter less 

than 9.0 phi. 

The computer program used was the Corfan-Fortran IV Factor 

Analysis with Varimax Rotation program of Ondrick and Srivastava 

(1970). From a raw-data matrix Anxm9 where n is the number of samples 

and m the number of variables, an mxm correlation matrix is com- 

puted utilising the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 

'r'. From the correlation matrix eigenvalues and eioenvectors are 

extracted by principal components analysis. The eigenvectors are then 

converted into a form in which the vector length represents the 

magnitude of the eigenvalue, the result of which is a 'factors: a 

vector which is weighted proportionally to the amount of the total 

variance which it represents. The factor axes are then rotated by 

the Uarimax procedure (Davis, 1973), so that they will be highly 

correlated with some of the original variables. 
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The Factor Model 

The R-mode factor analysis technique seeks to reduce the number 

of variables required to describe a sample by the production of 

several new variables which are linear combinations of the original 

variables. The procedure should result in no significant loss of 

information. The new variables are termed 'factors'. 

The factor model may be represented by the following equation 

(Father, 1972): 

Zj =aj1 F1 +aj2F2+........ ajkFk + di Ui 

where j= 1p2q...... m 

This equation states that the original variable Zi is represented 

by a linear combination of k common factors (F) plus a unique factor 

(Ui ). Each of the k factors is assumed to be involved in the de- 

lineation of two or more variables, and hence is termed 'common'. 

The factor U. is a factor unique to variable Zj . The a's in the 

equation are factor loadings (aj1 is the loading of the jth variate 

on factor 1) and as such indicate the contribution of a factor to a 

variable. In terms of the factor model the total variance of a 

variable is made up of the sum of the squared ass (see Klovan, 1975). 

That portion of the total variance due to the common factors is termed 

the 'communality' (h12); the remaining variance is attributed to the 

unique factor and may be due to specific and/or error variance. d, 

is the loading of the unique factor. 

Results 

1. The Efficiency of the (Method 

R-mode factor analysis with varimax rotation produced eight 

orthogonal factors, which together explained 92.45% of the total 

variance in the data correlation matrix. This represents a reduction 

in the number of original variables by 85% with only a 7.55% loss in 
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information. The cumulative variance curve (Fig. 4.2? ) shows that 

the first three factors account for 70.29% of the variance, and that 

there is a marked decrease in the variance explained by the five 

succeeding factors. At the grossest level, therefore, three factors 

satisfactorily account for the variation in the grain-size frequency 

data. 

2. Identification of the Factors 

Ey definition 'factors' are linear combinations of the original 

veri? hles, and as such are groups of grain-size classes. The rotated 

m-trix of factor loodincs (Table 4.8)) shows the relationships between 

the eight factors and the 53 variables. The factor loadings in each 

re_, s`-ow the dnrree to which each factor contributes to a specified 

varisble. '; ornally one factor is dominant over the others: for example, 

factor 7 is the main contributor to variable 1 and factor 5 to variable 

2. The columns show that, although each factor contributes to each 

vnr! -`1e, certain nroups of variables are associated with specific 

f-'ctcrc by virtue of numerically high factor loadings. Factor 1, for 

ex---le, loads heavily on variables 33 to 53 and factor 2 on variables 

3 to 15. 

On the basis of the numerical values of the factor loadings 

listed under each factor in the rotated matrix groups of grain-size 

classes were isolated and termed 'sediment sub-populations'. The 

rrai--size limits of each sub-population were determined by selecting 

a cut-off value for factor loadings below which the associated factor 

was not considered to contribute significantly to the variable. The 

cut-off value was set at 0.5 (Harbaugh and f1erriam, 1968), and a sub- 

population was defined as a group of grain-size classes, each of which 

had a factor loading greater than +0.5 or algebraically less than 

-0.5. The loading profiles of six of the eight factors are diagram- 

atically summarised in Figures 4.28a, 4.28b. Factors 7 and 8 have 
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Table 4.8. The rotated matrix of factor loadings. 

Variable F1 F2 F3 F4 

1 -0.02346 -0.38915 0.00451 0,01781 
2 -0.01738 -0.14498 0.05236 0.00346 
3 -0.02686 -0.60644 0.18828 0.02167 
4 -30 -0,02920 -0.63294 0.14349 0.01110 
5 -0,02835 -0.92058 0.15285 0.00725 
6 -0,03473 -0.87543 0.17680 0.00116 
7 -0.04306 -0.91202 0.29649 0.01270 
8 -20 -0.03251 -0.86242 0,40905 0.00396 
9 -0.03957 -0.86631 0.39216 0.00514 

10 -0.03259 -0190901 0.37433 0.00308 
11 -0.03427 -0.88329 0.42835 0.00424 
12 -10 -0.03607 -0.83023 0.49735 0.00822 
13 -0,02442 -0.38766 0.63959 0.02033 

14 -0.04489 -0.63031 0,71656 0.01467 
15 -0.04401 -0.55631 0.79060 0.01076 
16 0% -0.04681 -0.46518 0.86258 0.00831 
17 -0.04927 -0.36645 0.91501 0.00994 
18 -0.05649 -0.31157 0.93608 0.01781 
19 -0.06183 -0.28141 0.93793 0.02332 
20 1% -0,08033 -0.20959 0.95745 0.03450 
21 -0.09292 -0.20026 0.93686 0.05542 
22 -0.10244 -0.10298 0.92811 0.07382 
23 -0.17841 -0,07450 0.80662 0.17411 
24 2V -0,28164 -0,01759 0.44509 0,39102 
25 -0,40842 0,08040 0.08186 0.62784 
26 -0,49410 0,10791 -0.18631 0.73786 
27 -0.56658 0.17174 -0.31506 0.56005 
28 30 -0,51755 0.17501 -0.34066 -0,35765 
29 -0.19760 0.10567 -0,23174 -0.88906 
30 0.01722 0.06911 -0.18053 -0.84149 
31 0.28229 0.03955 -0.09572 -0.45345 
32 4ßl 0.46985 0.02835 -0.05062 -0,22219 
33 0963732 0.03012 -0.04327 -0,10177 
34 0.60742 0.04346 -0,06085 -0,07758 
35 0,70607 0.04432 -0.05989 --0.04687 
36 5% 0.84109 0.04549 -0.06426 -0,04212 
37 0,87803 0.04359 -0.05552 -0,04659 
38 0,93700 0.03946 -0.06825 -0.06162 
39 0,94437 0.03731 --0.06202 -0.05751 
40 60 0.94938 0.03767 -0.06025 -0.03395 
41 0.93903 0.03765 -0.05619 -0.03383 
42 0,95812 0.03312 -0.05052 -0.03354 
43 0.97103 0.03209 -0.05131 -0.03168 
44 7% 0,97421 0.03055 -0.05217 -0.03102 45 0.95252 0.02846 -0.05315 -0,01466 
46 0.94523 0,03329 -0.03480 -0,01628 47 0.94727 0.02425 -0.04558 -0,03550 48 8% 0.95210 0.02494 -0.05609 -0,03466 49 0.95970 0.02393 -0,06351 -0.03869 50 0.93361 0.02543 -0.05767 -0,01358 51 0.91964 0,02867 -0,06517 --0.01897 52 90 0,94853 0.02466 -0.05867 -0.02446 53 S+C 0,89806 -0.05102 -0,00677 -0,09984 
sum SQ 18.56900 8.78350 9,90143 3.38022 
VAREXP 35.03584 16.57263 18.68193 6.37778 
CUMPER 35.03584 51,60847 70.29041 76.66818 



Table 4.8. The rotated matrix of factor loadings (continued). 

Variable F5 F6 F7 F8 

1 0.00924 -0.17496 0.87012 -0.01956 
2 0.01187 -0.94962 0.03321 -0.04740 
3 0.00799 -0.68941 0.07072 0,05274 
4 -30 0.01533 -0.72862 0,18704 -0.01904 
5 0.01523 -0.00787 0.32216 -0,01451 
6 0,01423 0.12869 0.23847 -0.06209 
7 0.01922 -0.08871 0.12170 -0.06329 
8 -2V 0.02109 -0.24196 -0,08637 0.02795 
9 0.02371 -0.21394 0.16704 -0,02223 

10 0.01875 -0.07984 -0,11864 -0.00171 
11 0,02077 -0.10808 -0,08540 0,00076 
12 -1 0,01983 -0.12834 -0,07499 0,02822 
13 -0,08240 -0.03497 -0,01512 0.11633 
14 0,02256 -0,07988 -0.16706 0.02820 
15 0,01222 -0.04351 -0,17512 0.05565 
16 00 0,01903 -0.04225 -0.10519 0.05706 
17 0.01351 -0.01193 -0.05320 0.04704 
18 0.02045 -0,02270 -0,01984 0.02107 
19 0,02722 -0.03015 0.03309 -0.00588 
20 10 0,03770 -0.02458 0,04832 -0.07154 
21 0.05821 -0.03164 0.10928 -0.14694 
22 0,06614 -0.04318 0.11473 -0.22391 
23 0,09505 -0.06569 0.10817 -0.44081 
24 20 0.11625 -0.05169 0.03968 -0.69785 
25 0.15556 0.02090 -0.04866 -0.57045 
26 0.19852 0.05346 -0.07863 -0.09679 
27 0.27614 0,07420 -0.04808 0.24757 
28 30 0.35232 0.06502 -0.02107 0.45887 
29 0,03665 0,03895 -0,03697 0.17312 
30 -0.39334 0.03044 -0.05287 0.01663 
31 -0.74084 0.02160 -0.02912 -0.00983 
32 40 -0.80193 0.01038 -0.00559 0.00035 
33 -0.71702 0,00729 0.00284 0.02571 
34 -0.73086 0.00820 0.00947 0.07964 
35 -0.63082 0.00929 0.01150 0.09540 
36 so -0.36882 0.00987 0.01090 0.09377 
37 -0.34198 0.01001 0.00930 0.08932 
38 -0.22470 0.01078 -0.00068 0.05333 
39 -0,21807 0.01011 -0.00067 0,04645 
40 60 -0,17701 0.01210 -0.00343 0.05389 
41 -0,14006 0001050 0.00154 0.05765 
42 -0,08274 0.01066 -0.00576 0.02286 
43 -0,07855 0.01032 -0,00454 0.03014 
44 70 -0,04672 0.01086 -0.00865 0.01464 
45 -0,03260 0.00883 -0.00490 0.01529 
46 -0,10006 0.01273 -0,00903 0,03212 
47 0,02538 0.01134 -0.01946 -0.02544 48 80 -0,03470 0.01096 -0.01612 -0,01125 49 0.00968 0.01021 -0.01746 -0,02072 50 -0.05002 0.01195 -0,01528 0.00622 
51 -0.09043 0.01169 -0,01298 0.01460 
52 90 -0.05036 0,01059 -0.01556 -0.00385 53 S+C -0.09610 -0.05758 0,03864 -0.02758 
SUM SQ 3.55523 2,14674 1,17102 1,48367 
VAREXP 6.70797 4.05046 2,20947 2.79937 
CUMPER 83.37614 87.42661 89.63606 92.43542 
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si^rificant ioadir. s on only one and two variables respectively (Table 

4.8, p. 122). 

Factor 1 shows positive 1o-dings in excess of 0.5 on the range 

of size intervals between 4.0 and 9.0 phi and on tho variable repres- 

onti7' the c]n,, y content (ßi9.4.28a). The meximun loading of 0.97 is 

<<, socictýd with tie 6.5 to 7.0 phi interval. : ur-population 1 is 

therefore defined ns the combined silt and clay conponent of a sediment. 

This sub-population is the most important contributor to textural 

vnri Lion within the cstuar;, cccountirr for 35.04% of the total crain- 

size v'rinnce. 

Factor 2 shows hich ne,: ntive Iosdings on the grain-size classes 

; etueen -1.0 end -3.0 phi (dig. 4.28a) and sub-population 2 is there- 

fore composed of crrnules and very small pebbles (size terminology of 

r7r. iffiths, 19f, Y, table 5.29 after Uentworth, 1922). This sub-population 

introduces 1`. 57;, of the total nrain-size variance. 

Fictor 3 Lords he<ivi1y on the Crain-size classes between -1.0 

rid 2.0 phi (rig. 4.28a). The maximum loading occurs on the 0.75 to 

1.0 phi interval and loadings in excess of 0.9 are associated with the 

0.25 to 1.5 phi range of sizes. This very coarse-t coarse-t and 

medium-sand population accounts for 18.68% of the total grain-size 

vzrintion. 

Factor 4 shows high factor loadings on the range of grain-sizes 

between 2.25 and 3.50 phi (Fig. 4.28b). The corresponding sub-popul- 

ation (4) therefore consists of fine and very fine sand. The loading 

profile shows that there are two distinct sub-groups within the above 

size range. Size intervals between 2.25 and 3.0 phi have positive 

loadings with a maximum of 0.74 at 2.5 phi, whereas those between 

3.0 and 3.5 phi have negative loadings with a maximum of -0.89 at 

3.25 phi. That both groups have factor loadings greater than the cut- 
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off value, but of opposite sign, indicates that an. inverse relationship 

exists between the two, that iss as the amount of very fine sand in a 

sample increases, there should be an equal decrease in the content of 

fine sand. In terms of the variance explained, the sub-population is 

rel, tively minor ^nd accounts for only 6.36%. 

Factor 5 loads heavily on the -rain-size cl2sses betwoen 3.5 and 

4.75 phi with a maximum loadinq of -0.80 at 4.0 phi (Fig. 4.28b). 

. u`_-population 5 is therefore composed of very fi-ie sand and very 

core silt. ^oth grades have been incorporated in previous sub- 

pon". '--. tions (4 and 1 respectively), but their combination in sub- 

population 5 may indicate that in certain areas and under certain 

conditions the two crcdes may behave as a separate nrain-size unity. 

The pub-popul-. tion accounts for only 6.71% of the total variance. 

Frctor F has hinh loadings on the size range -3.0 to -3.5 phi 

(F:. a. 4.28b) and defines a snail-petble sub-population (s). 4.05° 

of t-. e total variance is explained by this population. 

Victor 7 hos a loading greeter than 0.5 on only one variable, 

and the sub-population (7) consists of the medium-sized pebbles found 

in only one sample. Consequently the variance accounted for is very 

low: 2.2jä. 

Factor 8 has negative loadings algebraically less than -0.5 on 

size intervals 2,0 to 2,5 phi and the sub-population (8) is composed 

of fine sand, Fine sand contributes very little to grain-size 

variation: 2,8iß, 

Although fine sand (2.0 to 3.0 phi) is only of very minor import- 

ance in terms of grain-size variation, it is the most abundant size- 

grade in the estuarine sediments (Appendix 5). Fine sand must be 

regarded as the basic sub-population with which all other sub-popul- 

ations are mixed in varying proportions to produce the observed 
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textural variations. 

3. Distribution of the Sub-Populations 

The textural nature of a sediment is a function of the grain- 

sizes available for redistribution and the environnental conditions 

prevailing at the depositional site. Within the estuarine sediments 

as a whole eight sediment sub-populations are important in defining 

textural variations. Each sub-population does not! however, occur in 

each sediment sample, and in certain areas of the estuary one or more 

sub-populations are preferentially concentrated, Such concentrations 

are inferred to be controlled by local environmental conditions with 

a major role being played by the hydrodynamic factors of tidal current 

and w., ve action and the biological factors of sediment agglutination 

and sediment trapping. 

The silt and clay sub-Population of the intertidal flat sediments 

vr2ries from less than 1% in the sediments of the lower estuary to over 

90; y in those in the vicinity of Coble House Point (Fia. 4.29). The 

general distribution is one of increasing silt and clay content to the 

west and south-west with a secondary trend of increasing values from 

the estuary margins towards the Eden channel. Maximum concentrations 

occur in a narrow zone adjacent to the Eden channel between Guard- 

bridge and Coble House Point and on Kincaple Flat to the south of the 

Eder, channel. 

Fine-grained sediment is transported into the estuary by the 

River Eden and the flood-tidal currents, but no quantitative data on 

suspended-sediment loads are available. Silt and clay-size material 

is also derived locally from the erosion of sedimentary deposits with- 

in the estuary. These include: the Carse clay, which is exposed in 

parts of the Eden channel and on Kincaple Flat; mussel banks which 

border the Eden channel; and the silty-sand and mud-flats of the middle 
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estuary. 

The form in which the silt and clay were transported cannot be 

determined from a conventional analysis of bottom sediments, as the 

analytical procedure involves the dispersal of the sediment into 

individual mineral grains. Whether the grains were transported in a 

flocculated state, or whether flocculation played an important role 

in sediment deposition is indeterminable. 

The environmental factors which are believed to influence the 

concentration of fine-grained sediment in the middle estuary include 

a decrease in the competency of waning flood-tidal currents, tidal 

effects of settling-lag and scour-lag (Van Straaten and Keunen, 1958), 

sediment agglutination by the mussel r ytilus edulis, and sediment 

trapping by the extensive algal colonies. 

The granule and very small pebble sub-population occurs only in 

the Eden channel where it comprises between 1.11 and 33.42% of indiv- 

idu, ' samples (Fig. 4.301. ý, Io component of this sub-population was 

found in the deposits of the flood- or ebb-tidal deltas, and it would 

appear that there should be a concentration of granules and very small 

pebbles in the lower reaches of the Eden channel. The high value of 

33.4% recorded for a sediment off Out Head might indicate that this 

area is a null-point where a balance between flood- and ebb-tidal 

current transport of this size-grade is maintained. The values ob- 

tained for the grade are a function of sample position within the 

charnel as shown by the figures of 8.78 and 0% at the tidal inlet 

(Fig. 4.30). The coarsest grains were to be found on the northern 

side of the channel where both flood and ebb-tidal currents concentrate. 

The very-coarse-. coarse-g and medium sand sub population is of 

major importance in the channel sediments and in the sediments of the 

lower estuary to the north of the Eden channel (Fig. 4.31). The 

channel sediments contain up to 58 wt% of medium sand and decreasing 
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amounts of coarse-sand (<24 wt%) and 

The intertidal flat sediments contait 

ation, but are totally devoid of the 

characteristically contain less than 

In this context sub-'opulation 3 may 

medium sand alone. 

very-coarse sand (<15 wt%). 

i up to 65 wt% of this sub-popul- 

very-coarse sand fraction and 

1% of the coarse sand fraction. 

conveniently be equated with 

In the area of medium sand concentration in the lower estuary 

there is a marked zonal arrangement in which concentrations in excess 

of 20 wt% border the north bank of the Eden channel and are flanked 

by a zone of concentrations between 10 and 20 wt%. A second area of 

high concentration (>20 wt%) occurs on the crest of the ebb-tidal 

delta. 

The concentrations of medium sand coincide with areas which are 

strongly influenced by tidal currents and wave action. Flood-tidal 

currents dominate the northern margin of the Eden channel as witnessed 

by the development of large-scale, flood-orientated bedforms, and ebb- 

tidal currents similarly affect the stoss-side of the ebb-tidal delta. 

South Tontsmuir Reach and the crestal area of the ebb-tidal delta are 

subject to both tidal-currents and wave action at different stages of 

the tide. This combination favours the accumulation of medium- and, 

to a very limited extent, coarse sand. 

The veery fine sand sub-Population occurs in excess of 10 wt% in 

the sediments of the middle and upper estuary and the West Sands (Fig. 

4.32). Maximum concentrations of 30-50 wtf occur in a narrow E-W 

trending zone on Edenside Flat. The-similarity of the geographic 

distributions of this sub-population and the silt and clay sub-popul- 

ation in the middle estuary may be indicative of similar concentrating 
processes. 

Sediments of the West Sands, however, are devoid of silt and clay, 
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but do contain up to 13 wt% of very-fine sand. Depositional conditions 

are markedly different from those in the middle estuary, and the upper 

few centimetres of sediment are constantly reworked by the passage of 

the breaker zone four times a day. Breaking waves and the associated 

swish and býckwc. rd effects generate upper flow regime conditions 

(Clifton. et ai., 1971) under which fine grained sediments (<0.25mm) 

will be transported in the rheologic state and/or put into suspension 

(r"ocsq 1972). Moss's(1972) flume data suggest that during the rheologic 

stage fine sediment may be driven into the bed by dispersive pressure, 

so preventing its removal from the local system. It is interesting 

to note that the very-fine sand only accumulates in the lee of Out 

Head and Pilmour Links where the sediment is unaffected by ebb-tidal 

currents. 

The very-fine s: 3ndLvery-coarse silt sub-population shows a similer 

distribution to th-t of the silt and clay sub-population with a zone 

of b, ir'h concentration (10-20 wtc., ) trending across the middle 

eztunry (fig. 4.33). 

The snnll-pebble sub-population occurred in only four samples, 

fron the Eden channel between Guardbridge and Coble Shore. The pebbles 

may have been derived from boulder clays which border parts of the 

upper estuary or from the gravel at the base of the local carse 

sequence. 

The fine-send sub-population is ubiquitous and its distribution 

shows antipathetic relationships with the other sub-populations (Fig. 

4.34). In the lower estuary the fine-sand content is generally in 

excess of 60 wt%. There is a general decrease westwards, and values 

also decrease from the estuary margins toward the central areas. 

Conclusions 

1. Eight sediment sub-populations contribute to textural variation 
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in the Eden estuary. These are: 

1. Silt and clay 

2. Granules and very-small pebbles 

3. Very-coarse-9 coarse-9 medium sand 

4. Very-fine sand 

5. Very-fine sand and very-coarse silt 

6. Small pebbles 

7. f''ediu^ pebbles 

B. Fine sand. 

2. Fine sand is the most abundant and widespread of the sub-populat- 

ions and accounts for very little textural variation. It is the basic 

sub-population with which the remaining seven sub-populations are mixed 

in varyinn proportions to produce the observed textures. 

3. ; u5-popul-tions 1,2 and 3 explain 70.29% of the total variation 

in tIc dnti, n7, d the simplest expression of textural variation would 

be in terms of the mixing of gr<avel# medium to coarse sand, and silt 

and clay with fine sand. 

4. By virtue of the fact that sub-populations 2t 6 and 7 are rest- 

ricted to the Eden channel, intertidal flat textural variation is 

controlled mainly by sub-populations 1 and 3 (silt and clay, and medium 

sand) and to a lesser extent by sub-populations 4 and 5 (very-fine sand 

and very-coarse silt). 

5. The concentration of specific sub-populations in certain areas 

of the estuary may be relatable to local environmental conditions 

which include hydrodynamic and biological factors. 
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Fig. 4.23. The distribution of Inclusive Graphic Skewness. 
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Fig. 4.24. The distribution of Graphic Kurtosis. 
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Fig. 4.25a. The variation in Standard Deviation with Mean Grain 
Size. Shaded area encloses 93 sample points. 

b. The variation in Skewness with Mean Grain Size. Shaded 
area encloses 86 sample points. 
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Fig. 4.25c. The variation in Kurtosis with Mean Grain Size. Shaded 
area encloses 95 sample points, 

d. The relationship of Skewness to Kurtosis. Shaded area 
encloses 92 sample points. 
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Fig. 4.26. The distribution of Modal Grain Size. 
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V. FACIES ANALYSIS 

groups of sediments with distinct textural attributes were iýent- 

ified by the application of a cluster analysis (Wishart, 1970) to the 

rnu weight percents; e data ottained by sieve and pipette analysis. 

Esc` group was termed a 'textural facies'. 

Inte7ýrntion of textural dcta with that obtained through the study 

of hydrogr<nphy, bedforms, internal sedimentary and biogenic structures, 

, -nd sediment composition provided a basis for the interpretation of 

the sedimentary processes applicable to each facies. 

Tec'^iaues 

Cluster f, nnlysis 

The clu4torinr method used was that of Ward (, 9E3). This uas one 

of -vnrni st-ndrrd nothods ^výi'able in the Clust n^A computer pro- 

-.. r--- of .. ^"ý ýTt (1970). 7f? pror, rnm caicu rtes n cif i1 rjt '^ triX 

for 11 possible pairs of s-mples using the Euclidean distance coe. ffic- 

ie^t: 
n 

d2= r- ( 
ik j=1 xij 

where n= number of vi 

xij = the numeric 

xk j= 
the numeric 

" Xk j) 
2 

3riables 

value of variable j for sample i 

value of variable j for sample k 

The coefficients are then clustered systematically by ; iJard's hier- 

^rchicnl technique. At each stage in the analysis the loss of inform- 

ation which results from the grouping of individuals into clusters is 

measured by the increase in the total sum of squared deviations of 

every point in the cluster from the mean of the cluster. The two 

individuals or individual and cluster combined at each fusion are the 

ones which result in the minimum increase in the error sum of squares. 

The clustering process ends when the initial number of samples has been 
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Grouped into a single cluster. 

The optimum nt'mber of clusters for a particul2r data set 13 det- 

ermined by reference to the numeric values of the fusion coefficient. 

A reduction in the number of clusters beyond the optimum results in 

a rr-pid increase in the value of the coefficient. 

Input for to -nllysis consisted of the 53 v_ri_b1es measured on 

enc`" sar, p? e. Analyses were performed on both raw weicht percentage 

&t7ý and ctanderdised data; both produced the same results. 

The sc3auence of safplR clustering is expressed in dendogr-^n for- 

in rinure 4.35. The inset shows the rate of change of the fusion 

coefficient with the nunh r of clusters formed, The first major ck-^^e 

of s)o: ne occurs at the 7-cluster level, and this _s =-ccepted ns the 

o2ti-ium number of fýcics distinnuisb^hle by grein-size attributes, 

7"e s. ed3-ientn cognising the seven clusters Will be referred to an 

eY`.:: r'i Facies f-ýýT? 
" 

''f the sever, f, cies four are groups of intertid? i flat sedi-e^t7 

and t'-reo are related to the sediments of the channel of the Rive-2 Eden. 

The restricted areal distribution of each intertidol. flat facies is 

shown in Figure 4.36. 

C-fl Analysis 

c-r Analysis (Passega, 1957,1964) was applied to the Eden estuary 

samples in order to determine the general modes of sediment transport 

associated with the sediments of each facies. 

The C-fl diagram is formed by plotting for each sample in a deposit 

the one-percentile value, Cg in microns and the median value, Mt in 

microns of the grain-size frequency distribution. Passega (1957) 

showed that certain segments of the C-41 diagram correspond with part- 

icular transport and sedimentation mechanisms (fig. 4.37b). The 

shape of the segments remains constant for a particular mechanism, 
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but the position and size of each segment may vary depending on t; e 

1oc? ) hydraulic conditions. 

The usefulness of C-+-1 analysis,, which originally only considered 

the coarse half of a distribution, uas extended by the addition of FM, 

U' and Aft diagrams (Passega and ^yramjee, 1969). F, L and A are the 

nercentai,, es by weight of the fractions of the distribution finer than 

125,31 and 4 microns respectively. These parameters are plotted 

ao inst the median and together with the C-f1 diagram form the 'c, rain- 

size image' of a deposit. 

This 9ec1-: itage Concept of r'oss (1972) 

ýDSC (1972) showed that in the bed-load deposits of shallow uni- 

direction? l currents e textural sequence parallelled that of primary 

structures. t'it', incrensin; Brain-size wand/or transportinn power, 

sedimentary ch? rpcteristics followed a stepwise pattern from five 

ripple bed-stace, coarse ripple bed-stage, dune bed-stage to rh©ologic 

bed-stake. It was postulated that (a) the various bed-stages differed 

from each other in the nature of their depositional processes, and (b) 

that the textural features of a bed-stage could be shown by a sediment 

whether or not the primary structure developed. 

The identification of bed-stages in the Eden sediments, using 

textural (sub-population) analysis and structural data, permitted 

inferences to be made about sediment depositional processes. Such 

inferences are based on the field and experimental data of Moss. 

Textural Facies I 

Distribution 

Textural Fades I occurs to the north of and immediately to the 

south of the Eden channel in the lower estuary and includes the 

sediments of the flood- and ebb-tidal deltas. There are also minor 
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occ'jrrences on the west side of Pilmour Links and on the north and 

sojt`. mcrrins of the piddle estuary (Fig. 4.36). 

C", arrcteristics 

7`7e sverage sediment of Texturel Facies I is a fine sand with a 

well-sorted, neer symmetr ical : end leptokurtic grain-size distribution 

(Tryhle 4.9). 

Table 4.9. Textural fncies I: Folk and ! lard average summary 
statistics. 

"umber of samples : 86 

Average Min. ; ax. 

"enn (phi) 2.29 1.83 2. C5 

S. Dvn (phi) 0.42 0.27 1.18 

Skeunecs 0.00 -0.32 +0,41 

V, urtosin 1.20 0,83 5.16 

'"ode (p"i) 2.33 1.88 2.63 

Ten reprenit. 'give 
1 

cumulative crrin-size frequency curves (Firs. 

4.38a) shou that differences between samples occur only outside 

the 5 to 95 cumulative weight percentage range, The samples iilustr- 

ated in Figure 4.38a are end-member samples, and as such show the 

characteristic features of the facies developed to their fullest extent. 

Over 90 wt% of the sample occurs within the 1 to 3 phi size range, and 

there are only traces of coarse and fine tails. 

Sub-population analysis (Table 4.10, p. 134) indicates that the 

main contributor to textural variation is medium sand which ranges from 

3.5 to 66.7 wt% in individual samples, and averages 23 wt% for the 

rncies as a whole. The sediment which forms the basic stock or frame- 

1. A Q-mode factor analysis of the raw weight data assigned factor loadings to each sample. The ten samples with the 
highest factor loadings in each facies were considered to 
show the characteristic textural features of the facies. 
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uork population is fine sand which averages 73 wt%. The interstitial 

populations, very-fine sand and silt and clay, average only 2.71 and 

1.08 wt"' respectively. 

Table 4.10. Textural Facies I: Sub-population analysis. 

'lumber of samples : 86 

Sub-population Average lin. riax. 
(%) (%) (%) 

1. Sit +C 1.08 0000 11,29 

2, C+ SP 0.09 0.00 5.17 

3. VCS/CS/r: '-, S 23.07 3.45 66.74 

4. VFS 2.71 0150 0.50 

5, VFS/VCSlt 0.17 0.00 3.38 

Fine Sand 73.20 33.00 91,00 

The sediments containing high proportions of medium sand (20-30 

t-ft; "j and occasionally up to 67 wtc) tend to exhibit large-scale 

asy, r-ej, ric hodformsp altoi. i^h there are exceptions, and small-scale 

well endowed with medium sande were encountered. 

Fine sand mixed with between 10 and 30 wt% of medium sand does not 

epp nr to have any bed-stage restrictions (floss, 1972), and the devel- 

opment of a particular bedform is related solely to the prevalent 

hydraulic conditions. Sand-waves and megaripples developed in zones 

of strong tidal current activity, whereas small-scale ripples were 

ubiquitous end formed both in tidal current zones, where they were 

superimposed on the longer bedforms, and in wave-dominated areas, 

wher© they were the bed-response to rapid temporal variations in flow 

direction. 

The asymmetry of bedforms and internal sedimentary structures 

(Chapter 3t III) reflects the importance of unidirectional currents 

in certain areas occupied by Facies I sediments. In the flood-tidal 

delta, bedforns show both flood- and ebb-orientated asymmetries, whilst 
internal structures are predominantly flood-orientated. The ebb-tidal 
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delta carries exclusively ebb-orientated bedforms. 

Internal structures of Facies I sand-flats are generally sub- 

horizontal laminae. Heavy minerals are prominent in some laminae 

(Fi-, 4,39). In Chapter 4,111, it was shown that the proportion 

of heavy minerals in the 2-3 phi size range increases rapidly as the 

Eden, channel, in the lower estuary, is approached from both north and 

south. This, coupled with a commensurate increase in the hydraulically 

equivalent medium sand content, is taken as an indicator of the enhanced 

trzinsnortinp power of flood- and ebb-tidal currents in the vicinity 

of the tidal inlet/outlet relative to other areas of the lower estuary. 

1^terpret'tion 

Textural Fýicies I is markedly influenced by tidal currents, Flood- 

tidal currents which enter the estuary from both the north-east and 

soutb-east carry medium and fine sand onto and over the intertidal 

fIPts. The major port of the medium sand load is deposited in areas 

nd,; -cent to the Eden channel. Ebb-tidal currents, likewise, transport 

sediment of the same size grades onto the ebb-tidal delta, though on 

the stoss-side of the structure medium sand is less abundant than in 

crestal areas. This may result from the intense reworking of sedi- 

ments in the crestal area which concentrates the coarser fractions 

and removes the finer ones. The sediments of South Tentsmuir Eeach 

are similarly reworked by wave activity. 

C--i'1 analysis produced a diagram (Fig. 4.40), which showed a 

considerable scatter of points, but all except one fell within Pass- 

ega's fields IV and V. A single sample from the margin of the Eden 

channel fell in field I. The pattern may be divided into two segments 

which correspond with the lower part of Passega's PQ section and the 

upper part of his OR section. The majority of samples plot in the 

OR section, and there is a general proportionality between the one- 
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percentile value and the median grain diameter. For most values of 

M. -ouever, there is a range of C values. This vertical trend may be 

the result of a decreasing quantity of grains of the maximum suspensive 

size uith -n increasing admixture of rolling grains. 

As n group the sediments appear to be the result of deposition 

fre- -. r-dec' nusnersions and material carried as bed-load. The maxi- 

nu- sucrensive size was 300 microns, and bed-load material ranged 

t. p to 720 microns in dir. meter. 

The boundary of 300 microns for maximum suspensive size agrees 

we? 1 with the dividing value (250jm) betueen sub-population 3 and the 

fifle F-! nd sub-population. Fine sand may therefore be transported 

prec'ominnntly as a graded suspension, whereas the medium-coarse sands 

of sub-population 3 may be transported either by a saltation process 

("ors, 1972) or by rolling on the bed, floss (1972) found thct rolling 

pý, rti. clcs in the ripple and dune bed-stages were reletivP? ', and 

u! c~, they did occur they t", ere "up to a few times the diameter of the 

fr, -ieuork pt. rticles" and readily identifiable with the contact pop- 

ulý'_ion. The majority of medium-sand size particles would be trans- 

ported by saltation under coarse-ripple and dune bed-stage conditions. 

The cumulative grain-size curves (Fig. 4.38a) do not suggest 

that there is a definite contact population in well developed Facies 

I sedimcnts, Sub-population 3 sediments appear to grade into the 

fr, -mework population and may have been deposited from a seltating 

nass contemporaneously with the deposition of fine sand from graded 

suspensions. 

In summary, the sediments of Textural Facies I are transported 

and deposited in a high energy environment dominated by tidal currents. 

wave action is subordinate, but important in certain areas. The sedi- 

ments are, typically, fine sands with varying proportions of medium 

sand. The highest medium sand concentrations appear to occur in areas 
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influenced by both tidal current and wave activity. The observed 

mixture of medium and fine sand has no bed-stage restrictions, and 

both small and lerge-scale bedforms develop depending upon local hydr- 

aulic controls. The predominant modes of sediment transport appear 

to be nraded suspensions for the fine-sand grade, and saltation (with 

ver;; minor ro]linc) for the medium-sand grade. 

Te"tur=il Facies II 

Distribution 

Textural F, ýcies II occurs on the Jest Sands to the east of Pil- 

mour Links, around Out Head, ^nd in a zone which spans the Eden 

c"ý-. ne). to the south-ue--t of Out Mead (Fir. 4.36). A single semple 

fro-, the north shore of the estuary uns also attributed to this facies. 

Ch-r-cteristics 

The nvernne sediment of this fncies is a fine sand with n very 

will. sorted rear symmetrical and leptokurtic size distribution (Ti'--1e 

4. ''). 

Tsb1e 4.11. Texturol F2cies II : Folk and Ward average summary 
statistics. 

umber of samples : 21 

Average Pain. Max. 

Mean (phi) 2.72 2.62 2.92 

S. Dvn (phi) 0.33 0.24 0.81 
Skewness 0.00 -0.19 +0.49 
Kurtosis 1.50 1.09 3.58 
Mode (phi) 2.71 2.63 2.88 

Representative cumulative curves for sediments of this facies 

(Fig. 4.38b) shoo considerable variation in their constituent grain- 

sizes outwith the 2.5 to 3,0 phi size range, 
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ßu5-population analysis {Table 4. i? } indicates that the frame- 

work population is fine send (up to 83 wtä) and that very fine sand 

(yin to 12 wt%) is the interstitial population. The majority of samples 

,. re devoid of silt and clay and the values of up to 9 wt% occur o^iy 

in the sediments of the westermost zone. The medium sand fraction is 

only present in _nounts of up to 6,9 wtö and forms the contact popul- 

n V10n" 

ioýle 4.12. Textural Fncies II : Suh-population annJ. ysis. 

*: ur1l: er of s^r+pics : 21 

Sub-population Avera: e Alin. flax. 
(9) (%) (%) 

1. SJt +c 1.50 0.00 9.10 

2. r, +SP 0.00 - 

3. VCS/CS/ms 2.99 0.30 S. IIp 

4. vifS 12.27 4.60 25.00 

S VFS/VCSit 0.37 0.00 5.00 
. 

Fine S, -. rd 93.17 65.00 91.00 

ho prodominant 'biedform was the small-scale ripple of straight 

to sinuous t,; p©. Ripple trains were both in- and out-of-phase and two 

(cird rare y three) ripple trains were frequently superimposed one an 

the other. Internal structures uere, generally, gently seaward dippir, - 

1nminEQ. 

Interpretation 

The C-M diagram (Fig. 4.41) shows that the samples form a 

group characterised by a vary restricted range of median train-sizes 

from 140 to 153 microns. The size of*the coarsest particles, howeverg 

varies over the complete range of medium sand size grades from 250 to 

500 microns. The vertical trend, which parallels Passega's PQ section 

and transects his QR sections, is indicative of a predominantly sus- 

pensive form of transport. 
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T-e five samples with identical median and one-percentile values 

,. re fron the sand-dunes at Out Head and are of sub-aerial origin. 

Their positio^ on the diagram indicates that the maximum suspensive 

size for wind-blown sand is 297 microns. 

Textur-: ]ly -nd structurally facies II sediments cre analanous to 

t! -c_ of "oss's fine ripple bed stage. The ripples nre pro- 

H-ced by Lj^ve activity and in the section on wave-refraction (page 35) 

sh, oton th2t interferir, n, io-ve-fronts produced up to three pene- 

corte-'ror'neous ripple trains on the Üest sands. The ripples 7cnerated 

tin nr týese conditions, to se-wnrd of the breaking-cave zone, are not 

dnýtro! -nd t- !; '-. e retre; ýti_n- wlter-front during the ebb-tide, but the 

crq^tn of t`he todforns are generally planed off. 3edinent trnnsport- 

; 'riot in the fine ripple bed stage would be a cor`bination of saltation 

. -id r: ýrn-irion, 

tthouýh the fine ripple bed stage is the one which is tempor^rily 

prsýcrýinc`ý it prohn:: ly does not reflect the conditions under Which the 

m: -�or p-rt of sediment trvnsport occurs. U th the rising tide, the 

zone of 'breaking' w? ves ndvnnces over the liest Sands, and beneath 

ltrenkinr ucves and in the : wash and backwash associated with them, 

sediment transport is undoubtedly in the rheologic realm. Sediments 

in the swash zone of the upper foreshore are generally plane-bedded 

and Pro attributable to the rheologic bed stage. 

The C-1 pattern, Figure 4.41, may therefore represent sediments 

tr-isported by rhoologic flows as well as by saltation and suspension 

mechanises. 

The important feature of both the fine ripple bed stage and the 

rhoologic bed stage is the ability to incorporate substantial amounts 

of interstitial material in the voids in the framework population. 

On the West Sands this interstitial material accounts for up to 13 wt% 

of the sediment. Moss (1972) suggested that because grains do not 
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pro°ect above the viscous sublayer in the fine-ripple bed stage, nicro- 

turzulence is not generated over the bed or in the open interstices, 

and fine material from both suspension and bed-load can pass copiously 

into the bed as an interstitie population. During the rheolocic bed 

nt. n-e, dispersive pressure drives fine material into the intersticRs, 

despite nicrotur': ulence, Which e ain results in a significant eroport- 

ion of interstitin]. grains. 

In sunnaryy, Textural Facies II sediments are transported and 

deposited in a high energy environment dominated by wave action. This 

wave action includes the oscillatory motion generated by shoalinc waves 

and the high intensity, turbulent motions created by breaking waves. 

The sediments are, typically, very well sorted fine sands containing 

ver",., ninor amounts of medium sand but significant amounts of very 

fi^r s, -nd, fodilent transport modes are low intensity saltation and 

üusoension (fine ripple bed stage), and high intensity, rheo3. ocic-flow 

(r`. eologic bed stc: ge). ^oth transport modes permit the retention of 

fine ; rained material in the interstices of the framework population. 

Textural Facies III 

Distribution 

T©xturai F. cies III (Fis. 4.36 is present over much of the 

middle and upper estuary, with special emphasis on Edenside Flat and 

the southern marginel areas of Kincaple Flat. It also occurs in an 

equant zone between Sanctuary Spit and the Eden channel. 

Ch arateri'stics 

The average sediment of this facies is a very fine sand with a 

poorly sorted, strongly fine skewed and very leptokurtic size dis- 

tribution (Table 4.13, page 141). 
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cb e 4.13. iexturcl Facies III : Folk and t1ard average summary 
s lta 

tistics. 

umber of s=rnples : 24 

Average fein. Max. 

roan (phil 3.64 2.79 5.52 

S. Dvn (phi) 1.97 0.65 3.53 

3keumess +0,65 +0.42 x-0.83 

; 'urtosis 2. 'O 1.03 f". . 70 

lode (phi) 2.75 2.38 3.13 

; he cumulctive frequency curves of 10 samples selected randomly1 

fron the 24 in the facies show marked deviations from phi-normalit,! 

The fraction co, rser than 3 phi is well-sorted w ere- 

nc thrit finer th^r. 3 phi is appnre-itly very poorly sorted. 

Su'--popu1r tion, , nalysis (T2h1e 4.14) shows that on average r acies 

jy' sndinnntc Co^' i 3n1, ß of fine sý--rd (giver age 45 wt%) uitý, sU'E- 

ordi-te sut-equ'l nrounts of silt and clay, and very fine sand. 

adi.: -' sand nverr-^eS 5.35 ýit%. 

Table 4.14. Textural Facies III : Sub-population c-n-lysis. 

': umher of sa'ples : 24 

Sub-population Average pin. flax. 
(%) (%) (%) 

1. sit +C 26.79 11.78 51.35 

2. G+ SP 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3. VCS/CS/P"1S 5.35 0.24 18.73 

4. VFS 21.37 6.87 50.40 

5. VFS/VCS1t 13.89 0.00 42.92 

Fine Sand 44.96 16.00 73.75 

Inspection of the maximum values recorded for each sub-population 

(Table 4.14) shows that all groups except medium sand and very fine 

1. Random selection was necessary because the sediments of Facies 
III were not identified as a separate group by the Q-mode 
factor analysis. 
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sand/very coarse silt are present in sufficient quantities to form 

primary modes in some samples within the facies. Silt and clay, and 

very fine sand can no longer be regarded as purely interstitial mater- 

ial, as in combination they may be more abundant than fine sand. 

X-ray r^diography revealed very few primary sedimentary structures 

i. 1 sediments of this facies (Chapter 39111). Small-scale cross laminae 

were present occasionally in the more easterly areas and planer laminae 

in t: -. e more westerly areas, but hioturb--: +tion by a prolific in-fauna 

; -ý-d -almost completely destroyed the bedding featurns. 

The sediment surface exhibited ripple-type tedforms only i, the 

mcr-ins) nrc's of the estuary where the fine sand content was hink 

and silt -, nd dry content low. In the renninina areas the bed aas of 

co', esive sedi^ient which normally carried only biogenic structures. 

A1-1_ nrts and isolated 7. lgnl filaments were also locally preo-ent. 

IntPrpret'tion 

I)ecause of the considerable amounts of very fine sand and silt 

rind c'_ny in Fecies III sediments, they were not cmenabla to description 

by a C-f' diagram alone, and recourse was made to FM, UI and AM diagraus 

to aid the interpretation (Fig. 4.42, upper diacram). 

On the C-Il diagram (Fig. 4.42, lower diagram) the samples 

plot in a broad zone parallel to the QR section of Passega. As such, 

the coarse half of each sample might be interpreted as a graded sus- 

pension deposit. The maximum suspensive size in this facies is shown 

to be 200 microns. 

The F1t LII and AM diagram (Fig. 4.42, upper diagram) shows the 

changing proportions of very fine sand and coarse silt, silt, and clay 
in Focies III sediments as the median grain-size decreases. The diagram 

shows that as the median value decreases there is a marked increase 

in the very fine sand and very coarse silt content, and smaller sub- 
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ecu-' increments in the silt (<31 microns) and clay content. The range 

of cedirn crnin-sizes in this fecies is not sufficiently wide to allow 

definitive FMS LMG Art diagram to be drawn, but comparison with the 

trends shown in Passena's schematic di^rrnm for graded and uniform 

uussension deposits (Fig. 4.37a) over the same size range (200-CO 

nic_oýG) indicates t`hnt these sediments may be the deposits of cr, ýded 

^U'=; - e' 3om 
. 

If this is soy F<-, cies III sediments nay to viewed as the ? =nduard 

ec, J! vj^?. onts of F^cies I sediment^1 that iss the two fncies ^c, to co- 

nr, ý`_ic. auch inn interpretation is in nkr©enent with the o3serv2d 

vrrt. Uon in nodn1 drein diameter. 

"`ether the me-: sured silt 72nd clay particle sizes ever existed 

entities in nature c-innot be determined fron the analysis 

of -- tottom sediment. Kronck (1975) showed that the ttail' of fine 

netericl present in most mixed sand-mud sediments nay be due to grains 

which were deposited as floccules, whereas the modal peak consisted 

of 1-dividunl grains. She also showed that the change of slope which 

occ,. rs when cumulative size distributions of sand-mud mixtures are 

plotted on probablility paper cnn be explained without invokinn trans- 

port ty severni agents] and concurred with ßelderson's (1964) idea 

that the discontinuity was due to the disaggregation during analysis 

of previously flocculated material. 

The very smell thickness of post-Carse Cloy sediments present in 

the marginal Cress of the middle estuary suggests that present-day 

sand deposition is virtually non-existent, and the deposition of fine 

grained sediments is very siou. Indeed, in the marginal areas of the 

middle estuary an equilibrium seems to exist between deposition and 

erosion. The Facies III sediments may be the product of the addition 

of silt and clay size m2terial to the sands deposited in this area 

during the Flandrian transgression. The fine material is rapidly and 
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co -, tinuously mixed with the sand by the in-fauna. 

In summary, Fecies III sediments occur in the low-enerý, ý nar; inal 

arenns of the middle estuary. Deposition of very fine sand, silt and 

clay from uaning tidal currents may be important. The fine sand 

which in nearly all cases forms the modal grain-size may be a palimp- 

sect sediment, hnvinn been emplaced durinc the Flr-rdrinn trara_resnion. 

The finer grained components of the sediment have been mixed into the 

s= 7d by the in-fauna, 

Teytur: i1 Frcies IV 

Oi strihution 

Textura). Fpcies IV occupies the central part of the middle estuary 

(Fi-. 4.3'). it is distributed in the form of an eloncate zo;, e which 

;, orders the Eden ch, nnel between Gunrd5ridc; e and Point Prd then 

crosses the channel and occupies the northern part of Kincaple Fiat. 

Chp r<. cteristics 

The sediments of this facies are the finest in the estuary and 

are medium silts with very poorly sorted, strongly fine skewed and 

pl. t; kurtic grain-size distributions (Table 4.15), The modal grain- 

size is highly variable and is typically much finer than that of the 

surrounding area. 

Table 4.15. Textural Facies IV : Folk and Ward average summary 
statistics. 

rumter of samples : 16 

Average Min. Max. 

Mean (phi) 6.30 4.94 7.99 
S. Ovn (phi) 3.07 2.44 3.59 
Skewness +0.42 +0.25 +0.60 
Kurtosis 0.88 0.58 1.24 
Node (phi) 7.84 2.63 11.50 
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Representative cumulative curves (Fig. 4.33d ) show that fine 

sand is no longer the well sorted framework population and that there 

is considerable spread of median grain-sizes. 

Sub-population analysis (Table 4.16) showed that Facies IV is 

do'inated by the silt ? nd clay sub-population. Fine sand and very 

fire s= nd are su`-ordinate and overage 11.4 and 15.5 wt%ý respectively. 

Tn5le 4.16. Textur? 1 Facies IV : Sub-population Pnrlysis. 

Number of samples : 1E 

Sub-population Avnrage Pin. ýlmx. 

(%) (%) i%; 
1. S3. t +C 71.71 49.12 91.92 

2. G+ SP 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3. VCS/CS/[''S 1.27 0.00 4.16 
4, VFS 15.51 4.39 25.12 
5. VFS/VCSi. t 20.13 11.20 3'. 36 

Fine Sand 11.44 0.69 30.14 

Inter-rot, rtion 

These very fine nrained sediments occur in soerin_, ly anomn_o'js 

positions on the intertidol flats. Between Cuard: hridce and Coble F: ouse 

Point they occur on the slope between Edenside Flat and the channel 

proper. The fine material presumably settles out of suspensio^ duiring 

the still-stand period around the time of high-water and becomes suff- 

iciently well bonded to the bed, so that it is not eroded during the 

ebb-tide. The area is subject to the interference of man and effluent 

from äuardbridge paper mill is discharged into the estuary at this 

location. The effluent includes unspecified chemicals, hot water and 

the clay-mineral Kaolinite, all of which contribute to the production 

of an artificial depositional environment for fine-grained sediment. 

To the east of Cable House Point the fine sediments are concernt- 

rated in areas of extensive mussel bank and seaweed developments, As 

shown in Chapter 39111, mussel banks are active depositional sites 
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for sediment, which upon size enalysis 2ppe2rs to to very fine ; rained. 

Ac, u-1 deposition probably took place wit's the irdividu, ý! l particles 

E; ýreccted into f aecu1 pellets. 

Fine grained sediments may also be retei7-ied on the bed by the 

effect of file entous preen a1ý^e, fl teria1 wýic, sP*tles 

'. et er, the fi1. -, ̂ ents in ýn a1ý^1 nPt is unlike]. " to be removed 

current or unve r, ctiori. 

In sunn,: ry, Fccle, ýi IV sediments -, re the finest in the 

i 
; i-, t' occur in are^s ndj +cent to the Eden c~nnnel. :, edinentF. tj. o. i 

influenced by factors other then hydrod n nic o-les and the 

role of the mussel, r. wtilus edulis, in extracting p, rticu]., -te matter 

fro- suspension n -, d depositinc it in the form of fnecal pellets is 

L-e'. invod to he of najor importance. 

Tex}oral Fades V-VII : The Eden Channel Facies 

Facies V, VI and VII are groups of sonoles which are restricted 

to `_he channel of the River Eden. They differ from the sediments of 

the previous facies in that they contain significant quantities of 

Granules and small pebbles (sub-population 2) and material coarser 

than -3.0 phi (sub-population E). Twelve channel samples were included 

in the original cluster analysis and six additional samples have teen 

assicned to various fades on consideration of their content of the 

basic sediment populations and their Folk and Jard summ., ry statistics. 

Three of the oricinal 12 channel samples were allocated to Facies I- 

an, intertidal flat fecies. 

There is no uniform distribution of facies types within the 

chännel, end samples of Facies V' for example, occur to both landwcrd 

and seaward of the Facies UI sediments (Fig. 4.43). 
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Facies V sediments are medium sands With modcratsly sorted, coarse 

skeued and very leptokurtic train-size distributions (Table 4,179 c, -, d 

Fi-. 4.44a). 

T, nb? e 4.17. Textural Facies V: Folk and ! Jard evercge summnry 
statisitics. 

"umber of oarple^ :5 

Avers: ne min. f. --: x. 

fan (p`-Ii) 1.37 0.07 1.63 

S. Dun (phi) 1.05 0,80 1.57 

Skewness -0.2E -0.43 +0.03 
Kurtosis 1. F0 1.27 1.95 

"ode (phi) 1.03 1.3P, 2.13 

The VCS//CS, /', 'S sub-population wns predominant (T. b1e 4.16) and, 

cor. trcry to the situation on thi 

end conrse send were present in 

7nß! " 3.1 wt% respectively, The 

popu? htion was n cncracteristic 

aver2red 4.44 ut%. 

intertidal flats, very coarse sand 

sicnific-nt anounts: nn aver: -f; e r. '_' 

granule ind very sn'1l pebble sub- 

feature of Fz: cies V sediments and 

Table 4.13. Textural Facies V: Sub-population analysis. 

'umber of samples :5 

Sub-population Average Min. Max. 
(%) (%) (%) 

1. sit +C 3.07 1.14 7.28 

2. G+ VSP 4.44 2.66 6.61 
3. VCS/CS/ri5 73.47 57.10 89,06 

4. VFS 1.59 0.07 4.31 

Fine Sand 17.43 3.12 28,64 

Fac ies VI was rcpresentod by only two samples which came from 

the bed of the N-S trending stretch of the Eden channel at Guardbridye. 

Av3rage summary statistiOs for the two samples were M 
z: 

0.67 phi, O 3.13 

phi, SkI: -0.23, and K0: 0.91. The cumulative curves (Fig. 4.44b) 

show a moderately sorted framework population and well developed 
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interstitial Fnd contact populations. Sub-population analysis showed 

the samples to consist of pebbles coarser than -3.0 phi (0mm), up to 

40 tit% of very coarse-to mediun sand, and sub-equal amounts of small 

pebbles, very small pebbles and Irnnwlesv fine sand and silt plus clay 

(Table 4.19). 

Table 4.19. Textural Facies VI : Sub-population nn-l; sis. 

, lumber of samples :2 

Suh-oopui tion Average lin. f? ax. 

ý. sit +C 15.1f 8.18 23.15 

2. G+ VSP 13.65 11.35 15.95 

3. VCs/CS/, IIS 35.81 33.28 40.35 

4. VFS 2.45 1.75 3.15 

C. SP 17.31 9.34 24.68 

7. Coarser than 

-3.75 phi 5.32 0.00 10.65 
Fine Sand 15.27 14.61 15.93 

Facies VII uas also represented by two samples, both of which 

were very coarse sands with very poorly sorted coarse skewed and plati- 

kurtic nrain-size distributions (Fig. 4.44b ). Average summary stat- 

istics were II : -0.21 phi, 0I: 2.13 phi, SkI: -0.16, and KG : 0.7B. 
z 

The very coarse-to medium sand sub-population is the major constituent 

of the facies averaging 50.5 wt% (Table 4.20). The granule and very 

small pebble sub-populations attains its maximum development in this 

fecies accounting for between 26 and 29 wt% of each distribution. 

Tnib1e 4.2O. Texturml Facies VII : Sub-population analysis. 

"unber of samples ;2 

Sub-population Average Fin. flax. 

1. Slt +C 4.62 3.74 4.77 

2. G+ VSP 27.77 26.32 29.23 

3. VCS/CS/MS 50.50 46.49 54.61 

4. VFS 1.00 0.65 1.35 

Fine Sand 7.71 4.08 11.34 
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All the ch, nnel smmplec of Fncies V-VII plot in field T of Pnnooga's 

1-f. riinrirnm (Fin. 4.40). ` Thr distribution trrnd^ rourghly pru,; il. 1n1. 

to -hn C-11 l inn nrid , ufl icstr3 timt thr, prrnriomi, n: int trnnnport rnnclinni, qmm; 

, r, ; ,1 t-itiotr -rid r)rrirlnrJ susýýr, n ion r,. I lip. rumul. nti. ve curvor nh n I, y 

r. ,.,, r t rediriontc : ur)c)rir; t th, t mr t r; ri i1 co, r!; nr tl ; in 1. f1 phi 

for~r- ý- contact popul: ztion u, ýich would tie trrinsported by rolling over 

ti-, c fr. inework population of medium sand. 

Co-11of thn Intnrtidnl Flat Fncics 

Comparison of the sediment; of the four intortidnl_ flat f. icinss 

rý,;;; 1; r, nndo by roferenco to the rinvrfl. ope ; of the curLI ] ntivn ct: rvn 

of `he end-no; iber smpier, ,, nd on the bnois of the proportion! of the 

(Figs. 4.45 
end 4.46). 

Cnd-^ýrm. ýer s, rýp7. es of Textur i1 Facie: I nd II ^how slight over- 

?, in of distrihutionc in the modium nd very fine sand nr., dc: -:, but 

ßi3 thin tho fine snnd rnnge tho distinction hoti, inon thn two is very 

clor, r ind may too nxprosrod by tho median grnin-5izo vnluOs. Fncio 

I is characterisod by a median grain-size of 2.2 phi and facies II by 

a median of 2.6 to 2. t phi. 

I, lith rnopoct to sndimont sorting Fncin I iss on nvnrago, rnoro 

poorly Tortod than Focie3 III Skowness vnluos for onch Focias oro the 

r,. imn: (a. 0), but connidr, rinq tho whole rnnge of nknwnoni vnluon shown 

by throcin ood1rnonts, Focion I uninplon rnny ", how a much hir; hnr dngrno of 

nogativ© skewness than Facios II samples. Differentiation between the 

two fncies may also be made on Kurtosis values; Facies I sediments are 

mesokurtic to loptokurtic, whereas Fscios II samples are very lopto- 

kurtic. 

Tien :n tnxturr, l 3ttri. butoa of 3ndimontn Formed in tidal. curront 

dominated areas (Facies I) and wave dominated areas (Facios II) are 

in accord with those found by Allen (1971) in the Gironde estuary: 

Footnote 11 thin statement is based on the sediment statistics in Fig 4.38. 
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the sediments of tidal current areas are characteristically coarser 

cr_ined, less well sorted and have a greater tendency to negative skeu, - 

ne=s then do those of wave dominated areas. 

F, -, cies II and III cumulative curves overlap considerably in the 

ned";; i änd fine sand 5rades, but differ n^~'ceý! ly in the content of 

sedi-ent finer than 3 phi. In terms of modal grein dianeter the two 

frý--'ejork populations are identical (2.73 and 2.75 phi). The incorp- 

or-tior, of concidernble amounts of silt and clay into the fine sands 

of 7^cies III distinguishes them from Facies II. 

F: cies IV is composed of a distinct croup of sedime-its, the 

fre^uenc; « distrß. hutions of which overlap with those of the other fncies 

on'_;, in the 1 to 2 phi size ringe. 

The distinction between the intertidal flit facies is readily 

with reference to the sub-populations (Fig. 4.46). 

F^cipý I and TI are distinguishable by the size ^rnde of sediment 

chic` is mixed with the fine sand frameuork popu? etion: medium sand 

is concentrated in Fccies I and very fine sand in Facies II. 

Facies III is characterised by the sub-equal development of three 

sub-? opulations: fine sand, very fine sand, and silt and clay. 

Facics IV is distinguished by virtue of the dominance of silt and 

clay over the two subordinate size grades, fine sand and very fine 

sand. 

Comparison of Channel and Intertidal Flat Facies 

The main feature which distinguishes the channel facies from 

those of the intertidal flats is their content of material coarser 

than 0.0 phi. Sediment of the fine sand grade, so characteristic of 

the intertidal flat sediments, is deficient in the channel samples: 

a maximum of 28.64% (Facies V) was recorded. Envelopes of the cumul- 

ative frequency curves of both groups are shown in Figure 4.44d. 
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Arc--laus , r^vels o- t! -. e Intertidal Flats 

In certain are. s of the intertidal flats pebble and cobble sized 

r' terinl is present. The occurrences are of two types: 

(i) t'-e inclusion of large (2 to 18cm m nix. diameter) tri-axial 

e? _li. -colds of clay wit! -, a surface cootinz of lithic fragments (armoured- 

iuc-: a1ls) in the ^renaceous sediments at put !: end, and 

(ii) nrenlly restricted gravel deposits lying upon a surface of 

ýr y clap. 

frroured mud t lls are descrihpd in Ch pter 4pl II. 

The ore, -1l).,,, restricted gravel deposits are found in patches around 

tie -t-ores of the n idd)e estuary, especially to the east of Co le whore. 

The rrcvels rest upon a surface of grey clay which may be either ex- 

posed or covered by a thin layer of silty-sand deposited between the 

pebbles. The grovels are not related to the present hydrodynamic 

re-i-et but are the product of the reworking of a sandy-'rnvel which 

for-is n oert of the post-51aciz1 strntigraphy in this area (see prge 5). 

Over euch of the area of the middle estuary the gravel occurs at a 

depth of 20 to 25cm below the present sediment surface and is overlain 

y fine ornds, silts and muds. In the marginal areas of the middle 

ostu'ry, however, the sediment cover is thinner and locally the gravel 

has `--een exposed, The interstitinl sediment has been removed, but the 

frr, rework elements of the gravel have remained in place and now con- 

; titutR a sediment in e totally anomalous position on the intertidal 

f1-tý,, 
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ConclucAons on Textural Facies and their Dopositionrdl Environments. 

The majority of Eden estuary sediments are fine sands with which 

are mixed varying proportions of subordinate grain-size populations, 

thn character of which depends upon the local hydrodynamic and biologic 

environment. Analysis of associations between the various sub-populations 

defined seven textural facies, four within the sediments of the inter- 

tidal flats and three in the channel sediments. The relationships of 

these facies to their environments of deposition may be briefly 

-ummarised as follows: 

Textural Faci©s I (for details see pages 132-137) 

The nedimonts of this facies are fine sands with an admixture of 

medium and. They are transported and deposited in a high energy 

environment dominated by tidal currents. Wave action is subordinate 

but important in such areas as the crest of the ebb-tidal delta. 

The observed mixture of fine and medium sand appears to have no bed- 

stage restrictions and both small- and large-scale asymmetrical 

bodforms develop depending upon very local hydrodynamic condition,. 

The predominant modes of sediment transport appear to be graded 

suspensions for the fine sand grade and saltation with minor rolling 

for the medium sand grade. 

Textural Focios II (fox details one pages 137-140) 1 

Thooo sodimonto arc vary well sorted find sands containing very 

minor amounts of medium sand but significant amounts of very fins 

sand. Transport and deposition takes place in a high energy environ- 

ment dominated by wave action which includes the oscillatory motion of 

shoaling waves and the high intensity, turbulent motions created by 

breaking waves. Sediment transport modes are low intensity saltation 

and cusponsion (fine ripple bed-stage) and high intensity rhoologic 

flow (rhoologic bed-stago). Both transport modes permit the rot©ntian 
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of lino qrainod matorial in the intorsticns of tho frnmowork populat- 

ion. ` 

Textural Fades III (for details see pages 140-144). 

These sediments occur in the low energy, marginal areas of the 

middle estuary and are fine sands with admixtures of very fine sand 

and silt and clay. Deposition of very fine sand and silt and clay 

from waning flood-tidal currents is be lieved to be of importance, as 

ie, the trapp ing of suspondod sediment by mats of fi. lamontotrn nidno. 

An abundant mobilo in-fauna has the effect of producing a texturally 

homogeneous sediment. The palimpsest gravels (page 151) geograph- 

ically fall within this facies. 

Textural Faci©s IV (for details see pages 144-146). 

Sediments of this facies are the finest in the estuary and occur 

in areas marginal to the Edon channel. Deposition appears to be 

strongly influenced by factors other than hydrodynamic ones and the 

role of the mussel, Mytilus edulis, in extracting particulate matter 

from susponsion and depositing it in the form of faocal pallets is 

conoidorod to be of major importance. Artificial onvironmontal 

conditions are generated by the discharge of effluent from Guardbridgo 

papormill. 

Textural Focios V-VII (for details soo pages 146-149). 

Those sediments occur on the bed of the Eden channel and are 

distinguishable from the intertidal flat sediments by their high 

content of material coarser than the medium sand grade and by the rel- 

ativ© scarcity of fine sand. The predominant transport mechanisms 

are saltation and graded suspensions. Material coarser than 1. Ophi 

appears to form a contact population which would be transported by 

rolling over the framework population of medium sand. 

In conclusion it may be stated that within the Eden estuary all 

oizo-gradoo of sediment from pobbloo to clay are available for radio- 
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tribution and that the actual textures observed are the products of 

selective sediment redistribution by well-defined, geographically 

restricted hydrodynamic processes which, in certain areas of the 

estuary, combine with important biological and physico-chemical 

controls of sedimentation. 



Fig. 4.35. The sequence of sample clustering in dendrogram form. 
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Fig. 4.39. The laminated nature of Facies I sediments. Note 
the heavy mineral concentrations in the lower part of the trench. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Flow Patterns - Laarannian Data 

The surveys were confined to the six hour period around high- 

water, f°easurenents could not be taken during the early flood- or 

late ehh-staves because of inadequate water-depth over the flats. 

;,. =ast Kincaple Flat 

Flow paths were observed over the eastern part of' the Kincao'e 

intertidal flat on -th. Aur-ust 1974. Predicted time of high-eater 

ýt ; t. i'ndrej: s was 17,34 BST. Three drogues teere released between 

1.5 and 2 hours before hinh-wcter. "umm Aries of the path-time 

histories are given in Table Al, The distance and velocity v-ý? ues 

are the minimum pnssible as the straioht line distance between. suuccess- 

ive points on the curve were measured. 

Trble Al Path-time histories - Eth. August 1974. 

-Iro (; u B Time Flow Distance 
BST Direction f'letrPs 

A 15.30 
16.10 
16.55 
17.40 
1-m. I15 
1 3.30 

254 
151 
057 
035 
018 

518 
573 
140 
177 
238 

1645 

B 15.40 
16.00 
Re-released 
17.30 
17.58 
18.23 
18.47 
19.13 

220 

053 
042 
0 20 
040 

29G 

155 
262 
299 
302 

1314 

C 15,52 
15.22 
17.12 
17.50 
19.14 
18.44 
19.06 

. 

222 
236 
078 
057 
051 
050 

220 
085 
207 
244 
381 
457 

1594 

: =ver' e 
\Jelocit- 

C--l seC 

22 

21 

1a 
^ 17 

,r 
iJ 

25 

9 
17 
21 
19 

1g 

12 
3 
9 

17 
21 
35 



. rye A2 t`-tine histories - 18th. ýul; ý "97 4 

ronue Ti-le Flow Oistaflce 

BST Direction 1etres 

C 1 1.29 
13.50 
14.45 

C 15 1n5 

15. dß 
°f. ýg 

144 
118 
11E 
o90 
0cß 

143 
259 
^F2 
3.7, 
72 

1F1 . 11 

r U, 

H 

. veraýP 
Jeiocitý, ý 
cri sec 

11 
8 

14 
13 
3C 

1E 

5 
20 
:0 

4 
24 
14 

14 

"IoL' rAý)c uere 1e-: sured over the western p,; rt of Kinc'p? e on 

1974. Predicted tine of hink. -l ? te =. t `its : dre' s us 

tST. Three dro^ues were releý-sed npproxinntely two hours before 

j ter. p-tl--`-.. story su vinrv is rive;, in Tctle A3. page iv. 

The three dro ues followed sir^ilnr p ths; each ups en eloncate 

looms o^en to "ne north. Flow on the flood-tide followed n clockwise 

p- The ]. ýternl displ, -cenent of w'ter decrensed to the , jest -S 

t"n decreasing width of the loops, ["rogues D and E showed 

si-. il. ir patterns of flow during the ebb with the flow direction 

'-eco-. inr; rore ezsterl. v os the chr. nnel wz's spproschcd. 

14.17 
14.42 
15ý1ý 
ýc, ýýr 

"3 39 
4.03 
4,35 

"5.30 

. 12 
090 

34 

1(13 

7r 
4 
4! r 

9=0 

55 
454 
45^. 

911 



A3 t~. -time is: orie. -7". , ucus ^a%4. 

. ro-. un ! 'you gis nce 
EST `; irectio^ "etres 

0 
^ r? 
^?. fl5 
17.4E 

^ýnr 

Jfýl 

19,27) 

19,3? 
19.50 

232 
2f" 
236 

122 

n7 
Vr. r 

C70 

157 
244 

a2 
152 
259 

152 
/ i. l 

595 

"'. 43 
17.15 
17.52 
15.10 
18.42 
19.01 
19.13 
19,37 
11 9.50 

210 
2t9 
3 '. 2 
027 
C) 
0E9 
0 
051 
070 

171 
183 

91 
122 
152 

95 
79 

20' 
220 

1374 

F. I . 20 
x', 53 
17,211 
-7,59 

7,32 
1f3,5 11 
19. Cr, 

19,30 
19,42 
; 9,55 

2F2 

23 

cs3 
'' 3 

UL 

02 
o5'; 
084 

171 
17 1 

^. 34 
r, 7 

171 
122 
391 

1359 

C areas to the ". orth of the Eden Channel 

Var -, ^ 

CM ec 

11 
10 

3 

13 
B 

13 
15 
35 

12 

9 
10 

4 

8 

14 
3r 

10 

9 
1n 

12 
7 

12 
17 
5^ 

11 

Flood-tide flow we o"served i^, the are' to the north of the 

7de-ý c`^r. nnel on 9t'^,. Duly 1974. Tine of predicted hier-ý ater i, t :; t, 

�ndrevs was 18.36 BST. The drogue was released over the area of the 

flood-tidc. l deity. 7hc path-time history is Given in Table AAS page v. 



'p A4. 3u1; 1g74. 

Time i ß_0w As, t -I cc ver r` 

BST ; irection, etres e ecit 
cT SSC 

' 1ý"4: ý 233 
1c. S4 21 2Z 

"x. 33 Re-re- eased 
y' ý' 23 24" 23 

7. f'S 23: 73 J 3r 
30l 29' 3 

311 
5O 29 2'2 

14 "M ?_; 

flow to the WSW ct n^ evernne velocity of IC; c-- sec 

irr: ctio-+ t. -hen c ý,, nn. ed to SSW, and the dronue 'eccne Grounded on 

. iýin7-! ed in the western part of t^e southern flood-channel with- 

±r f)ood-tidc1 delta s-stem, The drogue w-s re-reiensed over the 

;; o^'_` rn pnrt of the flood-tidal delta and the flog., direction uns -^ain 

". c "_ P soot"-tust u^ti} the dro-ue czýne under the influence of U--ter 

ý"n,. .., u*) t''e c'-'nnel, This mused an nhrupt cba e in flow direction 

_., r.. or, to 17,18 CST the drocue followed n north-wester''. ' pat 

n 'gei to the Hort` hank of the channel. At the point uhere t-e 

c-. "--e' turn-, to the west the drogue continued on ? north-wester? y 

ro_, rýe . nd w°s drifted over the fiat Between Coble ý'ouse Point _^d 

2. chh-floe directions were observed over t`ýe area, to the north 

c, f t-e Eden ch nre1 on 27th. r, uc_ust 1974 (T, ýtle A5). ; Predicted tine 

of ; 7t ; t. Ardrews is 11.3.2 BST. 



-- _' e AS., 

ro c 'irre F oý ce ", _ .. 
BST Direction e trey 

`2,79 
11.03 
11.39 
12.15 
13. ? C1 

ýý 23 
; )? C: 
. 0` 

5I 

J 

12.54 

10 . 4P3 
1'x. 20 
12,02 
12,44 

`np 

074 
0 4' 

1,77 
0 4- 

55. 

244 

4' 

J^2 

527 

3 _3 

r er- e 
t eI ocit, ý 

12 

9 

12 
4-- 

ýZ 

p^ýP ' w^s ref e"'ced one hour hefore hin--writer to the west of 

cra^rýp`icolly hi^h area of nussel banks and Fucus colonies. During 

'_ car _eforc 
hip`, -wc, ter the drogue followed a clockwise path =round 

t pýtern m'rnin of the high area., the flow direction channi^g from 

'r :o0; 15t. Curin_ the early pert of the et`: -tide the flow was to 

EH. The dronue eventually became grounded in shallow water '-et- 

t, -(- mussel tank! - and the send-'yank associated with the shit. 

'ro^ues K and L were relea3sd at approxirn2telv the time of hi'b- 

ý, - ýr. They followed pcrnllel paths throe^h the flood-tidal delt2 

; . eý. In tot' Ilses nn nlmost easterly flow directio-i was followed 

o-e to the north-east. 

"-, o Outer Estu, 7r"1 en st of Cut t'e, d 

'hreo drogues were released to the north of Out Head on 14th, 

'9+4, Predicted time of hink-water at St. Andrews was 09.43 SST. 

T"e r, i: h-time histories are given in Table A69 page vii. 



A5a `victories - 14th. Tune ' S? 4. 

rows `s ire flow Liste ice 
BST 'irection "etres 

33° 
4E6 
67 6 
C2 3 

2; 02 

I., 

P 

09.59 
10 1- 
10.44 
11.00 
11,17 

1Ö. 0.7 
10.33 
10.52 
11.02 
`1.22 

'10.13 
T. 39 
'0.59 
11.14 
11.22 

010 
020 
030 
070 

020 
003 
0E4 
070 

033 
015 
052 
070 

: 3: 3 

r"7 r 

X23 

^949 

33R 
549 
401 
623 

191 1 

ver? ýe 

c. sec 

? r? 

F1 

L0 

30 
^3 

Ei 

54 

22 

47, 
45 

1 30 

E1 

? hfl drogues were released in the thirty minute period after high- 

w---er, 7ro^ues f7 and P followed very sinilar paths as they uor e Loth 

co-, trolled by the flow in the Eden channel, The northern drorýe (') 

u--- released over the topographically high area on the charnel mar-in. 

Flow tins to the NNE in the early stages but later became '; E to E"E as 

tý, e flou uas diverted by e ncjor north-south sand bar situated to the 

nor`_" of the chc. nnel. 



APPENDIX 2 

Organic Matter (Weight percent determined by H202 oxidis©tion) 

L3 0.88 P16 1.51 All 2.34 S23 2.60 U17 4.36 

M7 1.19 P17 1.90 R12 2.57 524 2.62 U20 3.13 

i8 1.19 P18 2.80 R13 1.73 S25 2.61 U21 3.02 

M9 0.35 P19 0.84 R14 0.89 T7 1.41 U7 1.06 

N2 0.73 Q2 0.75 R16 7.54 TO 1.29 V8 2.50 

N3 0.81 Q3 0.95 R17 3.21 T9 1.35 V9 7.19 

N4 1.17 Q4 1.29 R18 1185 T10 1,19 U10 1.20 

N5 0.64 Q5 3.08 R19 1.16 T11 1.29 V11 5.04 

N7 1.22 Q7 0.34 R20 5.75 T12 5,90 V12 3.60 

N9 1.13 QB 1.07 R21 1.54 T13 4.13 U13 5.11 

N10 1.20 all 3.73 R22 7.26 T14 6.23 V14 5.10 

02 1.25 Q12 2.01 R24 7.54 T15 1.61 V15 2.29 

03 0.80 Q13 1,72 S2 0.79 T16 5.02 V16 2.03 

04 1.23 Q14 8.26 53 1.05 T17 3.27 V26 0.60 

09 1.23 Q16 3.91 56 0.88 T19 5.27 W7 0.95 

010 0.67 Q17 6.16 S7 1.86 T20 4.92 W8 1.06 

012 3.85 Q18 5.11 S9 0.21 T21 4.49 W9 3.53 
013 1.54 Q19 4.38 510 0.91 T22 2.92 W10 6.80 
017 1.29 Q20 3.67 511 1.34 T23 3.13 W11 4.51 

P2 0.90 Q21 6.11 S12 2.63 T25 4.47 W12 1.11 

P3 0.75 Q22 1.58 S13 4.22 U7 0.99 W13 1.72 

P4 1.06 023 2.93 S14 2.42 UB 1.78 W14 0.06 

PS 1.31 Q24 2.68 S15 12.60 U9 1.58 W27 0.70 

P7 1.22 R2 0.83 S16 5.40 U10 1.56 X8 6.36 

P9 1.19 R3 0.67 S17 2.21 U11 8.50 X9 1.70 
P10 1.11 R6 1.37 SIB 1.55 U12 7.84 X10 2.76 
P11 0.50 R7 0.19 519 1.84 U13 2.70 X11 2.04 
P12 1.67 RB 0.23 520 4.27 U14 9.56 X12 3.95 
P13 1.53 R9 0.83 S21 2.85 U15 7.90 Y10 1,86 
P14 1.37 RIO 0.22 522 3.10 U16 2.70 Y11 3.38 



APPENDIX 3 

Date: 3.7 73 

Tide: 

RIPPle tiark4 

Example of a completed data 
collection sheet. 

Semple Not K)3 

Wind: S4-3 

Junrea 
eiýý Pz 

Straight Open 

Sinuous Zig-zag 

Catenary Comp. Z-Z 

In-phase Buttress 

Out of phase Comp buttress 

Linguoid 

Lunato Plane-bed 

Bow-shaped Lineations 

Haight f3 Q. g p Firm sub. 

Chord // Soft sub. 

Span 1cr , 5Z Cav. sand 

Semichord Sediment 

Inter-saddle Dist. « /9 Shell frage. 

Symmotry "/F/. 
Or 

ýý"Cb 

. 
0ý 

41E6h Itytilus 

Dir/Strike ^'I A. marina 

Crestal Platform L. conchileg 

Remarks: - _ .S Q 

S S, o2 S. D 

SL /° SL=a2 ° 

LFIý-Pýtb yFýL: jZ. 2 EL-1-3. s- 

4 týl =t 10 ýL 



APPENDIX 4 PaarrtI 

The Folk and Ward (1957) formulae and Folk's (1968) verbal 

descriptions for the sub-divisions of the measures are as follows: 

Graphic Mean (Mz) 

A measure of the overall average size of a sodimont. 

mZ = (16 + V50 + O84) phi 
3 

Verbal description: 

-1.0 to 0.0 phi 

0.0 to 1.0 phi 

1.0 to 2.0 phi 
2.0 to 3.0 phi 

3.0 to 4.0 phi 
4.0 to 5.0 phi 

5.0 to 6.0 phi 
6.0 to 7.0 phi 
7.0 to 8.0 phi 

6.0 to 9,0 phi 

9.0 phi 

Vary Coarßo Sand 

Coarse Sand 

Medium Sand 

Fine Sand 

Very Fine Sand 

Very Coarse Silt 

Coarse Silt 

Medium Silt 

Fine Silt 

Very Fine Silt 
Clay. 

Incl vo Graphic Standard Dovintion (CrI) 

Tho ovorogo of tho otandard doviations moosurod ovor tho 

central 60% of the curve and the central 90% of the curve. 

a= V84 - 16 + 95 -5 phi 

4 6.6 

Vorbal doocription: 

0.35 

0.36 - 0.50 

0.51 - 0.70 

0.71 - 1.00 

1.10 - 2.00 

2.10 - 4.00 

4.10 

very woll-oortod 

woll-sorted 

moderately woll-sorted 

moderately-sorted 

poorly-sorted 

very poorly-sorted 

extremely poorly-sorted. 



Inclusive Graphic Skewness (SkI) 

The average of the skewness values measured over the 

central 68% of the curve and the central 90% of the curve. 

SkI = O16 + 084 - 2050 + 95 + O95 - 2050 

2(084 - 016) 2(Y95 -05) 

Verbal description: 

+1,0 to +0,3 

40,3 to +0,1 

+0.1 to -0,1 

-0.1 to -0,3 

-0,3 to -1,0 

strongly fine skownd 

fine skewed 

near symmetrical 

coarse skewed 

strongly coarse skewed, 

Graphic Kurtonig (KG) 

A measure of the dispersion in the tails of the distribution 

compared with that in the central portion. In a phi-normal 

distribution the O5 to 095 spread should be 2.44 times that of 

O25 to 075. 

KG _c 95 -. ßJ5 

2.44 (075 - 025) 

Vorbol description: 

0.67 

0.67 to 0.90 

0.90 to 1.10 

1.10 to 1.50 

1.50 to 3.00 

> 3.00 

very platykurtic 

platykurtic 

mosokurtic 
leptokurtic 

very leptokurtic 

extremely loptokurtic. 



APPENDIX 4 PartII 

Computer Program for calculation of Folk and Ward Statistical Parameters: 
a modified version of G. P. Allen's Fortran IV program for granulometric 
analysis. 
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APPENDIX 4 Part III 

Folk & Ward Statistical Parameters 

Mz 0'I SkI KG 

Al 2.17 0.48 -0.27 1.09 

02 2.18 0.45 -0.20 1.02 

Cl 1.95 0.51 -0.04 0.86 

02 2.13 0.46 -0.15 1.07 

E3 2.46 0.29 -0.12 1.11 

F2 2.15 0.38 -0.08 0.98 

F4 2.32 0.33 -0.04 1.06 

01 2.25 0.37 -0.06 1.01 

03 2.42 0.31 -0.09 1.07 

65 2.32 0.28 0.08 0.97 
H2 2.24 0.35 -0.05 1.03 

H4 2.43 0.31 -0.07 1.13 

13 2.21 0.33 0.09 1.02 
15 2.36 0.42 0.10 1.21 
J2 2.23 0.36 -0.18 1.07 
J4 2.23 0.32 -0.01 1.04 
J6 2.43 0.39 0.05 1.06 
K5 2.26 0.36 -0.09 1.02 
L4 2.35 0.36 -0.05 0.94 
L5 2.13 0.37 0.10 0.97 
L6 2.25 0.34 -0.00 0.97 
M3 2.20 0.46 -0.02 0.93 
M4 2.45 0.32 -0.28 0.97 
M6 2.22 0.34 0.08 0.96 
M7 2.45 0.34 -0.23 1.06 
M8 2.29 0.35 0.11 0.94 
N2 2.55 0.34 -0.22 1.27 
N4 2.63 0.29 -0.16 1.29 
N8 2.20 0.38 0.00 0.99 
N9 2.31 0.39 0.00 0.96 
N10 2.52 1.18 0.41 5.16 
03 2.63 0.31 -0.10 1.43 
07 2.33 0.27 0.16 0.83 
08 2.36 0.31 0.17 0.86 
09 2.48 0.35 -0.15 1.12 
013 2.79 0.31 0.02 1.22 
017 2.44 0.69 0.33 2.29 
P2 2.76 0.24 -0.09 1.14 
P4 2.67 0.33 -0.19 1.45 
P6 2.43 0.36 -0.29 1.21 
P8 2.27 0.39 -0.07 0.92 
P10 2.49 0.40 -0.09 1.14 
P12 3.12 1.87 0.66 3.22 
P14 2.53 0.38 -0.17 1.22 
P16 2.62 0.93 0.40 3.66 
P18 3.37 2.33 0.77 2.09 
Q3 2.67 0.30 -0.07 1.44 
Q5 2.67 0.29 -0.06 1.29 
Q7 2.36 0.38 -0.10 1.06 
Q9 2.51 0.35 -0.15 1.24 
Q11 3.91 2.49 0.73 1.59 
Q13 4.13 2.83 0.76 1.16 



Mz UI Sik I K G 

Q17 5.45 2.90 0.49 1.02 
Q19 7.38 3.36 0.25 0.63 
Q21 7.36 3.03 0.44 0.68 
Q23 3.41 2.31 0.70 2.38 
R2 2.78 0.24 -0.13 1.17 
R6 2.73 0.31 -0.11 1.28 
R7 2.76 0.35 0.18 1.19 
R8 2.28 0.43 -0.09 0.93 
R9 2.37 0.41 -0.10 0.96 
R10 2.83 0.53 0.31 2.52 
R12 5.52 3.53 0.83 1.03 
R14 1.83 0.75 -0.12 1.52 
R16 6.73 3.43 0.48 0.63 
RIB 2.22 0.49 -0.09 1.04 
R20 4.94 2.74 0.60 1.24 
R22 5.34 2.84 0.53 1.15 
R24 7.99 2.99 0.26 0.62 
S3 2.71 0.33 -0.15 1.44 
S7 2.59 0.34 -0.08 1.13 
S9 2.43 0.35 -0.10 1.10 
S'11 2.92 0.81 0.49 3.58 
513 5.21 2.79 0.42 1.08 
315 6.59 3.59 0.32 0.74 
317 2.86 1.43 0.65 2.06 
S19 3.84 2.02 0.71 3.66 
S21 3.71 1.29 0.42 2.32 
S23 3.32 1.21 0.64 2.80 
S25 3.37 1.70 0.67 5.02 
T8 2.66 0.37 -0.16 1.30 
T10 2.77 0.25 -0.02 1.09 
T12 6.59 3.40 0.43 0.84 
T14 6.12 2.44 0.33 1.19 
T16 4.77 2.52 0.57 1.31 T20 6.80 3.23 0.58 0.65 T22 3.96 2.11 0.75 1.86 
U7 2.49 0.38 -0.20 1.20 
U9 3.09 0.65 0.54 2.66 
Ull 6.83 3.56 0.37 0.58 
U13 7.22 3.13 0.42 0.72 
U15 5.24 2.76 0.42 1.21 
U17 3.67 1.84 0.72 1.29 
U21 4.08 2.04 0.59 1.73 
V8 3.41 1.37 0.62 1.19 
V10 2.89 0.24 0.11 1.47 
V12 3.12 1.77 0.65 4.24 
V14 3.69 2.13 0.78 2.08 
V16 2.38 0.68 0.28 2.66 
V26 1.37 0.88 -0.30 1.45 
W7 2.44 0.37 -0.22 1.08 
W9 5.02 2.95 0.44 1.12 
W11 3.88 1.98 0.44 2.10 
W13 2.62 0.71 0.38 3.36 
X8 2.65 0.94 0.41 3.89 
X10 2.79 1.28 0.49 6.70 
X12 3.53 2.22 0676 1.95 
Y11 3.43 1.92 0.60 5.44 



Mz 0 SkI KG 

1WS 2. a3 0.28 -0.14 1.09 
2WS 2.32 0.38 -0.02 0.91 
3E6 2.34 0.37 0.07 0.88 
4EB 2.43 0.36 -0.01 0.91 
5EB 2.42 0.37 -0.04 0.93 
6EB 2.37 0.36 -0.06 0.91 
7EB 2.49 0.36 -0.04 1.10 
8EB 2.25 0.35 0.07 0.92 
9EB 2.15 0.36 0.12 0.92 
10EB 2.27 0.36 0.10 0.87 
11EB 2.41 0.37 0.06 0.93 

BS1 2.25 0.36 0.11 0.94 
6S2 2.18 0.43 0.19 0.94 
ES3 2.19 0.32 0.18 0.92 

SU1 2.71 0.24 0.20 1.28 
502 2.66 0.27 -0.01 1.41 SD3 2.65 0.31 -0.02 1.43 SD4 2.64 0.29 -0.06 1.49 S05 2.63 0.28 -0.07 1.49 

541 2.39 0.32 -0.08 0 99 SW2 2.32 0.33 0.00 
. 

0 94 SW3 
SW4 

2.13 0.35 0.11 . 
0.98 

SW5 
2.34 0.32 -0.02 0.94 

SW6 
2.13 0.34 0.08 0.95 

SW7 
2.15 0.35 0.06 0.93 

swo 
2.29 0.28 0.12 0.96 

SW9 
2.19 0.29 0.10 0.99 

SW10 
2.19 0.29 0.13 0.99 

SW11 
2.14 0.36 0.02 0.96 

SW12 
1.99 0.38 0.09 1.10 

SW13 
2.12 0.36 0.03 0.99 

SW14 
1.87 0.39 0.07 1.11 

SW15 
2.19 0.47 -0.06 0.86 

SW16 
1.99 
2 32 

0.48 0.03 0.96 
SW17 . 

2.25 
0.39 
0 43 

-0.03 0.94 
. 0.00 0.91 

IUE 3.48 2.39 0.50 2 63 2UE 1.88 1.06 -0.32 
. 

1 73 3BUE 1.47 0.80 -0.30 
. 

1 46 5UE 1.63 1.57 0.03 . 
1 87 6UE 1.51 1.05 -0.33 

. 
95 1 7UE 2.03 0.65 -0.14 

. 
1.13 ILE 1.30 3.44 -0.08 1 05 2LE 0.03 2.82 -0.38 

. 0.77 3LE -0.05 2.23 -0.21 0.76 4LE 2.02 0.87 -0.06 1 52 5LE 0.87 0.93 -0.44 

. 
1 27 6LE -0.36 2.02 -0.12 

. 
0 80 7LE 0.50 1.56 -0.44 

. 
82 0 8LE 1.53 0.85 -0.21 

. 
1.95- 9LE 1.00 1.89 -0.55 1 02 IOLE 0.03 2.08 -0.24 

. 
0 72 11LE 2.53 0.35 0.12 . 
1.13 12LE 1.90 1.42 -0.32 .�2.20 



APPENDIX 5 

Percentage content of the basic factor groupings. 

FACTOR FACTOR FACTOR FINE FACTOR FACTOR FACTOR FACTOR 
12 3 SAND 4 567 

Al 0.72 30.79 67.94 0.54 
02 0.27 31.83 67.25 0.64 
C1 0.32 53.05 46.10 0.53 
02 0.13 34.46 63.82 1.58 
E3 0.01 6.23 91.07 2.68 
F2 0.27 32.68 66.52 0.53 
F4 0.72 14.82 83.23 1.22 
G1 0.08 23.71 74.57 1.64 
G3 0.20 7.71 89.53 2.55 
G5 0.05 9.48 89.17 1.30 
H2 0.41 22.64 75.74 1.21 
H4 0.25 6.84 89.95 2.95 
13 0.31 24.06 74.21 1.42 
15 4.30 16.35 76.72 2.63 1.18 
J2 0.71 24.41 74.38 0.50 
J4 0.60 20.91 77.84 0.65 
J6 0.20 10.85 80.30 8.64 
K5 0.81 22.40 75.94 0.84 
L4 0.17 17.05 80.29 2.48 
L5 0.20 39.68 59.36 0.76 
L6 0.60 21.97 76.53 0.90 
M3 0.05 32.78 65.01 2.16 
M4 0.04 8.33 89.68 1.94 
116 0.02 24.07 74.93 0.97 
M7 0.75 9.84 85.50 3.92 
118 0.11 18.90 78.91 2.06 
N2 0.65 9.58 85.13 4.66 
N4 0.73 4.72 90.00 4.55 
NO 0.37 29.44 68.98 1.21 
N9 0.36 20.26 76.33 3.05 
N10 7.98 10.45 76.13 5.44 1.03 
03 1.04 4.75 87.27 6.95 
07 0.27 6.72 91.98 1.04 
08 0.48 7.43 89.85 2.22 
09 1.06 8.42 85.49 5.05 
013 1.79 2.13 77.17 18.94 
017 7.72 13.50 73.65 5.18 3.38 
P2 0.72 2.08 86.11 11.07 
P4 1.18 6.26 85.08 7.48 
P5 0.05 11.94 65.34 2.67 
P8 1.13 27.10 70.30 1.47 
P10 1.43 12.03 80.48 6.06 
P12 20.80 10.30 55.71 13.19 9.67 
P14 1.45 10.17 83.14 5.25 
P16 10.77 7.32 75.61 6.28 3.33 
P18 25.57 14.43 53.11 6.87 8.72 
Q3 0.86 4.58 86.43 8.13 
Q5 0.08 3.10 87.97 8.86 
Q7 0.22 16.64 79.20 3.94 
Q9 1.58 7.01 86.13 5.27 
011 32.25 6.25 45.55 15.94 10.39 



F1 F2 F3 FS F4 F5 

Q13 33.68 11.42 47.54 7.37 6.96 
Q17 56.10 1.77 16.78 25.36 18.89 
Q19 82.95 0.69 5.19 11.16 16.55 
Q21 91.55 0.78 1.72 5.96 17.75 
Q23 24.21 12.69 48.42 14.69 10.45 
R2 1.28 2.08 84.33 12.31 
R6 2.00 3.92 80.94 13.13 
R7 0.96 1.77 76.11 21.15 
Rb 0.04 27.72 69.72 2.51 
R9 1.54 19.89 74.12 4.47 
R10 5.68 2.65 73.46 18.20 2.87 
R12 33.24 3.62 35.58 27.55 10.09 
R14 2.96 64.17 30.69 2.20 
R16 72.95 0.67 7.85 16.52 23.62 
R18 2.25 32.58 60.92 2.62 
R20 49.62 1.80 22.47 26.12 23.31 
R22 59.51 1.50 15.77 23.22 27.95 
R24 94.92 0.69 4.39 11.20 
S3 0.82 5.91 80.38 12.88 

0.41 5.21 86.42 7.99 
11,3 0.75 9.89 84.26 5.12 
C11 9.07 0.91 65.04 24.98 4.96 
1113 59.52 0.60 19.86 19.94 20.88 
515 65.66 3.60 14.53 16.22 12.89 
S17 18.15 18.73 54.64 8.49 10.52 
S19 25.23 0.91 24.79 49.07 23.70 
S21 33.60 0.24 15.74 50.43 42.92 
S23 19.71 1.12 47.48 31.68 12.87 
S25 18.76 4.02 42.65 34.58 9.54 
18 2.09 6.80 80.06 11.05 
110 1.77 0.32 83.95 13.96 
T12 72.32 0.56 9.24 17.88 18.44 
T14 85.28 0.43 4.05 10.23 23.30 
T16 51.36 1.01 24.38 23.24 19.81 
T20 81.36 0.37 3.42 14.84 31.36 
T22 37.67 0.95 35.32 26.07 18.56 
U7 0.58 10.90 82.34 6.21 
U9 13.00 0.96 53.91 32.11 
U11 71.04 0.52 10.61 17.82 17.70 
U13 67.98 0.30 3.65 8.07 17.92 
U15 62.98 2.56 17.16 17.30 22.22 
U17 33.65 3.18 52.09 11.07 11.07 
U21 44.28 1.18 25.73 28.80 21.95 
V8 31.90 3.14 50.14 14.82 20.04 
V10 2.18 0.66 74.26 22.90 
V12 19.06 7.54 58.08 15.32 9.25 
V14 29.49 3.17 51.13 16.21 9.87 
V16 6.12 15.16 75.73 2.97 1.18 
V26 1.82 3.91 76.98 16.76 0.51 
W7 0.99 12.05 82.43 4.53 
W9 54.44 4.16 30.14 11.27 18.17 
W11 41.48 2.40 28.31 27.81 35.09 
W13 8.21 3.46 81.89 6.44 1.95 
X8 11.28 6.53 76.12 6.06 2.17 
X10 11.78 3.46 73.75 10.99 2.92 
X12 27.30 6.53 57.88 8.30 7.92 
Yll 20.66 1.51 63.73 14.05 5.75 

F6 F7 



F1 F2 F3 FS F4 

1WS 0.23 4.29 92.01 3.47 
2WS 0.14 * 19.70 78.05 2.11 
3EB 1.26 17.70 77.93 3.11 
4E13 0.14 8.81 85.31 5.24 
5EB 0.44 11.92 82.48 5.15 
6EB 0.13 15.71 81.42 2.75 
7EB 0.22 7.65 84.91 7.21 
8EB 0.16 22.51 76.37 5.56 
9EB 0.38 37.70 61.04 0.88 
IOEB 0.20 22.73 75.35 1.72 
11EB 0.41 10.64 83.02 5.93 
BSI 0.16 24.26 73.68 1.90 
BS2 0.42 39.31 56.64 3.63 
B53 0.04 27.92 70.87 1.17 

501 0.22 0.86 88.72 10.19 
S02 0.06 2.29 90.51 7.14 
S03 0.16 2.27 87.64 9.92 
S04 0.27 2.20 90.39 '7.13 
S05 0.29 2.42 90.76 6.52 

Sw1 0.29 10.48 87.38 1.85 
5W2 0.20 16.20 82.49 1.10 
SW3 0.35 38.85 60.30 0.5Q 
SW4 0.08 13.44 85.27 1.20 
SWS 0.03 37.79 61.55 0.64 
SW6 0.22 35.76 63.10 0.86 
SW7 0.04 12.80 86.11 1.05 
5W8 0.22 23.56 75.68 0.59 
SW9 0.12 24.67 74.58 0.68 
SW10 0.09 35.10 64.18 0.63 
SW11 0.08 54.75 44.89 0.28 
SW12 0.16 37.27 61.89 0.66 
SW13 0.06 64.74 32.98 0.22 
SW14 0.12 34.51 63.06 2.31 
SW15 0.09 53.05 46.03 0.83 
SW16 0.09 19.66 77.33 2.92 
SW17 0.39 28.90 67.78 2.93 

1UE 28.09 3.58 9.74 38.97 23.62 
2UE 0.93 5.17 45.90 42.48 5.50 
3BUE 2.25 2.74 76.80 17.30 0.91 
SUE 7.29 2.66 57.09 28.64 4.32 
6UE 2.86 6.26 67.40 21.32 2.13 
7UE 1.76 1.82 43.34 50.16 2.92 
I LE 23.15 15.95 33.29 15.92 1.75 
2LE 8.18 11.35 40.37 14.60 1.52 
3LE 4.77 29.23 46.49 11.33 1.35 
4LE 4.54 1.11 43.98 45.47 4.69 
5LE 1.14 6.61 89.05 3.12 0.07 
6LE 3.74 26.32 54.59 4.08 0.65 
7LE 0.04 22.22 65.31 11.83 0.28 
8LE 0.06 6.05 76.73 15.20 0.82 
9LE 0.11 18.35 41.29 36,35 3.29 
IOLE 0.19 33.42 48.44 16.40 1.60 
11LE 0.02 3.48 88009 8.35 
12LE 1.31 8.78 35.13 42.23 12.56 

F5 F6 F7 

15.32 

2.50 

9.94 
13.33 10.65 

6.82 

10.61 
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